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8 | General introduction

“The face is the index of the mind.”
English proverb

The human face is a remarkable piece of work. The astonishing variety of facial features
and muscle movements enable humans to communicate a diverse array of information. For
example, the facial characteristics, such as the skin color and condition, is indicative of one’s
ethnicity, age, and health. The facial expressions, by moving particular facial muscles, can
signal one’s emotions, social intentions, action tendencies, and appraisals. People spend
much of their waking lives, in the office and the school as well as the bar and the bedroom,
reading faces, for any relevant information that may benefits interactions. At the same time,
they also constantly produce facial expressions spontaneously or voluntarily, for example,
people scrunch the nose when accidently toughing dog feces or fake a smile in order to show
affiliative intentions. The face plays an enormous role in nonverbal human communication,
and so it should come as no surprise that a considerable body of scientific research have
been, and continue to be, dedicated to uncovering the effects that faces have upon human
communication (Fischer & Sauter, 2017; Scarantino, 2017; Van Kleef, 2017).
The present dissertation focuses on the role of facial expressions in social
communication, which typically comprises two distinct but interrelated processes –
expression and perception/inference (Scherer, Clark-Polner, & Mortillaro, 2011; Van Kleef,
2016). The expression refers to the process in which a particular set of features is produced,
i.e., the production of a facial expression. The perception/inference refers to observers
inferring the expresser’s emotions or drawing inferences about the expresser based on their
perception of the expressed features, i.e., the facial muscle movements. We will investigate
both processes to shed light on the communicative value of emotional facial expressions.
In this chapter, I will first provide a brief description of the research on facial expressions
of emotion. Then I will introduce two main moderators in this dissertation: culture and (static
vs. dynamic) presentations of facial expressions. Finally, I will give a brief overview of the
subsequent empirical chapters in this dissertation.
Facial Expressions of Emotion
Research on facial expressions of emotion dates back to Charles Darwin’s observations
of similarity in facial displays of emotion across animal species (Darwin, 1872). Darwin (1872)
wrote in his book The Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals, "the young and the
old of widely different races, both with man and animals, express the same state of mind by
the same movements" (p.352). He believed that facial expressions of emotion are part of
biological heritage. In the late 1960s, psychologist Paul Ekman came up with a methodology
to examine the universality of facial expressions of emotion (e.g., Ekman, 1972; Ekman &
Friesen, 1971; Ekman, Sorenson, & Friesen, 1969). Pictures of facial expressions were
shown to observers in different cultures who identified which emotional contexts the
expressions were intended. Universality was documented as the majority of observers across
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cultures reliably identify the emotions intended by the facial expressions. These findings have
also been replicated multiple times by other researchers (for a review, see Elfenbein &
Ambady, 2002).
More recent studies, however, revealed reliable cultural differences in the perception of
emotional facial expressions (e.g., Beaupré & Hess, 2005; Jack, Blais, Scheepers, Schyns, &
Caldara, 2009; Elfenbein & Ambady, 2002). For example, cross-cultural differences have
been found in the absolute levels of agreement for some negative facial expressions. That is,
Easterners are less accurate than Westerners at recognizing facial expressions of anger,
disgust, and fear in forced choice tasks (e.g., Beaupré & Hess, 2005; Jack et al., 2009;
Matsumoto, 1992; Yik & Russell, 1999). Nonetheless, it is still hotly debated to which extent
culture shapes emotion perception (e.g., Sauter, Eisner, Ekman, & Scott, 2015; Gendron,
Roberson, & Barrett, 2015). In the present dissertation, we revisit the claim that Easterners
are poorer than Westerners at recognizing some negative facial expressions (Chapters 2A
and 2B). We suggest that rather than Easterners failing to identify the intended emotions,
they are more likely than Westerners to perceive multiple emotions simultaneously (i.e.,
mixed emotions) in a facial expression.
On the other hand, culture also influences how emotional facial expressions are
produced. Studies where participants from different cultures were asked to pose emotional
expressions revealed cultural accents in facial expressions (Elfenbein, Beaupre, Levesque, &
Hess, 2007; Marsh, Elfenbein, & Ambady, 2003). Specifically, Quebecois and Gabonese
participants used different facial muscle movements to pose the same emotions. It suggests
that extreme positions regarding the universality of emotion are incomplete. That is, emotions
may be expressed in a manner largely consistent with universal prototypes, but there can still
exist subtle cultural differences in the appearance of these universal emotions. In the present
dissertation, we propose that cultures may differ in the specificity of emotion production
(Chapter 3). Consistent with the predictions developed from the perspective of emotion
perception, we suggest that Westerners produce more specific emotional facial expressions
than do Easterners.
Although the majority of emotion perception studies have focused primarily on the
emotions carried by facial movements (e.g., Beaupré & Hess, 2005; Ekman, 1972; Ekman &
Friesen, 1976), facial expressions also signal other information such as personal intent,
behavioural tendency, and personality traits (Hess, Blairy, & Kleck, 2000; Knutson, 1996;
Krumhuber, Manstead, & Kappas, 2007). For example, a smile is not only used to indicate felt
pleasure or joy, but also to signal affiliative intent, or a person’s social status (Niedenthal,
Mermillod, Maringer, & Hess, 2010). In order to accurately interpret what a given smile
means, observers have to rely on various cues. In the current dissertation, we suggest that
observers use the intensity of the smile and also draw on their own and the smiling person's
cultural background when they interpret smiles (Chapter 4). Besides, showing certain
emotional facial expressions leads others to attribute specific traits to the expressers. For
example, observers infer high dominance and affiliation from happy expressions, high
dominance and low affiliation from angry and disgusted expressions, and low dominance
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from fearful and sad expressions (Hess, Blairy, & Kleck, 2000; Knutson, 1996; Krumhuber,
Manstead, & Kappas, 2007). These inferences are essential for successful social
communication, as they tell us what the other person is like and how he/she is likely to act
(Frith & Frith, 2006). In the present dissertation, we examine how people judge facial
expressions on personality traits derived from three influential models of person perception,
namely dominance/affiliation, competence/warmth, and dominance/trustworthiness (Chapter
5)
Notice that with this considerable body of work on emotion perception/inference, it has
almost exclusively employed static emotional expressions (Hess et al., 2000; Knutson, 1996;
Krumhuber et al., 2007). Little is known about how people perceive emotions or infer other
information (e.g., personality traits) from dynamic expressions, which are much closer to
real-life expressions. We therefore also test emotion perception (Chapters 2A, 2B, and 4) and
personality trait inferences (Chapter 5) from dynamic emotion displays, in order to improve
both ecological validity and generalizability.
Culture Shapes Emotion Communication: How and in What Aspects?
What is culture? To quote Kroeber and Parsons (1958), “ Culture is transmitted and
created content and patterns of values, ideas, and other symbolic meaningful systems as
factors in the shaping of human behavior and the artifacts produced through behavior”
(p.583). People create these ideas, and these ideas in turn shape how people think, feel, and
behave (Kroeber & Kluckhohn, 1952; Markus & Conner, 2013). In relation to emotion,
cultures create norms concerning the regulation of emotion to facilitate social coordination
(Matsumoto & Hwang, 2012). By regulating emotions via norms, cultures ensure that
behaviors follow culturally prescribed scripts, increasing social coordination and decreasing
social chaos. Over the last decades, significant empirical research has examined the
influence of culture on a variety of emotional processes.
In this dissertation, we focus on Western European (Western as a shorthand) and East
Asian (Eastern as a shorthand) cultures, because most cross-cultural research on emotion
has focused on comparisons between these contexts. Initially, research compared Western
and Eastern cultures because anthropological and observational studies suggest that they
differ in various aspects of emotional processes (e.g., Hall, 1976; Hsu, 1953; Potter, 1988);
later research, however, focused on these comparisons for theoretical reasons as well
(Markus & Kitayama, 1991). Here, we review four interrelated cultural dimensions along
which Westerners differ from Easterners: (a) low vs. high communication (which we discuss
together with historical heterogeneity vs. homogeneity of societies), (b) social orientation
towards independence vs. interdependence, (c) analytical vs. holistic cognition, and (d)
non-dialectical vs. dialectical beliefs.
Low vs. High Communication (Historical Heterogeneity vs. Homogeneity)
Cultures create norms concerning how individuals should communicate information. It
has long been established that the homogeneity/heterogeneity of a society influences how
members communicate with each other (Gudykunst, Matsumoto, Ting-Toomey, Nishida, Kim,
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& Heyman, 1996; Hall, 1976; Kittler, Rygl, & Mackinnon, 2011; Rychlowska et al., 2015).
Historical heterogenetic countries (represented by most Western countries), whose
populations originate from multiple source countries, contain diverse values and beliefs
brought in from the different source cultures. In order to navigate such diverse social worlds,
it has been proposed that individuals need to convey their feelings and intentions directly and
precisely, a style that is referred to as "low-context communication" (Hall, 1976; Rychlowska
et al., 2015). In contrast, the populations of historically homogeneous societies (which
includes most East Asian countries; henceforth Easterners), originate from one or few source
countries. They therefore have common values and beliefs that guide their behavior
(Mesquita & Frijda, 1992) and are usually characterized by stable and predictable
interpersonal relationships. In such societies, a lot of information is conveyed by the physical
context in conjunction with a shared understanding of reality, while relatively little is in the
coded, explicit, or transmitted part of the message (Hall, 1976) – a style that is referred to as
"high-context communication". Consequently, it has been argued that communication in
homogeneous societies is more indirect and ambiguous (Gudykunst & Ting-Toomey, 1988).
Notably, this line of research rests mainly on theoretical framework or self-reports where
participants report how would they behave in various life situations. With regard to emotion
communication, we build upon this account and suggest that Westerners (who live in
heterogenetic and low-context communication cultures) may indeed communicate emotions
in a more specific way, in comparison to Easterners (who live in homogeneous and
high-context communication cultures).
This view has gained initial support from cross-cultural studies on emotion perception.
Studies where participants were asked to describe the emotions expressed by facial
expressions showed that Westerners used less words referring to non-intended emotions
than did Easterners (Beaupré & Hess, 2005; Leu, Mesquita, Masuda, Ellsworth, & Karasawa,
2003). It implies that Westerners may be more likely to see specific emotions in facial
expressions than Easterners. Drawn from this primary evidence, we come up with a more
fine-grained methodology by using multiscalar ratings across different emotion labels and
suggest that Westerners would endorse non-intended emotions to a lower degree than
Easterners (Chapter 2A & 2B). Emotion communication, however, concerns not only emotion
perception, but also emotion production. It is conceivable that Westerners’ inclination towards
specific emotions might also occur in the production of facial expressions. We thus predict
that Westerners would also produce more specific emotional facial expressions than
Easterners (Chapter 3).
Independent vs. Interdependent Social Orientation
In many Western cultures, there is a faith in the inherent separateness of distinct persons
(Markus & Kitayama, 1991). The normative imperative of this culture is to become
independent from others and to discover and express one's unique attributes. To achieve the
goal of independence, people typically attend to their own internal thoughts, feelings, and
behaviors. In contrast, many Eastern cultures insist on the relatedness of human beings to
each other. The normative imperative of this culture is to maintain interdependence among
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others. Achieving the goal of interdependence requires people attending to the thoughts,
feelings, and behaviors of others, rather than to their own ones.
With regard to emotion communication, much of the early work focused on the influence
of cultural orientations on display rules, which refer to conventions about the appropriateness
of emotional displays in social situations (Matsumoto, 1990, 1993). In Western independent
societies, openly and freely expressing one’s emotion is strongly encouraged because it
reinforces the self as separate and unique. In Eastern interdependent societies, however, the
open expression of emotions may threaten interpersonal relationships (Biehl, Matsumoto,
Ekman, Hearn, Heider, Kudoh, & Ton, 1997; Soto, Levenson, & Ebling, 2005; Wei, Su,
Carrera, Lin, & Yi, 2013). Consequently, Western cultural contexts value emotional
expression more and suppression less than Eastern cultural contexts (Butler, Lee, & Gross,
2007; Matsumoto, 1990; Wei et al., 2013). Japanese people, for example, often suppress
their negative facial expressions because they could threaten interpersonal relationships;
sometimes they even use a “masking” smile to cover their negative feelings (e.g., Biehl et al.,
1997; Ekman, 1972; Friesen, 1972; Matsumoto, 1989). More recently it has been suggested
that Chinese people also smile to cover negative emotions or to simulate positive ones (Sun,
2010). We thus suggest that smiles in Eastern cultures may be more likely to indicate polite
behavior compared to smiles in Western cultures (Chapter 4).
Another body of work which receives growing attention concerns the effects of cultural
orientations on mixed emotions. Westerners attend primarily to their own emotions and see
one’s emotions as reflecting the inner self. By contrast, Easterners put more focus on the
emotions of other people in their group and see one’s emotions as originating from
interactions with others (Greenfield, 2013; Markus & Kitayama, 1991; Mesquita, 2001; Uchida,
Townsend, Markus, & Bergsieker, 2009). The orientation towards interdependence may
promote greater mixed emotions in Easterners, in comparison to Westerners, who are
independent orientated. This view has received support from research on cultural differences
on experiences, with Easterners reporting blends of feelings and Westerners reporting
specific feelings (Bagozzi, Wong, & Yi, 1999; Grossmann, Huynh, & Ellsworth, 2015;
Miyamoto, Uchida, & Ellsworth, 2010; Schimmack, Oishi, & Diener, 2002). We extend this
line of research, and suggest that this cultural difference in mixed emotions may also occur in
the perception (Chapter 2A & 2B) and production (Chapter 3) of emotions in facial
expressions.
Analytic vs. Holistic Cognition
Western and Eastern cultures also differ in their cognitive habits: Westerners tend to be
analytic, paying attention primarily to the object and the categories to which it belongs, and
using formal logic in reasoning; whereas Easterners are more holistic, attending to the entire
field, making relatively little use of categories, and using experiential knowledge in reasoning
(Nisbett, Peng, Choi, & Norenzayan, 2001; Varnum, Grossmann, Kitayama, & Nisbett, 2010).
The core element of the analytic style is a tendency to focus on the target and disentangle it
from its context, while the core element of the holistic style is a broad attention to context and
relationships.
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This difference in cognition has been linked to the perception of emotional expressions in
Western and Eastern observers: Easterners are more likely than Westerners to be influenced
by context. For example, a study by Masuda and colleagues (2008) found that when seeing a
cartoon figure displaying an emotional facial expression surrounded by other expressions,
Easterners’, but not Westerners’, perceptions were influenced by the emotion of the
surrounding figures. It is because Easterners attend more to contextual information, whereas
Westerners tend to pay more attention to the target and to perceive the target independently
from the background (Nisbett et al., 2001).
We consider another potential result of this cultural influence on emotion perception:
Easterners tend to perceive emotions as more mixed than Westerners (Chapter 2A & 2B). As
Westerners focus primarily on the focal object and the categories to which it belongs, they
would be attuned primarily to the most salient emotion category. In contrast, Easterners who
attend to the entire field and make relatively little use of categories, may be more attuned to
the presence of multiple different emotions (and their interrelations) in the perception of facial
emotional expressions.
Dialectical vs. Non-dialectical Thinking
Lastly, Western and Eastern cultures differ in dialectical thinking (Peng & Nisbett, 1999;
Peng, Spencer-Rodgers, & Zhong, 2006). Westerners hold a belief that reality is precise and
non-contradicted. When confronted with contradictions, Westerners are more disturbed by
discrepancies and typically look to reconcile inconsistencies (Spencer-Rodgers, Peng, Wang,
& Hou, 2004). By contrast, Easterners believe that reality is not static and precise, but
constantly changing and full of contradictions. And because change and contradiction are
seen as inevitable, Easterners are less troubled by apparent contradictions in their own
thoughts, emotions, and behaviors as well as those of others.
A growing body of research suggests that dialectical thinking may be a potential source of
cultural differences on mixed emotional experiences (Grossmann et al., 2015; Miyamoto et
al., 2010). Westerners, who are often regarded as non-dialectical thinkers, are attuned to
report one specific feeling in a given situation, while Easterners, who are often known as
dialectical thinkers, tend to report experiences of multiple different emotions simultaneously.
We suggest in the current dissertation that this cultural difference in dialectical thinking may
also influence how people perceive emotions in facial expressions (Chapter 2A & 2B). As
specific emotions are associated with distinct combinations of appraisals and action
tendencies (Ellsworth & Smith, 1988; Frijda, Kuipers, & Schure, 1989; Scherer, 1984),
endorsing concurrent distinct emotions is likely to represent a contradictory belief. Easterners
should therefore be more likely to perceive mixed emotions than Westerners.
Dynamic Facial Expressions
The majority of research on emotion communication employs static images of emotional
facial expressions. These studies usually present an emotional face and ask observers to
rate the stimuli in terms of emotional and social judgments. It is important to note, however,
that facial expressions in real life are typically dynamic, changing from one state (the start
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emotion) to another state (the end emotion) (Krumhuber et al., 2013). This raises the
question of how much ecological validity studies using static images of emotional facial
expressions actually have. Are there differences between the perception of static
photographs of faces and the perception of faces in the real world? How do dynamic facial
cues affect emotional and social judgments beyond what can be captured in a still
photograph? One of the aims of this dissertation is to improve the ecological validity of the
emotional stimuli by using both static and dynamic emotion displays, and test whether the
findings from static emotional expressions would also generalize to dynamic emotional
expressions.
Unlike static emotion displays, dynamic emotional expressions include a start expression
as well as an end expression. Despite the ubiquity of successive contexts in real-life emotion
perception, surprisingly little research has studied the influence of a preceding expression on
the perception of an end facial expression. One study by Russell and Fehr (1987) provided
initial evidence for an effect of successive contextual information. In their experiment,
participants saw two photographs of different facial expressions in succession. The authors
found that viewing a preceding expression shifted the judgment of the end expression in the
opposite direction to that of the preceding expression. For example, a relatively neutral face
was perceived as more sad when presented after a happy face. More recent work has used
morphs of emotional changes to present facial expressions sequentially (Sacharin, Sander, &
Scherer, 2012), again highlighting that how an end expression is decoded can be influenced
by its context, in this case, the preceding expression. This temporal contextual effect may
vary across cultures, because Easterners and Westerners tend to assign attention differently
to contextual information (Nisbett et al., 2001). We thus explore whether cultures differ in how
they perceive the end emotion in dynamic expressions (Chapter 2A).
On the other hand, the social inferences (e.g., personality traits) drawn from dynamic
emotional expressions may also differ from those drawn from static emotional expressions.
For instance, if a person first expresses anger and then fear, would she or he be perceived as
high on dominance based on the anger they first expressed? Or would they be perceived as
low in dominance based on the fear they expressed last? Or would they be perceived as
intermediate in dominance based on a combination of the anger and fear displays? To
address this question, we examine which (implicit) rules perceivers follow in making trait
judgments on the basis of dynamic emotional expressions (Chapter 5).
Goals and Overview of Chapters
The overarching goal of the present dissertation is to shed more light on the two
processes of emotion communication—expression and perception/inference. The primary
focus of this dissertation is on the roles of culture and dynamic facial expressions in emotion
communication. First, I examine emotion perception from both static and dynamic facial
expressions of negative emotion across cultures (Chapters 2A and 2B). Second, I investigate
the production of posed and spontaneous facial expressions of negative emotion across
cultures (Chapter 3). Third, I examine the interpretation of positive facial expressions, namely,
smiles, across cultures (Chapter 4). Fourth, I test the inference of social dimensions (i.e.,
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personality traits) from dynamic facial expressions (Chapter 5).
In Chapter 2A, we revisit the well-established phenomenon that Easterners are poorer
than Westerners at categorizing some negative facial expressions. We hypothesize that
rather than Easterners failing to identify the intended emotions, they are more likely than
Westerners to perceive multiple emotions simultaneously. To test this hypothesis, Chinese
and Dutch participants rated Chinese and Dutch static and dynamic expressions of anger,
disgust, and fear. Both groups of perceivers rated expressions higher on the intended
emotions than on the non-intended emotions, indicating that they accurately perceived the
intended emotions. As predicted, Chinese participants made smaller differentiations between
intended and non-intended emotions than did Dutch participants; moreover, this cultural
difference was driven primarily by the perception of non-intended emotions, which was higher
among Chinese than among Dutch participants. These results suggest that Easterners are
more likely to see mixed emotions in facial expressions than are Westerners, thus shedding
new light on the role of culture in emotion perception.
In Chapter 2B, we further investigate the non-intended emotions perceived from facial
expressions across cultures. Although perceivers often agree about the primary emotion that
is conveyed by a particular expression, they may concurrently perceive several additional
emotions from a given facial expression. We compared the perception of two types of
non-intended emotions in Chinese and Dutch perceivers viewing facial expressions (e.g.,
anger expressions): emotions which were morphologically similar to the intended emotion
(e.g., disgust) and emotions which were morphologically dissimilar to the intended emotion
(e.g., fear). Findings were consistent across two studies, and showed that (a) morphologically
similar emotions were endorsed to a greater extent than dissimilar emotions, and (b) Chinese
endorsed non-intended emotions more than did Dutch perceivers. Furthermore, the
difference between Chinese and Dutch perceivers was more pronounced for the
endorsement of morphologically similar emotions than of dissimilar emotions. We also
obtained consistent evidence that Dutch observers endorsed non-intended emotions that
were congruent with the preceding expressions to a greater degree. These findings suggest
that culture and morphological similarity both influence the extent to which perceivers see
several emotions in a facial expression.
Much is known about how people from different cultures perceive facial expressions of
emotion, yet little is known about how emotional expressions are produced across cultures.
To complement the research strand based on emotion perception (Chapter 2A and 2B),
Chapter 3 examines whether Westerners’ inclination towards specific emotions might occur
in the production of emotional facial expressions. Research on communication styles
suggests that Westerners are inclined towards a precise way of communication, whereas
Easterners tend to communicate more ambiguously. Building on this literature, we
hypothesize that Westerners also produce more specific emotional facial expressions than do
Easterners. We further examine whether this specificity varies depending on whether the
expressions are posed or spontaneous. To test this, Chinese and Dutch participants were
instructed to either pose facial expressions of anger and disgust (eliciting posed expressions),
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or to share autobiographical events that elicited anger and disgust (eliciting spontaneous
expressions). ). The Facial Action Coding System (FACS) was used to measure facial muscle
movements. The patterns of facial muscle movements involved in the expressions of anger
and disgust were different in all conditions. As predicted, posed (but not spontaneous)
expressions of anger and disgust were more overlapping in Chinese than in Dutch
participants, indicating that Dutch people produce more specific posed emotional
expressions than do Chinese. These findings provide the first empirical demonstration that
culture influences the specificity of posed, but not spontaneous, facial expressions of
emotions.
Chapter 4 examines how people from different cultures interpret smiles of various
intensities. Ubiquitous as they may be, smiles are often ambiguous. We propose that
perceivers use cues derived from the intensity of smiles and the cultural context to
disambiguate the interpretation of smiles. Chinese and Dutch perceivers made ratings of
positivity, negativity, authenticity, and politeness for isolated (Experiment 4.1),
minimal-context (Experiment 4.2), and dynamic (Experiment 4.3) smiles. The smiles were of
low and high intensity, and produced by Chinese and Dutch expressers. The stimuli from the
two cultural groups were matched for perceived intensity by perceivers from both cultural
groups in a pilot study. The results showed that, across all three experiments, the intensity of
the smile and the culture of the expresser consistently influenced smile perception: High
intensity smiles were perceived as more positive and authentic, and less negative and polite
than low intensity smiles; Dutch smiles were perceived as more positive and authentic, and
less negative and polite than Chinese smiles. However, the effect of culture of perceiver
varied across experiments: Dutch perceivers judged dynamic smiles as more positive and
authentic, and less negative than did Chinese perceivers, but they did not differ in their
perception of isolated and minimal-context smiles. These findings suggest that the perception
of affective and social aspects of smiles is influenced by smile intensity and culture.
Besides emotions, facial expressions also signal other information such as personality
traits of the expresser (Hess et al., 2000; Knutson, 1996; Krumhuber et al., 2007). Previous
research has documented reliable relationships between certain static emotional expressions
and perceived personality traits, yet little is known about how person perception is affected by
dynamic expressions. Chapter 5 aims to test personality trait inferences from dynamic
expressions that change from a start emotion to an end emotion. Drawing on three influential
models of person perception, we examine perceptions of dominance and affiliation
(Experiment 5.1a), competence and warmth (Experiment 5.1b), and dominance and
trustworthiness (Experiment 5.2). A strong recency effect was consistently found across all
trait judgments, that is, the end emotion of dynamic expressions had a strong impact on trait
ratings. Evidence for a primacy effect was also observed (i.e., the information of start
emotions was integrated), but less pronounced, and only for trait ratings relating to affiliation,
warmth, and trustworthiness. Taken together, these findings suggest that, when making trait
judgements about others, observers weigh the most recently displayed emotion in dynamic
expressions more heavily than the preceding emotion.
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2A

It is well established that Easterners are poorer at categorizing some emotional facial
expressions than are Westerners. We hypothesized that rather than Easterners failing to
identify the intended emotions, they are more likely than Westerners to perceive multiple
emotions simultaneously. To test this hypothesis, Chinese and Dutch participants rated
Chinese and Dutch static and dynamic expressions of anger, disgust, fear, and surprise. Both
groups of perceivers rated expressions higher on the intended emotions than on the
non-intended emotions, indicating that they accurately perceived the intended emotions. As
predicted, Chinese participants made smaller differentiations between intended and
non-intended emotions than did Dutch participants. Moreover, this cultural difference was
driven primarily by the perception of non-intended emotions, which was higher among
Chinese than among Dutch participants. These results suggest that Easterners see more
emotions in facial expressions than do Westerners, thus shedding new light on the role of
culture in emotion perception.

This chapter is based on:
Fang, X., Van Kleef, G. A., & Sauter, D. A. (submitted). Cultural differences in emotion
perception revisited: Easterners are accurate, but perceive additional non-intended emotions
in negative facial expressions.
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The extent to which cultural factors shape emotion perception is a matter of considerable
debate (e.g., Sauter, Eisner, Ekman, & Scott, 2015; Gendron, Roberson, & Barrett, 2015). It
is well established that the majority of observers across cultures reliably identify emotions
from nonverbal expressions (e.g., Elfenbein & Ambady, 2003a; Paulmann & Uskul, 2014), but
cross-cultural differences have been found in the absolute levels of agreement for certain
negative facial expressions (e.g., Beaupré & Hess, 2005; Jack, Scheepers, Schyns, &
Caldara, 2009; Matsumoto, 1992; Yik & Russell, 1999). Specifically, Easterners are less
accurate than Westerners in recognizing facial expressions of anger, disgust, and fear.
Two explanations have been put forth to account for this phenomenon. One is that
negative emotions may pose a threat to group harmony, which is valued to a greater degree
in collectivistic cultures (including most Eastern countries) compared to individualistic cultures
(including most Western countries; Nisbett, Peng, Choi, & Norenzayan, 2001). On this view,
due to a lack of experience with negative emotions, Easterners may be less accurate in
categorizing different negative expressions (Biehl et al., 1997). Another explanation is that
Easterners use a decoding strategy that is inadequate for distinguishing some negative facial
expressions: Easterners focus more on information in the eye region, while Westerners weigh
information more evenly across different parts of the face (Yuki, Maddux & Masuda, 2007).
Easterners may therefore be poorer at judging expressions that share similar morphological
features around the eye region, such as anger and disgust, and fear and surprise (Jack et al.,
2009). These two accounts suggest that Easterners’ poorer performance in categorizing
negative facial expressions is caused by their failure to identify the intended emotions
signaled by facial expressions.
Here we propose another possibility, namely that Easterners tend to see multiple
concurrent emotions when perceiving negative facial expressions. Previous findings indicate
that Easterners commonly experience multiple different emotions simultaneously, while
Westerners tend to report experiencing specific feelings (Bagozzi, Wong, & Yi, 1999;
Schimmack, Oishi, & Diener, 2002). We propose that the tendency to experience mixed
emotions may predispose Easterners to also perceive emotional expressions as more mixed.
Suggestive evidence comes from studies showing that, when describing facial expressions,
Easterners use more words referring to non-intended emotions than do Westerners (Beaupré
& Hess, 2005; Leu, Mesquita, Masuda, Ellsworth, & Karasawa, 2003), but no study to date
has directly examined the concurrent perception of multiple emotions from negative facial
expressions in a balanced design with Eastern and Western observers. Here we test the
proposal that, rather than Easterners failing to identify the intended emotion, they perceive
multiple emotions simultaneously. Accordingly, we hypothesized that cultural differences
would be more pronounced in the perception of non-intended, as compared to intended,
emotions.
The hypothesis was tested by examining multi-scalar intensity ratings for two pairs of
emotions for which Easterners are known to make more confusion errors than Westerners:
anger-disgust and fear-surprise. Specifically, Easterners systematically misclassify disgust
expressions as anger (and vice versa), and misclassify fear expressions as surprise (e.g.,
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Jack et al., 2009). Both static and dynamic emotional expressions were used to test the
robustness of the findings, and stimuli from both of the ethnic groups employed as
participants (Chinese and Dutch) were included. We report all measures, manipulations,
exclusions, and the method of determining the sample size.
Method
Participants and Design
The study included 432 individuals, who participated for course credits or monetary
compensation.1 Twenty participants were excluded for failing to complete the task. The final
sample consisted of 256 Dutch participants from the University of Amsterdam and 156
Chinese participants from Zhejiang University. One hundred thirty-four Dutch participants
(Mage = 22.31, SD = 3.49; 103 female; 95 of which saw Dutch faces and 39 Chinese faces)
and 77 Chinese participants (Mage = 21.12, SD = 2.03; 47 female; 39 of which saw Dutch
faces and 38 Chinese faces) judged facial expressions of anger, disgust, and fear. One
hundred twenty-two Dutch participants (Mage = 21.45, SD = 3.06; 94 female; 84 of which saw
Dutch faces and 38 saw Chinese faces) and 79 Chinese participants (Mage = 19.15, SD = 1.71;
50 female; 40 of which saw Dutch faces and 39 saw Chinese faces) judged facial
expressions of anger, fear, and surprise.2 All participants provided written informed consent,
and the ethics committee of the University of Amsterdam approved the study.
Stimuli and Procedure
Six Dutch actors (three male) and six Chinese actors (three male) posing facial
expressions of anger, disgust, fear, and surprise were selected from the Radboud Faces
Database (Langner et al., 2010) and the Taiwan Corpora of Chinese Emotions (Shyi, Huang,
& Yeh, 2013), respectively. Both sets are based on the Facial Action Coding System (FACS;
Ekman et al., 2002). A pilot study was conducted to ensure that the Chinese and Dutch
stimuli were matched for perceived intensity in both cultural groups (see Supplementary
Materials for details).
Static task. In the static task, each trial started with a fixation cross displayed in the
center of the screen for 500ms, followed by a photograph of an emotional expression (anger,
disgust, or fear in Condition 1; anger, fear, or surprise in Condition 2) shown for 1000ms.3
Then a gray screen appeared with a prompt to judge the emotion expressed in the face.
Ratings were made by moving sliders on three scales ranging from 0 (not at all) to 100 (very
much), reflecting the three emotions shown in the respective condition. All scales were
displayed on a single screen, with the order consistent for each participant, but
counterbalanced between participants. Each participant completed three practice trials,
1

The data for this study were collected in the context of a larger project (see Chapter 2B) designed to probe multiple research
questions. None of the results reported in the present research have been reported in any other work.
2
For the current study, we had minimally 77 participants per condition (Culture of Perceiver [Chinese, Dutch] × Emotion
Combination [Anger-disgust-fear, Anger-fear-surprise]). This is a considerable sample size compared to both recent and earlier
cross-cultural studies on emotion perceptions (for a review see Elfenbein, 2017).
3
The emotions of interest were anger and disgust in Condition 1, and fear and surprise in Condition 2. The reason for including
fear in Condition 1 and anger in Condition 2 was to ensure variation in the emotional stimuli and ratings. Additionally, for the
dynamic stimuli, due to the inclusion of fear and anger, respectively, participants could not predict the target emotion based on
the start emotion, and thus had to pay attention to the target emotion.
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followed by four blocks of 18 trials each (6 actors × 3 static expressions).
Dynamic task. The dynamic facial expressions changed from one emotion to the target
emotion of interest. Examples of the dynamic stimuli are available online
(https://osf.io/k893a/).
The
stimuli
were
generated
using
Fantamorph
5
(http://www.fantamorph.com/), and the 26-frame morphs were presented at the speed of 30
frames per second. Based on the unfolding time of natural dynamic expressions (Hoffmann,
Traue, Bachmayr, & Kessler, 2010), the exposure time of the first frame (i.e., the start
emotion) and the last frame (i.e., the target emotion) were set to 600 ms each. Thus, each
clip lasted for 2000 ms. In total, 72 morphs (6 actors × 2 actor ethnicities × 6 emotional
changes) were included for anger-disgust-fear (Condition 1) and the same number of morphs
for fear-surprise-anger (Condition 2). The procedure of the dynamic task was identical to that
of the static task, except that participants were asked to judge the last emotion expressed in
the video. Six practice trials, followed by four blocks of 36 trials each (6 actors × 6 dynamic
emotions) were included. The order of the static (15 minutes) and dynamic (30 minutes) tasks
was counterbalanced between participants, with an unrelated filler task (15 minutes) in
between.
Results
Based on confusion patterns established in previous research (Elfenbein & Ambady,
2003b; Jack et al., 2009), we focused on ratings of the intended emotion and of the
non-intended emotion that has been found to be most confusable with the intended one, that
is, anger with disgust and fear with surprise. An overall mixed-design ANOVA on the ratings
was conducted separately for each of the target emotions (anger and disgust in Condition 1;
fear and surprise in Condition 2). 4 Emotion Scale (Intended, Non-intended) and Start
Emotion (None [static], Emotion X, Emotion Y) were within-subjects variables, and Culture of
Perceiver (Chinese, Dutch) and Culture of Expresser (Chinese, Dutch) were
between-subjects variables. A complete overview of effects can be found in Supplementary
Table S2A.1.
We first examined whether perceivers reliably identified the intended emotions in the
expressions. The main effects of Emotion Scale were significant for all target emotions, ps
< .001, η p2 = [.446, .832], with both Chinese and Dutch perceivers rating the intended
emotions higher than the non-intended emotions (see Figure 2A.1); this pattern of results
held when target emotions were further broken down by Start Emotion. This suggests that
both Chinese and Dutch perceivers could reliably infer the intended emotions from facial
expressions, irrespective of emotion type and of whether the expressions were static or
dynamic.

4

Start Emotion varied across target emotions. For expressions of target anger, for example, Emotion X and Y would indicate
disgust and fear, respectively.
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ChinesePerceivers
perceivers
Chinese
Studyname

Statistics for each study
Std diff
in means

Static Anger
Disgust-to-Anger
Fear-to-Anger
Static Disgust
Anger-to-Disgust
Fear-to-Disgust
Static Fear
Surprise-to-Fear
Anger-to-Fear
Static Surprise
Fear-to-Surprise
Anger-to-Surprise

0.248
0.442
0.498
1.147
0.964
0.901
0.314
0.650
0.341
1.770
1.997
2.243

Standard
error

0.116
0.119
0.121
0.147
0.138
0.135
0.115
0.124
0.116
0.180
0.195
0.211

Variance

0.013
0.014
0.015
0.022
0.019
0.018
0.013
0.015
0.013
0.032
0.038
0.044

Lower
limit

0.021
0.208
0.261
0.860
0.694
0.636
0.089
0.407
0.114
1.417
1.615
1.829

Upper
limit

0.475
0.676
0.735
1.435
1.234
1.165
0.540
0.893
0.568
2.124
2.378
2.656

Std diff in means and 95% CI
Z-Value

p-Value

2.143
3.701
4.121
7.818
6.989
6.665
2.728
5.251
2.948
9.821
10.258
10.632

0.032
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.006
0.000
0.003
0.000
0.000
0.000
-3.00

-1.50

0.00

Non-intended > Intended
MS>Intended

1.50

3.00

Intended > Non-intended
Intended>MS

DutchPerceivers
perceivers
Dutch
Studyname

Statistics for each study
Std diff
in means

Static Anger
Disgust-to-Anger
Fear-to-Anger
Static Disgust
Anger-to-Disgust
Fear-to-Disgust
Static Fear
Surprise-to-Fear
Anger-to-Fear
Static Surprise
Fear-to-Surprise
Anger-to-Surprise

2.115
1.540
2.736
1.853
1.633
1.345
1.033
1.205
1.172
1.957
1.872
2.449

Standard
error

0.155
0.128
0.188
0.142
0.132
0.119
0.112
0.119
0.118
0.155
0.150
0.181

Variance

0.024
0.016
0.035
0.020
0.017
0.014
0.013
0.014
0.014
0.024
0.023
0.033

Lower
limit

1.810
1.290
2.367
1.574
1.374
1.112
0.813
0.972
0.941
1.654
1.577
2.094

Upper
limit

2.420
1.791
3.104
2.132
1.891
1.579
1.253
1.438
1.402
2.260
2.166
2.804

Std diff in means and 95% CI
Z-Value

p-Value

13.609
12.059
14.543
13.014
12.374
11.284
9.215
10.131
9.967
12.661
12.463
13.527

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
-3.00

-1.50

Non-intended > Intended
MS>Intended

0.00

1.50

3.00

Intended > Non-intended
Intended>MS

Figure 2A.1. Differences between ratings on intended and non-intended emotion scales for Chinese and Dutch participants. The
left panel presents the statistics numerically, while the right panel presents effect sizes (Cohen’s ds) and associated 95%
confidence intervals graphically. The reference line of the right panel denotes zero, indicating no difference between ratings on
the intended and non-intended emotion scales. Squares located on the right side of the reference line represent ratings on the
intended emotion scale that are higher than ratings on the non-intended emotion scale; squares to the left of the reference line
represent ratings on the non-intended emotion scale that are higher than ratings on the intended emotion scale. Greater
distances between squares and the reference line denote larger differences between the intended and non-intended emotion
scales.
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Target Anger
C>D

60
40
20
0

D>C-20

Target Disgust
C>D

Intended

Non-intended

Intended

Non-intended

Intended

Non-intended

Intended

Non-intended

30
20
10
0

D>C -10

Target Fear
30
20
10
0
-10
D>C -20
C>D

Target Surprise
C>D 10

0
-10
D>C-20

Figure 2A.2. Rating differences between Chinese and Dutch perceivers on the intended and non-intended emotion scales for
target anger, disgust, fear, and surprise. The left panel presents the statistics numerically, while the right panel presents cultural
differences and associated 95% confidence intervals (error bars) graphically. The vertical axis represents rating differences
between Chinese and Dutch perceivers, with 0 representing no difference, positive numbers indicating that Chinese perceivers’
judgments were higher than were Dutch perceivers’ judgments (C > D), and negative numbers indicating the reverse (D > C).
The pattern of results held when target emotions were further broken down by start emotions (for statistical details see
Supplementary Figure S2A.1).

The groups of perceivers differed in the extent to which they differentiated between
intended versus non-intended emotions: The two-way interactions of Emotion Scale and
Culture of Perceiver were significant for all target emotions, ps < .01, ηp2 = [.057, .435]. Dutch
perceivers produced greater differences in ratings on the intended versus non-intended
emotions as compared to Chinese perceivers. These results show that Chinese perceivers
made less clear distinctions between the intended and non-intended emotions than did Dutch
perceivers.
To test our hypothesis that cultural differences are more pronounced in the perception of
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non-intended rather than intended emotions, the significant two-way interaction of Emotion
Scale and Culture of Perceiver was broken down by Emotion Scale separately for each target
emotion. As can be seen from Figure 2A.2, the two groups of perceivers differed in their
ratings of the intended emotions, as well as the non-intended emotions, but in opposite
directions. We further compared the magnitude of cultural differences on the intended as
compared to the non-intended emotion scales. Cultural differences were greater for ratings of
the non-intended emotions for all negative emotions (anger: p < .01, disgust: p < .01, and fear:
p = .09). The reverse was true for surprise, where the cultural differences were more
pronounced for the intended, as compared to the non-intended, emotions, p = .04. This
suggests that Chinese and Dutch participants differed more in their ratings of the
non-intended emotions compared to the intended emotions for negative emotional
expressions.
Discussion
Although there is an ongoing debate in the literature about the universality of emotional
expressions, cultural variations in emotion perception are widely acknowledged (Elfenbein,
Beaupré, Lévesque, & Hess, 2007). The current research was designed to test for cultural
differences in the domain of multiple emotion perception from facial expressions. Our findings
demonstrate that both Chinese and Dutch perceivers reliably identified the intended emotions
signaled by facial expressions of anger, disgust, and fear, but that Chinese perceivers made
less clear differentiations between intended and non-intended emotions than did Dutch
perceivers. This cultural difference was driven more by the perception of non-intended
emotions than by the perception of intended emotions. These findings suggest that, rather
than failing to identify the intended emotion, Easterners are more likely than Westerners to
perceive multiple emotions simultaneously from negative facial expressions.
We propose that Easterners' endorsement of multiple emotions is likely a contributing
factor to their less inaccurate recognition of these expressions in forced-choice tasks.
Existing explanations for cultural differences in emotion recognition accuracy cannot fully
account for the current findings. One proposal is that Easterners have fewer opportunities to
learn to identify negative emotional expressions as a result of these emotions being judged
as socially undesirable and consequently expressed less (Biehl et al., 1997). Theoretically,
however, it is equally conceivable that suppression of negative emotions in collectivistic
cultures could make Easterners more, rather than less, sensitive to these signals; perceptual
acuity may be particularly advantageous when clear signals are scarce. Another proposal is
that Easterners have an attentional bias towards others’ eyes, which provide inadequate
information for distinguishing between negative facial expressions (Jack et al., 2009).
However, in the current study we found that Chinese participants were able to accurately
identify all intended emotions from both static and dynamic expressions. The current
argument and findings add to these two accounts that Easterners’ stronger inclination to
perceive multiple emotions from facial expressions may help explain why they are less
accurate than Westerners in categorizing expressions of negative emotions.
Although the use of multi-scalar intensity ratings is not novel in cross-cultural studies of
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emotional facial expressions (e.g., Beaupré & Hess, 2005; Ekman et al., 1987), most studies
in this research area have employed forced-choice tasks and have primarily focused on the
recognition of intended emotions (for exceptions, see Ekman et al., 1987; Yrizarry,
Matsumoto, & Wilson-Cohn, 1998). The current study, by using a balanced design with (both
static and dynamic) stimuli from the same cultural backgrounds as both groups of participants,
revealed a consistent pattern of cross-cultural differences in the perception of intended as
well as non-intended emotions from negative facial expressions. Nevertheless, we note two
limitations of the current study. Firstly, the stimuli were taken from well-established databases,
produced using instructions provided by Westerners (Ekman et al., 2002). It will be important
to replicate these findings with stimuli produced using a different cultural framework, and
ideally also with spontaneously elicited emotional expressions. Secondly, although morphs
are perceived as natural and are commonly used in dynamic emotion research (e.g.,
Sacharin, Sander, & Scherer, 2012; Sato & Yoshikawa, 2004), the dynamic expressions
employed here may not necessarily represent natural emotional change. Our dynamic stimuli
involved simultaneous movements of facial components, but when emotional expressions
change in real life facial muscles may change in different orders and at different rates.
In sum, the present article provides a theoretical and empirical addition to work on
emotion communication across cultures. We found consistent evidence across static and
dynamic facial expressions of several negative emotions, supporting our prediction that
Easterners have a stronger inclination to perceive multiple concurrent emotions from
negative facial expression than do Westerners. It may thus be that, rather than failing to see
the right emotions, Easterners in fact see more emotions than do Westerners.
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2B
A
Although perceivers often agree about the primary emotion that is conveyed by a particular
expression, observers may concurrently perceive several additional emotions from a given
facial expression. In the present research, we compared the perception of two types of
nonintended emotions in Chinese and Dutch observers viewing facial expressions: emotions
which were morphologically similar to the intended emotion and emotions which were
morphologically dissimilar to the intended emotion. Findings were consistent across two
studies and showed that (a) morphologically similar emotions were endorsed to a greater
extent than dissimilar emotions and (b) Chinese observers endorsed nonintended emotions
more than did Dutch observers. Furthermore, the difference between Chinese and Dutch
observers was more pronounced for the endorsement of morphologically similar emotions
than of dissimilar emotions. We also obtained consistent evidence that Dutch observers
endorsed nonintended emotions that were congruent with the preceding expressions to a
greater degree. These findings suggest that culture and morphological similarity both
influence the extent to which perceivers see several emotions in a facial expression.

This chapter is based on:
Fang, X., Sauter, D. A., & Van Kleef, G. A. (2018). Seeing mixed emotions: The specificity of
emotion perception from static and dynamic facial expressions across cultures. Journal of
Cross-Cultural Psychology, 49(1), 130-148. doi:org/10.1177/0022022117736270
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Facial expressions serve as a primary means to communicate emotions in social
interactions, and thereby convey critical information about a person's appraisal of a situation,
and about his or her goals, desires, and social intentions (Frijda & Mesquita, 1994; Manstead
& Fischer, 2001; Van Kleef, 2009). Recognizing the “correct” emotion from an expresser’s
facial expression is therefore crucial to successful communication and social interaction. But
although perceivers often agree about the primary emotion that is conveyed by a particular
expression (Elfenbein & Ambady, 2002, 2003; Scherer & Wallbott, 1994), viewers may
concurrently perceive several additional emotions from a given facial expression, which may
also influence their interpretation of the expresser and the situation. However, the perception
of such non-primary emotions from emotional expressions is poorly understood.
The communication of emotions via nonverbal expressions comprises two distinct but
interrelated processes – expression and perception (Scherer, Clark-Polner, & Mortillaro, 2011;
Van Kleef, 2016). The expression consists of an externalization of internal emotion processes
resulting in, for example, the production of a facial expression (see Lench, Flores, & Bench,
2011). Perception refers to observers inferring what emotion(s) the expresser is experiencing,
based on the physical signal that the observer perceives. In the present research, we set out
to establish the role of two factors in the perception of non-intended emotions from both static
and dynamic facial expressions, namely the morphological features of facial expressions of
emotion (relating to expression), and the culture of the perceiver (relating to perception).
Morphological Similarity between Facial Expressions
Previous research has shown that observers can perceive multiple emotions in a facial
expression (Ekman et al., 1987; Kayyal & Russell, 2013; Yrizarry, Matsumoto, & Wilson-Cohn,
1998). To account for this phenomenon, Yrizarry and colleagues (1998) proposed a potential
explanation suggesting that expressions that share facial components (i.e., morphological
similarities) may lead observers to partially endorse multiple emotions. For example,
observers are likely to perceive both anger and disgust in an angry face, because the facial
expression of disgust is morphologically similar to the expression of anger. The facial
expressions of anger and disgust share key component features, namely the eyes narrowing
(Action Unit [AU] 7 in Ekman and colleagues’ Facial Action Coding System) and the
eyebrows lowering (AU4) (Ekman, 1993; Ekman, Friesen, & Hager, 2002). In addition to
anger and disgust, facial expressions of fear and surprise are also morphologically similar to
one another (Aviezer et al., 2008; Susskind, Littlewort, Bartlett, Movellan, & Anderson, 2007;
Young, Rowland, Calder, Etcoff, Seth, & Perrett, 1997), as they both involve the eyes
widening (AU5) and the eyebrows raising (AU1/AU2) (Ekman, 1993; Ekman et al., 2002).
Based on these considerations, we hypothesized that the extent to which other (i.e.,
non-intended) emotions are perceived from a facial expression should depend in part on the
morphological similarity to the intended emotion. For example, when confronted with a facial
expression of anger, perceivers are also likely to perceive some degree of disgust; in contrast,
the morphological dissimilarity between the facial expressions of anger and fear makes
perceivers less likely to infer fear from facial expressions of anger. In the current study, we
compared the extent to which perceivers infer multiple concurrent emotions from facial
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expressions, testing the prediction that a given facial expression (e.g., anger) would be rated
higher on morphologically similar emotion dimensions (e.g., disgust) than on dissimilar
emotion dimensions (e.g., fear) (Hypothesis 1). Building on this basic prediction, we
developed one more substantive hypothesis relating to culture, as well as two exploratory
predictions, which are outlined in the following sections.
Culture and Emotion Perception
Although the intended emotion perceived in an expression may be shared across
cultures (e.g., Elfenbein & Ambady, 2003; Sauter, Eisner, Ekman, & Scott 2010; Scherer &
Wallbott, 1994), the extent to which other emotions are perceived from that expression may
differ. Previous findings indicate that East-Asians (henceforth Easterners) tend to experience
multiple different emotions concurrently, while North-Americans and Europeans (henceforth
Westerners) are likely to experience specific feelings (Grossmann, Huynh, & Ellsworth, 2015;
Miyamoto, Uchida, & Ellsworth, 2010). This implies that Easterners are more inclined to
experience blends of emotions than Westerners. In addition to this difference in emotional
experience, Easterners also use more non-intended emotion words than Westerners to
describe facial expressions (Leu, Mesquita, Masuda, Ellsworth, & Karasawa, 2003; Beaupre
& Hess, 2005). This may reflect Easterners’ interdependent, holistic view of the self in relation
to the social environment. Specifically, Easterners emphasize the relation of the self with
others, tend to attend to the entire field, and make relatively little use of categories. In contrast,
Westerners emphasize the independent self and pay attention primarily to the focal object
and the categories to which it belongs (Ji, Peng, & Nisbett, 2000; Markus & Kitayama, 1991;
Nisbett, Peng, Choi, & Norenzayan, 2001). As a result, Easterners may be more attuned to
the presence of multiple different emotions (and their interrelations) within an expression, in
comparison to Westerners, who would be attuned primarily to the most salient emotion
category.
In addition to cultural differences in terms of interdependence/independence and
holistic/analytic cognitive processes, Easterners are considered to be more dialectical
thinkers than Westerners (Peng & Nisbett, 1999; Peng, Spencer-Rodgers, & Zhong, 2006).
This means that Easterners are less troubled by apparent contradictions in their own
thoughts, emotions, and behaviors as well as those of others (Hideg & Van Kleef, 2017). In
contrast, Westerners typically look to reconcile inconsistencies and are more disturbed by
discrepancies (Spencer-Rodgers, Peng, Wang, & Hou, 2004). As specific emotions are
associated with distinct combinations of appraisals and action tendencies (Ellsworth & Smith,
1988; Frijda, Kuipers, & Schure, 1989; Scherer, 1984), endorsing concurrent distinct
emotions is likely to represent a contradictory belief. Easterners should therefore be more
likely to endorse multiple emotions than Westerners. Based on these interrelated accounts,
we predicted that non-intended emotions would be perceived as stronger by Eastern, as
compared to Western, perceivers (Hypothesis 2). It is worth noting that this inference is
different from the argument that Eastern perceivers cannot reliably distinguish certain facial
expressions of emotion in forced-choice tasks due to, for example, perceptual biases (see
Jack, Blais, Scheepers, Schyns, & Caldara, 2009; Jack, Caldara, & Schyns, 2012). We return
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to this issue in the General Discussion.
Furthermore, we examined whether the tendency of Easterners to endorse non-intended
emotions to a greater degree than Westerners would vary as a function of the morphological
similarity of emotions. Since an interdependent/holistic view is reflected in the perception of
overlapping of elements (Ji et al., 2000; Markus & Kitayama, 1991; Nisbett et al., 2001),
groups that differ in terms of interdependent/holistic thought may vary more strongly on the
endorsement of elements that are similar to the target (see Beaupré & Hess, 2005). In the
present context, Easterners, who hold an interdependent/holistic view, may thus be expected
to perceive more non-intended emotions that are close to the intended emotion (i.e.,
morphologically similar emotions) than Westerners, who hold an independent/analytic view.
Given the limited theoretical and empirical support for this account, we conducted an
explorative analysis to test whether cultural differences would be more pronounced for
morphologically similar emotions than for morphologically dissimilar emotions.
Dynamic Facial Expressions
Though the majority of research on facial expressions of emotion employs static images,
in real life, facial expressions are typically dynamic, changing from one state (henceforth the
start emotion) to another state (the end emotion) (Krumhuber & Manstead, 2013). We
therefore tested the above-mentioned hypotheses using dynamic emotion displays as well as
static emotional expressions, in order to improve both ecological validity and generalizability.
In addition, the inclusion of dynamic displays allowed for an internal replication of our findings
from static displays.
Unlike static emotion displays, dynamic emotional expressions include a preceding
expression as well as an end expression. Despite the ubiquity of successive contexts in
real-life emotion perception, surprisingly little research has studied the influence of a
preceding expression on the perception of an end facial expression. One study by Russell
and Fehr (1987) provided initial evidence for an effect of successive contextual information.
In their experiment, participants saw two photographs of different facial expressions in
succession. The authors found that viewing a preceding expression shifted the judgment of
the end expression in the opposite direction to that of the preceding expression. For example,
a relatively neutral face was perceived as more sad when presented after a happy face. More
recent work has used morphs of emotional changes to present facial expressions
sequentially (Sacharin, Sander, & Scherer, 2012), again highlighting that how an end
expression is decoded can be influenced by its context, in this case, the preceding
expression.
Related to interdependence/independence and holistic/analytic cognitive processes, the
contextual effects may vary across cultures, because Easterners and Westerners tend to
assign attention differently to contextual information: In general, Easterners attend more to
contextual information, whereas Westerners tend to pay more attention to the target and to
perceive the target independently from the background (Nisbett et al., 2001). This difference
in attention to context has been linked to the perception of emotional expressions in Eastern
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and Western observers. A study by Masuda and colleagues (Masuda, Ellsworth, Mesquita,
Leu, Tanida, & Van de Veerdonk, 2008) found that when seeing a cartoon figure displaying
an emotional facial expression surrounded by other expressions, Easterners’, but not
Westerners’, perceptions were influenced by the emotion of the surrounding figures. Stanley,
Zhang, Fung, and Isaacowitz (2013) suggested that Westerners saw emotions as individual
feelings whereas Eastern observers saw them as inseparable from the feelings of the group.
The temporal context used in the present research (the expresser’s preceding expression) is
different from the concurrent context manipulations (e.g., other individuals’ expressions) used
in previous cross-cultural research on contextual influences on emotion perception. Attending
to the relationships between the self and others might make Easterners focus more on others’
expressions, but may not necessarily lead to Easterners paying more attention to their own
preceding expressions. On the other hand, however, research in cognitive psychology
suggests that contextual effects can occur across domains, including spatial and temporal
contexts (e.g., Indefrey & Levelt, 2004; Hansen, Walter, & Gegenfurtner, 2007). Cultural
differences in contextual effects exerted by the concurrent context may thus generalize to the
temporal context. Based on these considerations, we exploratively examined whether the
temporal context effects on the perception of non-intended emotions would vary across
cultures (Easterners vs. Westerners).
The Present Research
We conducted two experimental studies to test the above hypotheses. Since perceivers
from both East and West were to be tested, both Eastern and Western facial expressions of
emotion were included. In each study, participants were asked to rate the intensities of three
specified emotions from both static expressions (static task) and dynamic expressions
(dynamic task). In Study 2B.1, the emotions included were anger, disgust, and fear, which are
all negative in valence and high in arousal (Russell & Barrett, 1999). Among them, anger and
disgust are associated with morphologically similar facial expressions, whereas anger versus
fear and disgust versus fear have morphologically dissimilar expressions (Aviezer et al., 2008;
Susskind et al., 2007). In the static task, participants were presented with photographs of
facial expressions, while in the dynamic task, participants were presented with morphs of
dynamic facial expressions that changed between two emotions. In Study 2B.2, we employed
a different set of emotions to examine whether the results of Study 2B.1 were robust.
Specifically, Study 2B.2 examined the perception of facial expressions of anger, fear, and
surprise, a set that also contains morphologically similar facial expressions (fear-surprise)
and morphologically dissimilar facial expressions (anger-surprise and anger-fear) (Aviezer et
al., 2008; Susskind et al., 2007).
It is noteworthy that the focus of the present research is on the perception of multiple
emotions, particularly non-intended emotions, from facial expressions. Although there is a
great deal of cross-cultural research on emotion recognition from facial expressions (e.g.,
Ekman et al., 1987; Yrizarry et al., 1998; Jack et al., 2009), that work has emphasized the
accuracy of emotion recognition; that is, the correct identification of intended emotions from
facial expressions. Here, emotion perception is described as the extent to which emotions are
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endorsed from facial expressions, rather than considered in terms of accuracy. One of our
goals with this research is to underscore the importance of investigating the perception of
non-intended emotions from facial expressions, particularly in cross-cultural studies.
Development of Stimuli and Pilot Study
Six Dutch actors (three male) posing facial expressions of anger, disgust, fear, and
surprise were selected from the Radboud Faces Database (Langner et al., 2010). Six
Chinese actors expressing the same emotions were selected from the Taiwan Corpora of
Chinese Emotions (Shyi, Huang, & Yeh, 2013), based on one-to-one correspondence to the
Dutch stimuli in terms of gender, appearance, and approximate age (see Supplementary
Figure S2B.1 for examples of facial expression stimuli). Both facial expression databases
were produced using instructions based on the Facial Action Coding System (FACS; Ekman,
Friesen, & Hager, 2002). Thus, the Eastern and Western facial expression stimuli employed
in the present research were matched in terms of the muscles (“action units”) activated for
each emotion (see Supplementary Table S2B.1 for an overview of action units, and
Supplementary Table S2B.2 for a test of the morphological similarities between the facial
expression stimuli).
A pilot study was conducted to ensure a match of intensity between the Dutch and
Chinese stimuli. A photograph of one of the Dutch facial expressions was presented on the
left side of the screen, while the corresponding Chinese facial expression (morphed to
change from neutral to a specific emotion in 26 frames) was presented on the right side of the
screen. Participants were asked to drag the slider bar under the Chinese morph to choose
the frame that was most similar in terms of intensity to the Dutch stimulus on the left side.
Each comparison between a Chinese stimulus and a Dutch stimulus included two trials with
different initial positions of the slider bar under the Chinese morph, with one starting from the
first frame (minimum intensity, i.e., fully neutral with no emotion) and the other one starting
from the last frame (maximum intensity, i.e., fully emotional with no neutral). In total, each
participant completed 48 trials (6 actors × 4 emotions × 2 initial positions of the slider bar) in a
random order. Twenty Dutch participants from the University of Amsterdam and 20 Chinese
participants from Zhejiang University were recruited for the pilot test. No significant
differences were found between the two groups of perceivers, so the average frame across
the two groups of perceivers was used as the final stimulus for each individual and emotion in
the Chinese set.
We used a digital morphing program (Fantamorph; http://www.fantamorph.com/) to
produce 26-frame morphs, in which a start emotional expression changed into an end
expression for the same individual’s face (see Figure 2B.1 for an illustration; examples of the
dynamic stimuli are available online, https://osf.io/k893a/). The morphs were presented at the
speed of 30 frames per second, which has been found to adequately reflect natural changes
in the dynamic facial expressions (Ambadar, Schooler, & Cohn, 2005; Sato & Yoshikawa,
2004). Consequently, each frame lasted for 33.33 ms. Based on the unfolding time of natural
dynamic emotional expressions (Hoffmann, Traue, Bachmayr, & Kessler, 2010), the
exposure time of the first frame (i.e., the start emotion) and the last frame (i.e., the end
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emotion) were extended to 600 ms each. Thus, each clip lasted for 2000 ms. In total, 72
morphs (3 actors × 2 actor ethnicities × 2 genders × 3 emotion pairs × 2 directions) were
included for anger-disgust-fear (Study 2B.1) and the same number of morphs were included
for anger-fear-surprise (Study 2B.2).
The emotion terms in the current research were taken from the respective facial
expression databases (i.e., the terms are used to denote the various facial expressions in
each stimulus set; see Table 2B.1). They were back-translated into English by a native
speaker of each language to verify accurate translation. The instructions were translated from
English into Chinese and Dutch by means of the standard translation/back-translation
procedure.

(a)

(b)
Static task

500 ms

0

Anger

1000 ms

Dynamic task
Static: 1000 ms
/Dynamic: 2000 ms

0
Disgust
(Start)
Procedure

26 frames

2000 ms
Anger
(End)

Materials

Figure 2B.1. The procedure and materials used in the static and dynamic tasks of Studies 2B.1 and 2B.2. (a) In the static task,
each trial started with a fixation cross displayed for 500 ms, followed by a photograph shown for 1,000 ms, and ending with a
screen with three scales asking participants to indicate the emotions they perceived on the face. In the dynamic task, each trial
started with a fixation cross lasting for 500 ms, followed by a dynamic (morphed) clip lasting a total of 2,000 ms, and ending with
a screen with three scales asking participants to indicate the last emotional expression they perceived on the face. (b) A facial
expression of anger, as used in the static task (above), and a subset of the morphs shown in a dynamic clip of disgust-to-anger,
as used in the dynamic task (below).
Table 2B.1. Chinese and Dutch Translations of Emotion Terms
English
Anger
Disgust
Fear
Surprise

Dutch
Boosheid
Walging
Angst
Verrassing

Chinese
愤怒
厌恶
恐惧
惊讶

Study 2B.1
Methods
Participants. The study included 222 individuals, 11 participants were excluded
because they merely clicked through the trials without performing the task. The final sample
consisted of 134 Dutch participants (Mage = 22.3, SD = 3.46; 106 female) from the University
of Amsterdam and 77 Chinese participants (Mage = 21.1, SD = 2.02; 49 female) from Zhejiang
University. Among the Dutch participants, 95 people were presented with Dutch facial
expressions (Mage = 22.8, SD = 3.77; 71 female) and 39 people (Mage = 21.1, SD = 2.32; 32
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female) were presented with Chinese facial expressions. Among the Chinese participants, 38
people (Mage = 20.9, SD = 1.98; 25 female) were presented with Chinese facial expressions
and 39 people (Mage = 21.4, SD = 2.08; 22 female) were presented with Dutch facial
expressions.5 In return for participation, Dutch participants received one course credit or €10,
whereas Chinese participants received 30 yuan (about €4).
Apparatus. The tests were programmed by a custom-written Psychopy program
(Psychophysics software in Python; Peirce, 2007), and implemented on a Windows 7
computer. The monitor was 24-inch, with a screen resolution of 1920 × 1080 pixels, and a
screen refresh rate of 60 Hz.
Procedure. In the static task, each trial started with a fixation cross displayed in the
center of the screen for 500 ms, followed by a photograph shown for 1000 ms. Participants
were seated approximately 60 cm from the screen, and the photographs subtended 8° × 12°
of their visual angle. Immediately following the photograph, a gray screen appeared with a
prompt to judge the emotion expressed in the photograph. Ratings were made by moving
sliders on three scales (anger, disgust, and fear), ranging from 0 (not at all) to 100 (very
much). All scales were displayed on a single screen, with the order consistent for each
subject, but counter-balanced between subjects. Participants completed 3 practice trials,
followed by four blocks of 18 trials each. Each stimulus appeared once in each block, and the
order was random.
In the dynamic task, the procedure was identical to that of the static task except that the
photographs were replaced with movie clips, which were displayed for 2000 ms. Participants
were asked to judge the last emotion expressed in the video. Participants completed 6
practice trials, followed by four blocks of 36 trials each. Each stimulus appeared once in each
block, and the order was random (see Figure 2B.1).
The total study consisted of a static task (15 minutes), a dynamic task (30 minutes), and
an unrelated filler task in-between to separate the two conditions (15 minutes).6 The order of
the static and dynamic tasks was counterbalanced between participants. On average,
participants took 60 minutes to finish the experimental session.
Results and Discussion
Static task. For facial expressions of anger and disgust, in addition to the intended
emotion scale, ratings were made of both morphologically similar (disgust/anger) and
dissimilar (fear) emotions. In contrast, for facial expressions of fear, in addition to the
intended emotion scale, ratings were only made of two non-intended emotion scales of

5

The research was first conducted with Dutch stimuli on Dutch participants (both Studies 2B.1 and 2B.2), followed by Chinese
stimuli on Dutch participants (both Studies 2B.1 and 2B.2). The first author conducted the experiments in China, with the order of
data collection the same as that in the Netherlands, that is, first with Dutch stimuli on Chinese participants (Studies 2B.1 and
2B.2), then with Chinese stimuli on Chinese participants (Studies 2B.1 and 2B.2). A large effect size was found with the Dutch
stimuli for Dutch participants (ηp2 = .798), leading us to conduct the research with a smaller number of participants
(approximately 40 participants) in the other conditions (Chinese stimuli in Dutch participants and Chinese and Dutch stimuli in
Chinese participants).
6
The filler tasks were unrelated to emotion perception and different across conditions, including self-reports of risk-taking
behavior, multiple objects tracking and trust game, etc. The result pattern was similar across conditions, suggesting that the filler
tasks did not influence the results.
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morphologically dissimilar emotions (anger and disgust).7 As we were interested in possible
intensity differences between perceptions of morphologically similar and dissimilar emotions,
our analyses focused only on the non-intended ratings of anger and disgust expressions (48
out of 72 trials per participant).
We examined the non-intended emotion ratings in a 2 (Scale Similarity: Similar,
Dissimilar) × 2 (Culture of Perceiver: Chinese, Dutch) × 2 (Culture of Expresser: Chinese,
Dutch) mixed-design ANOVA, with participants’ intensity ratings being the dependent variable.
Culture of Perceiver and Culture of Expresser were between-subjects variables, and Scale
Similarity was a within-subjects variable. A complete overview of effects can be found in
Supplementary Table S2B.3; the results pertaining to our hypotheses are presented below. In
order to rule out possible cultural differences in response styles, we followed Triandis and
colleagues’ recommendation to standardize all the ratings across variables and participants
within each culture (Triandis, McCusker, & Hui, 1990). We then conducted the same
analyses on the standardized scores, and the results were identical (see Supplementary
Table S2B.4 for the results).
In support of Hypothesis 1, there was a main effect of Scale Similarity, F(1, 207) = 565.11,
p < .001, ηp2 = .732, with ratings for morphologically similar emotions (M = 38.78) being
higher than those for dissimilar emotions (M = 14.60), difference = 24.18, 95% CI = [21.64,
26.72]. This suggests that morphologically similar emotions were endorsed to a greater
extent than dissimilar emotions.
Consistent with Hypothesis 2, there was a main effect of Culture of Perceiver, F(1, 207) =
88.76, p < .001, ηp2 = .300, with Chinese participants (M = 38.96) rating the expressions
higher on the non-intended emotion scales than did the Dutch participants (M = 19.63),
difference = 19.33, 95% CI = [15.61, 23.04]. This shows that the Chinese endorsed
non-intended emotions to a greater extent than the Dutch.
We further tested whether the difference between the Chinese and Dutch would be
greater for morphologically similar emotions or morphologically dissimilar emotions. The
interaction effect between Scale Similarity and Culture of Perceiver was significant, F(1, 207)
= 60.96, p < .001, ηp2 = .227, with the cultural difference being greater for ratings on the
morphologically similar emotions (MChinese = 57.44, MDutch = 28.05; difference = 29.39, 95% CI
= [24.34, 34.44]) than for ratings on the dissimilar emotions (MChinese = 20.48, MDutch = 11.22;
difference = 9.26, 95% CI = [5.51, 13.02]) (see Figure 2B.2, left panel). This pattern of
results indicates that the effect of culture was more pronounced for morphologically similar
emotions than for dissimilar emotions.

7

The reason for including facial expressions of fear was to make the stimulus set/task balanced. This also applied to Study 2B.2
for facial expressions of anger. This was particularly important for the dynamic stimuli, where by including three emotions,
participants could not predict the end emotion from the start emotion. This ensured that participants would attend to the entire
trial, including the end expression on which their judgment was to be based.
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(a)

Study 2B.1 Static task

(b)
(b)

Chinese perceivers

Study 2B.2 Static task

Dutch perceivers

Figure 2B.2. Nonintended emotion ratings as a function of similarity of rating scale and culture of perceiver for static facial
expressions of emotion (Studies 2B.1 and 2B.2). (a) In Study 2B.1, Chinese perceivers endorsed nonintended emotions to a
greater extent than Dutch perceivers, and this effect was particularly pronounced for morphologically similar emotions. (b) In
Study 2B.2, this finding was only replicated for Chinese, but not for Dutch, faces. The error bars represent confidence interval.

Dynamic task. In the dynamic task, the last expression shown on the face was the
expression to be evaluated. Therefore, only morphs to anger/disgust (i.e., disgust-to-anger,
fear-to-anger, anger-to-disgust, and fear-to-disgust) yield ratings for both morphologically
similar (disgust/anger) and dissimilar emotions (fear). Similarly to the static task, only morphs
to expressions of anger/disgust (96 out of 144 trials per participant) were therefore included in
the analysis.
In addition to the factors included in the analyses of the data from the static task, another
factor was included in the analysis of dynamic task data, namely whether the temporal
context (i.e., the start expression) was morphologically similar or different to the end
expression. A 2 (Scale Similarity: Similar, Dissimilar) × 2 (Context Similarity: Similar,
Dissimilar) × 2 (Culture of Perceiver: Chinese, Dutch) × 2 (Culture of Expresser: Chinese,
Dutch) mixed-design ANOVA was conducted. Both hypotheses supported in the static task
were further supported in the dynamic task (see Supplementary Table S2B.5 for all effects
based on raw scores, and Supplementary Table S2B.6 for all effects based on standardized
scores, the results of which were identical). Specifically, morphologically similar emotions (M
= 39.87) were endorsed to a greater extent than morphologically dissimilar emotions (M =
16.90) (Hypothesis 1), F(1, 207) = 600.33, p < .001, ηp2 = .744 (difference = 22.97, 95% CI =
[20.53, 25.41]), Chinese (M = 39.10) endorsed non-intended emotions to a greater extent
than Dutch (M = 22.23) (Hypothesis 2), F(1, 207) = 56.11, p < .001, ηp2 = .213 (difference =
16.88, 95% CI = [12.98, 20.77]). Additionally, this cultural difference was greater for
morphologically similar emotions (MChinese = 57.30, MDutch = 29.85; difference = 27.45, 95%
CI = [22.47, 32.42]) than for dissimilar emotions (MChinese= 20.91, MDutch = 14.60; difference =
6.30, 95% CI = [2.13, 10.48]), F(1, 207) = 81.00, p < .001, ηp2 = .281.
Furthermore, we tested temporal context effects across cultures. A marginal three-way
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interaction was found between Scale Similarity, Context Similarity, and Culture of Perceiver,
F(1, 207) = 2.98, p = .086, ηp2 = .014. The three-way interaction was broken down for
Chinese and Dutch observers separately. For Chinese observers, the two-way interaction
between Scale Similarity and Context Similarity was not significant, F(1, 76) = .01, p = .935,
ηp2 < .001. For Dutch observers, however, the interaction between Scale Similarity and
Context Similarity was significant, F(1, 133) = 11.10, p = .001, ηp2 = .077. This two-way
interaction was analyzed further, revealing that ratings on the morphologically similar emotion
were higher when preceded by a morphologically similar emotion (M = 31.87) compared to a
dissimilar emotion (M = 27.83), t(133) = 2.95, p = .004, Cohen’s d = .25 (difference = 4.04, 95%
CI = [1.33, 6.75]). Ratings on the morphologically dissimilar emotion, on the other hand, were
higher when the end emotion was preceded by a morphologically dissimilar emotion (M =
17.43) as compared to a morphologically similar emotion (M = 11.77), t(133) = 3.53, p = .001,
Cohen’s d = .30 (difference = 5.66, 95% CI = [2.49, 8.83]) (see Figure 2B.3, left panel). This
pattern suggests a congruency effect in Dutch observers, with an increase in judgments on
the rating scales of the preceding emotions. However, the temporal context did not influence
Chinese observers’ ratings.
In summary, both hypotheses were supported in Study 2B.1, with morphologically similar
emotions being endorsed to a greater extent than dissimilar emotions (Hypothesis 1), and
Chinese participants endorsing non-intended emotions to a greater extent than Dutch
participants (Hypothesis 2). Furthermore, the difference between Chinese and Dutch was
greater for morphologically similar emotions than for dissimilar emotions. Additionally, the
present research showed that the temporal context affected Dutch, but not Chinese,
observers’ judgments.

(a)

(b)
Study 2B.1 Dynamic task

Similar context

Study 2B.2 Dynamic task

Dissimilar context

Figure 2B.3. Nonintended emotion ratings as a function of similarity of rating scale, similarity of context, and culture of perceiver
for dynamic facial expressions of emotion (Studies 2B.1 and 2B.2). A greater influence of context was found among Dutch
perceivers than among Chinese perceivers. (a) In Study 2B.1, context made Dutch perceivers endorse nonintended emotions
(congruent with the preceding expressions) to a greater extent for both morphologically similar and dissimilar emotions, but
context did not affect Chinese perceivers’ judgments. (b) In Study 2B.2, context made Dutch perceivers endorse nonintended
emotions (congruent with the preceding expressions) to a greater extent for morphologically dissimilar emotions but not for
morphologically similar emotions; context did not affect Chinese perceivers’ judgments. The error bars represent confidence
interval.
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In Study 2B.2, we set out to replicate these findings with a different set of emotions in
order to test whether the pattern of results would be robust across distinct emotion
constellations.
Study 2B.2
Methods
Participants. While the study included 210 individuals, 9 participants were excluded
because they merely clicked through the trials without performing the task. The final sample
consisted of 122 Dutch participants (Mage = 21.5, SD = 3.01; 100 female) and 79 Chinese
participants (Mage = 19.2, SD = 1.78; 51 female), who were recruited in the same way as in
Study 2B.1. Among the Dutch participants, 84 (Mage = 21.7, SD = 2.85; 62 female) were
presented with Dutch facial expressions and 38 (Mage = 21.0, SD = 3.48; 32 female) were
presented with Chinese facial expressions. Among the Chinese people, 39 (Mage = 19.7, SD =
1.76; 30 female) were presented with Chinese facial expressions and 40 (Mage = 18.6, SD =
1.48; 20 female) were presented with Dutch facial expressions. In return for participation,
Dutch participants received one course credit or €10, and Chinese participants received 30
yuan (about €4).
Apparatus and procedure. Besides the use of different emotion categories
(anger-fear-surprise) and the accompanying rating scales, the apparatus and procedure were
identical to Study 2B.1.
Results and Discussion
Static task. Like in Study 2B.1, the analyses focused on static expressions for which
both morphologically similar and dissimilar rating scales were included (i.e., fear and surprise
for Study 2B.2). The data were analyzed identically to those of Study 1, with a 2 (Scale
Similarity: Similar, Dissimilar) × 2 (Culture of Perceiver: Chinese, Dutch) × 2 (Culture of
Expresser: Chinese, Dutch) mixed-design ANOVA. A complete overview of effects based on
raw scores can be found in Supplementary Table S2B.3 (Results based on standardized
scores can be found in Supplementary Table S2B.4; the pattern of results was identical). The
results pertaining to the hypotheses are presented below.
In support of Hypothesis 1, there was a main effect of Scale Similarity, F(1, 197) = 775.79,
p < .001, ηp2 = .797, with ratings on the morphologically similar emotion scales (M = 47.92)
being higher than ratings on the dissimilar emotion scales (M = 11.76), difference = 36.17, 95%
CI = [33.71, 38.63]. This is consistent with the finding from Study 2B.1 that similar emotions
are endorsed to a greater extent than dissimilar emotions.
Consistent with Hypothesis 2, there was a main effect of Culture of Perceiver, F(1, 197) =
22.71, p < .001, ηp2 = .103, with Chinese participants (M = 35.21) rating the expressions
higher on the non-intended emotion scales than Dutch participants (M = 26.37), difference =
8.84, 95% CI = [5.05, 12.64]. This indicates that Chinese observers endorsed non-intended
emotions to a greater extent than Dutch observers.
We further explored whether cultural differences would be greater for morphologically
similar emotions or morphologically dissimilar emotions. The anticipated interaction between
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Scale Similarity and Culture of Perceiver was not significant, F(1, 197) = 1.77, p = .185, ηp2
= .009. However, a three-way interaction between Scale Similarity, Culture of Perceiver, and
Culture of Expresser was found, F(1, 197) = 4.23, p = .041, ηp2 = .021. This three-way
interaction was broken down for Chinese and Dutch expressers separately, since we were
interested in the interaction between Scale Similarity and Culture of Perceiver. When judging
Chinese stimuli, ratings on the morphologically similar emotions were higher than ratings on
the dissimilar emotions, F(1, 75) = 341.78, p < .001, ηp2 = .820, and Chinese observers’
ratings were higher than Dutch observers’ ratings, F(1, 75) = 20.55, p < .001, ηp2 = .215.
Furthermore, these two effects interacted, F(1, 75) = 4.61, p = .035, ηp2 = .058, such that the
effect of Culture of Perceiver was greater for ratings on the morphologically similar emotions
(MChinese = 58.56, MDutch = 41.13; difference = 17.43, 95% CI = [8.76, 26.10]) than for ratings
on the dissimilar emotions (MChinese = 16.10, MDutch = 7.51; difference = 8.59, 95% CI =[3.66,
13.52]) (see Figure 2B.2, right panel). When judging Dutch stimuli, however, no significant
interaction was found, F(1, 122) = .33, p = .567, ηp2 = .003. Thus the difference between
Chinese and Dutch observers was greater for ratings on the morphologically similar emotions
than ratings on the dissimilar emotions for Chinese, but not Dutch, stimuli.
Dynamic task. As in Study 2B.1, only end emotions for which both morphologically
similar and dissimilar rating scales were included (i.e., anger-to-fear, surprise-to-fear,
anger-to-surprise, and fear-to-surprise).
The data were analyzed in the same way as those of Study 2B.1, using a 2 (Scale
Similarity: Similar, Dissimilar) × 2 (Context Similarity: Similar, Dissimilar) × 2 (Culture of
Perceiver: Chinese, Dutch) × 2 (Culture of Expresser: Chinese, Dutch) mixed-design ANOVA
(see Supplementary Table S2B.5 for all effects based on raw scores and Supplementary
Table S2B.6 for all effects based on standardized scores). Both hypotheses supported in the
static task were further supported in the dynamic task. Specifically, morphologically similar
emotions (M = 43.40) were endorsed to a greater extent than dissimilar emotions (M = 13.46)
(Hypothesis 1), F(1, 197) = 544.32, p < .001, ηp2 = .734 (difference = 29.94, 95% CI = [27.48,
32.41]), the Chinese (M = 31.84) endorsed non-intended emotions to a greater extent than
the Dutch (M = 26.22) (Hypothesis 2), F(1, 197) = 9.59, p = .002, ηp2 = .046 (difference = 5.62,
95% CI = [1.45, 9.79]). Furthermore, this cultural difference was greater for morphologically
similar emotions (MChinese = 48.93, MDutch = 39.82; difference = 9.11, 95% CI = [3.72, 14.51])
than for morphologically dissimilar emotions (MChinese = 14.75, MDutch = 12.62; difference =
2.13, 95% CI = [-2.15, 6.41]), F(1, 197) = 9.84, p = .002, ηp2 = .048.
To test whether contextual influence varies depending on the culture of perceiver, we
examined the three-way interaction between Scale Similarity, Context Similarity, and Culture
of Perceiver, which was significant, F(1, 197) = 6.53, p = .011, ηp2 = .032. The three-way
interaction was broken down for Chinese and Dutch observers separately. As in Study 2B.1,
for Chinese observers, the two-way interaction between Scale Similarity and Context
Similarity was not significant, F(1, 78) = 2.56, p = .114, ηp2 =

.032, whereas for Dutch

observers, the interaction was significant, F(1, 121) = 9.13, p = .003, ηp2 = .070. Follow-up
simple effects analyses showed no difference between morphologically similar and dissimilar
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contexts for ratings on the morphologically similar emotions, t(121) = 1.53, p = .128, Cohen’s
d = .14 (difference = 2.61, 95% CI = [-0.76, 5.99]), but a significant difference was found for
ratings on the morphologically dissimilar emotions, t(121) = 4.18, p < .001, Cohen’s d = .38,
with ratings on the morphologically dissimilar emotions being higher when preceded by a
morphologically dissimilar (M = 16.86) rather than similar (M = 8.38) emotion for Dutch
observers, difference = 8.48, 95% CI = [4.46, 12.50] (see Figure 2B.3, right panel). Thus
Study 2B.2, like Study 2B.1, showed that start expressions did not influence Chinese
observers’ perception of end expressions, whereas start expressions elicited a congruence
effect in Dutch observers. The pattern of the Dutch participants was largely consistent with
the results of Study 2B.1, with a congruency effect emerging in ratings on the morphologically
dissimilar emotions, that is, ratings on the dissimilar emotions being higher in dissimilar
contexts. Unlike in Study 2B.1, however, no congruence effect was found for ratings on the
morphologically similar emotions in Dutch participants in Study 2B.2.
In sum, three main findings from Study 2B.1 – morphologically similar emotions being
endorsed to a greater extent than dissimilar emotions, Chinese endorsing non-intended
emotions to a greater extent than Dutch, and the start expressions influencing Dutch, but not
Chinese, observers – were replicated in Study 2B.2. In addition, the finding from Study 2B.1
that the cultural differences were greater for similar as compared to dissimilar emotions was
partly replicated in Study 2B.2, with this pattern found for the perception of Chinese, but not
Dutch, faces.
General Discussion
Although a considerable body of research has studied the recognition of intended
emotions, we know little about the perception of non-intended emotions from facial
expressions. The present research investigated the perception of multiple concurrent
emotions from both static and dynamic expressions in Chinese and Dutch observers. Four
main findings emerged consistently across the two studies (We also conducted a total
analysis on the two studies together and obtained the same results; see Supplementary
Tables S2B.3 – S2B.6). First, morphologically similar emotions were endorsed to a greater
extent than dissimilar emotions. For example, facial expressions of anger were rated higher
on perceived disgust (which is morphologically similar to anger) than on perceived fear
(which is morphologically dissimilar to anger). Second, Chinese observers endorsed
non-intended emotions to a greater extent than Dutch observers. When observing a facial
expression of anger, for instance, Chinese participants reported perceiving disgust and fear
to a greater degree than did Dutch participants. Third, the difference between Chinese and
Dutch observers was more pronounced for morphologically similar emotions than for
dissimilar emotions (e.g., for expressions of anger, cultural differences were greater for
judgments of disgust compared to judgments of fear). Fourth, the start emotions had a
greater influence on Dutch than on Chinese observers. Specifically, Dutch observers
endorsed non-intended emotions that were congruent with the preceding expressions to a
greater degree. The consistency of these findings in Studies 2B.1 and 2B.2 across two
different emotion constellations suggests that these results are robust and persist across
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distinct emotional expressions.
Unlike previous emotion perception studies using multi-scalar intensity ratings of
emotional expressions (Ekman et al., 1987; Hall & Matsumoto, 2004; Yrizarry et al., 1998),
the current research focused on the perception of non-intended emotions. In using this
paradigm, we found that Chinese endorsed non-intended emotions to a greater extent than
Dutch, and that this cultural difference was moderated by the morphological similarity
between emotional expressions. Below we consider some theoretical implications of the
present findings, discuss the strengths and limitations of our approach, and outline directions
for future research.
Theoretical Implications
Previous research has found that anger and disgust, and fear and surprise, share some
morphological features, which make them relatively more difficult for perceivers to distinguish
from both static and dynamic emotional expressions (Sacharin et al., 2012; Jack et al., 2009).
However, participants in previous research could only specify one emotion category (or a
"none of the above" option) when asked to indicate which emotion they perceived from a
given expression. Instead of using this categorical classification, the current paradigm
allowed participants to indicate that they had seen several concurrent emotions (or no
emotion) in an expression. In Study 2B.1, for example, disgust was endorsed to a greater
extent than fear for facial expressions of anger, and in Study 2B.2, surprise was endorsed to
a greater extent than anger for facial expressions of fear. This implies that observers can
perceive several concurrent emotions in a given expression, and that the perceived intensity
of each emotion depends on its morphological similarity to the intended emotion.
The differential emotion perception we observed here appears to be driven mainly by the
morphological (dis)similarities between emotional expressions, rather than by (dis)similarities
between emotions in terms of valence, arousal, or approach/avoidance tendencies. Facial
expressions of anger, disgust, and fear are typically perceived as high in arousal and
negative in valence (see Russell, 1980). Yet anger was endorsed to a larger extent than fear
from a disgusted face, even though arousal and valence ratings of disgust and fear
expressions were more similar than those of disgust and anger expressions (see
Supplementary Table S2B.7 for valence and intensity ratings). In terms of
approach/avoidance tendencies, anger is typically thought to be approach-related, while
disgust and fear are thought to be avoidance-related (Frijda et al., 1989). Thus, similarities in
terms of approach/avoidance cannot account for the finding that anger was endorsed to a
larger extent than fear from a disgusted facial expression.
The present finding that Chinese participants endorsed non-intended emotions to a
greater extent than the Dutch participants did, is consistent with previous findings showing
that Easterners make a less clear distinction than Westerners between anger and disgust,
and between fear and surprise (Jack et al., 2009; Jack et al., 2012). Previous accounts have
suggested that this may be due to Easterners and Westerners using different perceptual
strategies when viewing facial expressions: Easterners’ perception emphasizes the eye
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region, whereas Westerners attend more to the mouth area. Facial expressions of anger and
disgust (and those of fear and surprise) show few differences around the eye region. This
explanation, however, cannot account for the cultural differences in the ratings of
morphologically dissimilar emotions found in the current study. For example, despite
expressions of anger and fear differing greatly in the eye region, Chinese still perceived a
greater degree of fear from facial expressions of anger relative to Dutch observers. Thus,
cultural differences in the endorsement of multiple emotions cannot be fully accounted for by
attentional biases. It is worth noting that participants from both cultures reliably perceived the
intended emotions conveyed by the facial expressions studied here, as evidenced by that fact
that, in every condition, ratings for the intended emotion were significantly higher than ratings
for all non-intended emotions (Fang, Van Kleef, & Sauter, 2018).8 This pattern of results
suggests that Easterners’ stronger inclination of perceiving multiple emotions from a face is
not due to them failing to perceive the intended emotion.
Previous research has also shown that Easterners experience more complex blends of
emotions than Westerners, which is in line with our finding that Chinese observers perceived
multiple emotions to a greater degree than did Dutch observers. Studies in which participants
were asked to report their feelings in different situations have revealed positive correlations
between positive and negative emotions in Asian cultures, but negative correlations in
Western cultures; that is, mixed emotions co-occurring in Easterners, but not in Westerners
(Grossmann et al., 2015; Miyamoto et al., 2010). The present finding extends this research
from an intrapersonal level (perceiving self-emotional experience) to an interpersonal level
(perceiving other’s emotions). Notably, the present research is the first to establish that
Easterners are able to perceive mixed emotions consisting of multiple distinct negative
emotions, besides blends of positive and negative emotions.
The finding that cultural differences were more pronounced for morphologically similar
emotions than for dissimilar emotions suggests that the cultural differences in emotional
complexity discussed above were primarily driven by the perception of morphologically
similar emotions. For example, both Chinese and Dutch rated expressions of anger low on
the fear scale, with fear being morphologically dissimilar to anger. In contrast, judgments of
disgust, which shares a stronger morphological similarity with anger, entail a larger
overlapping elements to the target. Accordingly, Chinese observers, who tend to perceive
close elements as more overlapping (interdependent/holistic), rated anger expressions
higher on the disgust scale than did Dutch observers, who are more independent and
analytical. Here, the effects of culture and morphological similarity interacted to determine the
extent to which participants perceived several emotions in a facial expression, with greater
cultural differences in the endorsement of morphologically similar rather than dissimilar
emotions.

8

The focus of the present paper was to examine the perception of different types of non-intended emotions from facial
expressions. In a different manuscript, we examined the perception of intended emotions from the same dataset. In that
manuscript, we compared ratings of the intended emotions with ratings of the non-intended emotions specifically for anger,
disgust and fear, in the context of previous research showing that Easterners are less accurate than Westerners in categorizing
these negative emotions.
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In contrast to documented East-West differences in concurrent context effects (e.g.,
Masuda et al., 2008; Stanley et al., 2013), we consistently found that the temporal context
influenced Dutch observers’ but not Chinese observers’ judgments. Specifically, we found a
congruency effect with preceding expressions in Dutch observers. This temporal context
effect on Dutch observers’ perception of non-intended emotion is, to some extent, consistent
with previous findings that concurrent contexts (gender and job status) influence the
perception of non-intended emotions from facial expressions in Western perceivers (Algoe,
Buswell, & DeLamater, 2000). In contrast, Chinese observers’ judgements of non-intended
emotions did not differ across preceding expressions. Two explanations may account for this
phenomenon. First, relative to Dutch observers, Chinese observers already endorsed a
greater degree of non-intended emotions from static expressions, and context may therefore
not have caused a substantial increase in ratings of non-intended emotions. However, this
explanation is undermined by the fact that Chinese observers’ ratings on the non-intended
scales of static expressions were far from ceiling in the current studies (see Figures 2B.2 and
2B.3).
Instead, we propose a second possibility, namely that cultural differences vary across
different types of contexts. The cultural differences found in previous research on concurrent
context effects (i.e., that Easterners are more strongly influenced by context than Westerners)
do not generalize to cultural differences in temporal context effects. A recent study has
suggested that the agency of the contextual information may have differing degrees of
influence on how faces are evaluated across cultures (Ito, Masuda, & Li, 2013). Ito and
colleagues found that when other figures’ emotional expressions served as context,
Westerners’ judgments of the target person were not influenced by surrounding people’s
expressions. In contrast, when there was no agency information in the context (e.g.,
affectively salient landscape scenery), Westerners were influenced by the context just like
Easterners. They argued that this difference might be due to Western perceivers considering
individuals as agents of their own emotions, while Easterners construe emotions more as
products of an individual’s social context. In the present study, the context was the
expresser’s own preceding expression, reflecting the history of the expresser’s own feelings
rather than those of others. This may have resulted in the start expression having a more
marked influence on Dutch observers’ judgments.
Notably, Chinese participants endorsed non-intended emotions to a greater extent than
did Dutch participants, both in the static and dynamic tasks. This suggests that Easterners’
higher endorsement of non-intended emotions was not driven by temporal context, given that
there was no preceding expression in the static task. This pattern of results implies that we
should be cautious in concluding that Easterners are overall more strongly influenced by
context than Westerners. Cultural differences may vary across different types of contextual
information (e.g., concurrent vs. temporal context), and perhaps also as a function of the
relationship between context and expression.
Limitations and Future Directions
One limitation of the current paradigm is that the change from one expression to another
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does not necessarily reflect the natural emotional change in emotional facial expressions that
we come across in real life. For example, with natural emotional change from anger to disgust,
the mouth area may change ahead of the eyes, which would not be captured in
computer-generated morphs in which changes in the upper and lower face happen
simultaneously. Despite this criticism, morphs have clear merits, such as the easily
adjustable rate of change and the lack of noise, and they are commonly used in dynamic
emotion research (e.g., Sacharin et al., 2012; Sato & Yoshikawa, 2010). Nevertheless, this
methodology could be improved in future research by using videos of changing emotional
expressions as they happen in real time. Although databases with naturalistic dynamic
emotional facial expressions exist for changes to and from neutral expressions (e.g., van der
Schalk, Hawk, Fischer, & Doosje, 2011), comparable stimulus materials for expression
changes between emotions have not yet been developed. Even greater ecological validity
would be gained by examining emotional expressions occurring in ongoing interactions. But it
is worth noting that establishing the intended emotion in a genuine expression and ensuring
the absence of additional emotions in the expresser is a challenge. These research
approaches complement each other, and future studies should establish whether the current
results hold for genuine dynamic expressions.
Another limitation of the current research is that only emotions of negative or neutral
valence were included in this study. Positive emotions, such as happiness, may be
particularly interesting to examine cross-culturally. In Eastern cultures, smiles do not
necessarily function as a positive signal, as smiling is deemed an appropriate reaction in
social interaction even when feeling angry with the interaction partner (Sun, 2010).
Westerners are comparatively more encouraged to express what they are feeling, and
smiling is consequently more often regarded as a positive social signal (Matsumoto, 1991).
Future work could evaluate whether the current pattern of results (e.g., Easterners perceiving
emotions as more mixed than Westerners) extends to expressions of positive emotions.
Other potential limitations include the number and type of emotion scales used as
response categories; we do not know whether the conclusion that Easterners perceive
non-intended emotions to a larger extent than Westerners also holds for other emotions
besides the emotion scales used in the present studies. It should also be noted that the facial
expressions were Western-based prototypes and we studied only two cultures. As a result,
the current findings do not necessarily generalize to other facial expressions and other
populations. Regardless of these limitations, however, the present results challenge previous
work in this area, and raise important questions about the influence of culture and
morphological similarity on the judgments of emotional expressions.
Finally, although there is a wealth of research showing that Easterners are more
interdependent, holistic, and dialectical than Westerners (e.g., Nisbett, Peng, Choi, &
Norenzayan, 2001; Peng, Spencer-Rodgers, & Zhong, 2006), we did not include these
measures in the current research. Future research may benefit from measuring
interdependence/independence, holistic/analytic cognition, and dialectical thinking to
establish the mechanism(s) underlying the cultural differences in emotion perception. It would
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also be interesting to investigate whether Easterners also produce more mixed expressions
of emotion than Westerners. This would complement previous findings showing that
Easterners are more likely to experience mixed feelings (Grossmann et al., 2015; Miyamoto
et al., 2010) as well as the current finding that this mixedness extends to perceptual
judgments.
Conclusion
Two studies provided consistent evidence that morphologically similar emotions were
endorsed to a greater extent than dissimilar emotions, that Chinese observers endorsed
non-intended emotions to a greater extent than Dutch observers, and that this cultural
difference was more pronounced for morphologically similar emotions than for dissimilar
emotions in both static and dynamic expressions. We also found that temporal contextual
cues led Dutch observers to endorse non-intended emotions that were congruent with the
preceding expressions to a greater extent, but that context did not affect Chinese observers’
judgments.
Research on emotion perception tends to focus on the perception of intended emotions,
often ignoring the degree to which other emotions are perceived. The present research
underscores the importance of investigating the perception of non-intended emotions from
facial expressions, particularly in cross-cultural studies. The increasingly popular idea that
emotional expressions serve to facilitate social interaction by providing information to
observers about an expresser's inner feelings and future intentions hinges on the assumption
that emotional expression and emotion perception align (for a comprehensive discussion, see
Van Kleef, 2016). The current data indicate that such alignment varies as a function of
characteristics of the expression (morphological similarity to other emotions) as well
characteristics of the perceiver (cultural background).
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3
Research has documented that the perception of emotional expressions is influenced by the
cultural background of the perceiver. Little is known, however, about whether and how the
cultural background of the expresser influences the production of emotional expressions.
Research on communication styles suggests that Westerners (including Western Europeans
and North Americans) are inclined towards a precise way of communication, whereas
Easterners (including East Asians) tend to communicate more ambiguously. Building on this
literature, we investigated whether Westerners also produce more specific emotional facial
expressions than do Easterners. We further examined whether this specificity varies
depending on whether the expressions are posed or spontaneous. To test this, Chinese and
Dutch participants were instructed to either pose facial expressions of anger and disgust
(eliciting posed expressions), or to share autobiographical events that elicited anger or
disgust (eliciting spontaneous expressions). The Facial Action Coding System (FACS) was
used to measure facial muscle movements. The patterns of facial muscle movements
involved in the expressions of anger and disgust were different in all conditions. As predicted,
posed (but not spontaneous) expressions of anger and disgust were more overlapping in
Chinese than in Dutch participants, indicating that Dutch people produce more specific posed
emotional expressions than do Chinese. These findings provide the first empirical
demonstration that culture influences the specificity of posed, but not spontaneous, facial
expressions of emotions.

This chapter is based on:
Fang, X., Sauter, D. A., Van Kleef, G. A. (submitted). The specificity of posed and
spontaneous facial expressions across cultures.
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The extent to which emotional communication is universal versus culturally specific is the
subject of considerable debate. Emotional communication rests on the production (or
encoding) and perception (or decoding) of emotional expressions (Scherer, Clark-Polner, &
Mortillaro, 2011). Most research on cultural influences on emotional communication to date
has focused on emotion perception – the act of inferring an expresser's emotions based on
physical properties of the expression. Early research suggested that the perception of
expressions of basic emotions is highly similar across cultures, such that people from
different cultures perceive similar emotions in a given facial expression (e.g., Ekman, 1973;
Izard, 1994). More recent research has uncovered cultural differences in the perception of
emotional expressions, suggesting that people from different cultures may perceive different
emotions in a given facial expression (e.g., Beaupré & Hess, 2005; Jack, Blais, Scheepers,
Schyns, & Caldara, 2009; for a review, see Elfenbein & Ambady, 2002).
In contrast to the substantial literature on cultural influences on emotion perception,
surprisingly little research has examined the extent to which culture shapes the production of
emotional facial expressions – the act of expressing a particular emotion by producing
physical cues in the face. Moreover, the work that has been conducted has yielded
inconsistent findings: Whereas some researchers have found evidence of universality of
facial expressions of emotion (Matsumoto & Willingham, 2006; Soto, Levenson, & Ebling,
2005), others have documented differences across cultures (Elfenbein, Beaupré, Lévesque,
Hess, 2007). Here, we propose that these inconsistencies may be due to differences in the
spontaneity of expressions. We sought to directly test this prediction by, for the first time,
combining the study of posed and spontaneous facial expressions across cultures. More
specifically, we examined whether people from different cultures differ in their activation of
facial muscle movements when they pose or spontaneously express negative emotions.
Culture and Emotion Communication
Cultures differ in their norms concerning how individuals should communicate
information. One factor that has been found to affect cultural norms of emotional expressions
is the degree of homogeneity of a society (Gudykunst, Matsumoto, Ting-Toomey, Nishida,
Kim, & Heyman, 1996; Hall, 1976; Kittler, Rygl, & Mackinnon, 2011; Rychlowska et al., 2015).
Historically heterogeneous countries (which includes North America and Western European
countries; henceforth Westerners), whose populations originate from multiple source
countries, contain diverse values and beliefs brought in from the different source cultures. In
order to navigate such diverse social worlds, it has been proposed that individuals need to
convey their feelings and intentions directly and precisely, a style that is referred to as
"low-context communication" (Hall, 1976; Rychlowska et al., 2015). In contrast, the
populations of historically homogeneous societies (which includes most East Asian countries;
henceforth Easterners), originate from one or few source countries. They therefore have
common values and beliefs that guide their behavior (Mesquita & Frijda, 1992) and are
usually characterized by stable and predictable interpersonal relationships. In such societies,
a lot of information is conveyed by the physical context in conjunction with a shared
understanding of reality, while relatively little is in the coded, explicit, or transmitted part of the
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message (Hall, 1976) – a style that is referred to as "high-context communication".
Consequently, it has been argued that communication in homogeneous societies is more
indirect and ambiguous (Gudykunst & Ting-Toomey, 1988). Notably, this theoretical
framework has primarily been informed by studies employing self-report measures, where
participants report how would they behave in various situations. We test the predictions of
this framework using objective, behavioral measures of facial expressions. Specifically, we
test the prediction that Westerners, who live in a heterogeneous (i.e., low-context
communication) culture, communicate emotions in a more specific way than Easterners, who
live in a homogeneous (i.e., high-context communication) culture.
Cross-cultural research on emotion perception provides some support for this notion.
Research has shown that Westerners perceive emotional expressions in a more specific
manner than do Easterners. Initial evidence came from studies in which participants were
asked to describe the emotions expressed by facial expressions (Beaupré & Hess, 2005; Leu,
Mesquita, Masuda, Ellsworth, & Karasawa, 2003). Westerners’ responses primarily referred
to the intended emotion, while Easterners used more words referring to non-intended
emotions. More recent data using multi-scalar emotion intensity ratings of facial expressions
further found that Westerners rated lower on non-intended emotion scales than Easterners,
indicating that Westerners perceive facial expressions as expressing more specific emotions
than do Easterners (Fang, Sauter, & Van Kleef, in press; Fang, Van Kleef, & Sauter, 2018).
Research on cultural differences in emotional experiences shows a compatible pattern. In a
number of studies in which participants were asked to report their experiences in a given
situation, Westerners were inclined to report specific feelings, while Easterners tended to
report blends of emotions (Bagozzi, Wong, & Yi, 1999; Grossmann, Huynh, & Ellsworth, 2015;
Miyamoto, Uchida, & Ellsworth, 2010; Sims, Tsai, Jiang, Wang, Fung, & Zhang, 2015).
Taken together, these findings indicate that people from different cultures differ in how
they experience and perceive emotions. Based on the theoretical and empirical literature
reviewed above, we predicted that Westerners’ inclination towards specific emotions might
also occur in the production of facial expressions. Furthermore, this specificity may vary
depending on whether the expressions are posed or spontaneous.
Posed vs. Spontaneous Facial Expressions
Most research examining emotional facial expressions has used posed expressions,
produced by voluntarily manipulating one’s facial muscles (e.g., Ekman, 1973; Elfenbein,
Beaupré, Lévesque, & Hess, 2007). Findings based on research using posed expressions
are typically assumed to generalize to spontaneous expressions that occur involuntarily and
naturally (Hess, Kafetsios, Mauersberger, Blaison, & Kessler, 2016; Russell, 1994; Schaefer,
Nils, Sanchez, & Philippot, 2010), despite the fact that central differences have been
proposed to exist in the production of posed, as compared to spontaneous, expressions (e.g.,
Hunt, 1941; Matsumoto, Olide, Schug, Willingham, & Callan, 2009; Matsumoto & Willingham,
2009).
A strong proposal is that posed expressions constitute a socially learned code that is
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completely unrelated to spontaneously occurring expressions (Hunt, 1941). Researchers
suggested that posed facial expressions may lack facial muscle movements that occur in
spontaneous expressions, or may contain extraneous facial muscle movements that actually
do not occur (Matsumoto et al., 2009). A weaker version of this account suggests that posed
expressions reflect sociocultural norms or expectations to a larger extent than spontaneously
occurring ones (Matsumoto & Willingham, 2009; Ortega, Iglesias, Fernandez, & Corraliza,
1983; Rinn, 1991). This fits with findings showing that posed expressions are more intense
and prototypical than spontaneous expressions (Laukka, Neiberg, Forsell, Karlsson, &
Elenius, 2011; Tcherkassof, Bollon, Dubois, Pansu, & Adam, 2007). However, to our
knowledge no study has directly compared the production of posed and spontaneous facial
expressions in a cross-cultural setting, and the extent to which culture may influence these
types of expressions differentially is unclear.
Here, we tested the possibility that culture influences posed and spontaneous
expressions to different degrees. Indirect evidence from the study of blind individuals’
emotional facial expressions suggests that learning processes may differentially affect posed
(as compared to spontaneous) expressions, and specifically, that posed expressions may be
affected by learning to a larger degree than spontaneous expressions (Matsumoto &
Willingham, 2009; Ortega et al., 1983; Rinn, 1991). Congenitally blind people have been
found to produce similar spontaneous facial expressions as sighted individuals, while
considerable differences have been found for posed expressions produced by blind and
sighted people (Ortega et al., 1983; Rinn, 1991; but see, Galati, Scherer, & Ricci-Bitti, 1997).
Drawing from these findings, we examined in an exploratory fashion whether the influence of
cultural learning would be more pronounced for posed as compared to spontaneous
expressions.
The Present Research
We employed Dutch and Chinese participants to represent Western and Eastern cultures,
respectively. In a between-subjects design, participants were asked to either pose facial
expressions of anger and disgust with the goal of being understood by their friends (capturing
posed facial expressions) or to tell autobiographical events designed to elicit anger and
disgust (capturing spontaneous facial expressions). Based on the above-mentioned studies
on emotion perception and experience, we hypothesized that the patterns of facial muscle
movements between expressions of anger and disgust would be more overlapping in the
Chinese as compared to the Dutch participants. In addition, we tested whether this cultural
difference was more pronounced for posed as compared to spontaneous facial expressions.
Method
Participants and Design
Ninety-nine Dutch participants were recruited from the University of Amsterdam in the
Netherlands, and 97 Chinese participants were recruited from Zhejiang University in China.
Thirty-two participants were excluded from the analysis, either because their faces were not
entirely visible or because there was no facial movement involved in the specified frame for
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FACS coding.9 This resulted in 49 Dutch (Mage = 22.94, SD = 3.00; 13 male) and 45 Chinese
(Mage = 19.04, SD = 1.33; 23 male) participants in the posed condition, and 35 Dutch (Mage =
23.20, SD = 3.05; 11 male) and 35 Chinese (Mage = 19.49, SD = 1.54; 11 male) participants in
the spontaneous condition. In return for participation, Dutch participants received 0.5 course
credits, whereas Chinese participants received 20 yuan (about € 3). All participants provided
written informed consent, and the ethics committee of University of Amsterdam and Zhejiang
University approved the experiment.
Procedure
In each condition (posed or spontaneous), participants were instructed to go through
neutrality, anger, and disgust. All participants started with neutrality, which was included to
familiarize participants with the procedure. The order of anger and disgust was
counterbalanced between participants. All instructions and materials were translated from
English into Chinese and Dutch by means of the standard translation/back-translation
procedure (see Supplementary Table S1).
Posed condition. In the posed condition, participants were asked to pose emotional
expressions such that “their friends would be able to understand easily what they feel” (taken
from Elfenbein, Beaupre, Levesque, & Hess, 2007). Before each pose, participants were
presented with an emotion label, a definition of the emotion term, and a one-sentence
emotion story drawn from previous cross-cultural studies (Ekman & Cordaro, 2011;
Matsumoto, Yoo, Hirayama, & Petrova, 2005; see supplementary Table S1). This
methodology has been used in previous cross-cultural studies on emotions in order to ensure
that participants from different cultures have a similar understanding of the emotion terms
(e.g., Cordaro, Sun, Keltner, Kamble, Huddar, & McNeil, 2017; Matsumoto et al., 2008;
Sauter, Eisner, Ekman, & Scott, 2010). Participants tested various expressions with a video
camera. Once they were satisfied with their pose, participants rated the extent to which they
experienced each of five emotions while posing. They made ratings of felt anger, disgust, fear,
sadness, and happiness on scales between 0 and 10 (0 = not at all, 10 = extremely).
Participants also indicated how difficult they found it to pose each target emotion on a scale
of 0 to 10 (0 = very easy, 10 = very difficult). After completing the ratings for the first emotion,
participants pressed a button that rang a bell, after which the experimenter provided them
with the next emotion label, and the procedure was repeated. The experimenter was not in
the room with the participant during the posing and did not provide feedback or
recommendations of any kind. The entire posing session was filmed.
After the three expressions (i.e., neutral, anger, disgust) had been posed, participants
were led to another room, where they looked at the video of their own poses. They were
asked to choose the frame that they thought represented the clearest expression of the target
9

The 32 excluded participants were five Chinese participants in the posed condition, and 12 Chinese and 15 Dutch participants
in the spontaneous condition. The majority of the excluded participants were from the spontaneous condition, because
participants were not explicitly asked to look at the camera or to show emotional expressions in the spontaneous condition. This
resulted in participants sometimes steering their faces away from the camera (e.g., head down and head right/left) or failing to
show any muscle movements in the frame that they had selected.
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emotion. They then rated the clarity and intensity of their expression in the specified frame on
scales of 0 to 10 (0 = not at all clear/intense, 10 = extremely clear/intense).
Spontaneous condition. The procedure of the spontaneous condition was similar to
that of the posed condition, with the following exceptions: Participants were led to believe that
they were going to help develop an emotional robot Eva. In order to help Eva learn about
human emotions, participants were asked to recall life events that involved a specific emotion,
and to tell Eva in detail about their experience. This relived emotion method has been shown
to be an effective elicitor of emotional responding in previous studies (e.g., Tsai &
Chentsova-Dutton, 2003). In the spontaneous condition, participants did not judge the
difficulty of posing emotional expressions, but rather indicated how comfortable they felt
sharing their experience with the robot on a scale of 0 to 10 (0 = very uncomfortable, 10 =
very comfortable). Participants were fully debriefed upon completing the experiment.
Facial Action Coding System (FACS) Coding
The expressions were coded by means of Ekman and colleagues’ (2002) Facial Action
Coding System (FACS) by a certified FACS coder. This standardized system provides a
detailed description of the expressive features of the face. Of the expressions, 20% were also
coded by a second certified FACS coder. It yields an agreement level of 63%, which is
deemed acceptable (Ekman, Friesen, & Hager, 2002). Facial action units (AUs) were dummy
coded for absence or presence of activation of a given AU for each participant in each
emotion condition.
Results
Before presenting the main analysis of the facial muscle movements of emotional
expressions, we first present participants’ self-report judgments of their expressions and
experiences. These measures were included to test whether any cultural differences found in
facial muscle movements may be due to cultural differences in perceived difficulty in showing
particular emotional expressions, or differences in emotional experiences or self-reported
expression clarity or intensity.
Preliminary Analyses
Self-reports on expressions. We first tested whether Western and Eastern participants
differed in their judgments of expression clarity, expression intensity, difficulty in posing
expressions, and how comfortable they felt sharing autobiographical emotional events with
the robot. Specifically, ratings of clarity, intensity, and difficulty/comfortableness were
compared between Chinese and Dutch participants for each condition (Spontaneity ×
Emotion: posed anger, posed disgust, spontaneous anger, and spontaneous disgust). The
results showed that the judgments made by Chinese participants were not different than
those made by Dutch participants on any of these measures across the spontaneous and
posed conditions of anger and disgust, with one exception: Chinese rated the clarity and
intensity of their spontaneous anger and disgust expressions as higher than did Dutch
participants (see supplementary Table S2 for means, standard deviations, and comparisons).
The Chinese and Dutch participants were thus comparable in terms of self-report judgments
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of their own expressions.
Self-reports on experiences. We first sought to establish whether we successfully
induced the target emotion experience in participants. We then tested whether we induced
comparable emotional experiences in the two cultural groups.
To address the first question, we used a repeated-measures ANOVA to compare
intensity ratings on the five emotion scales for each condition (i.e., Emotion × Spontaneity ×
Culture). The results showed that across spontaneous and posed expressions in both cultural
groups, ratings on the target emotion scale were significantly higher than ratings on the
non-target emotion scales, ps < .001 (see supplementary Table S3 for all means and
standard deviations). This demonstrates that the target emotions were successfully induced
in terms of emotional experience. Consistently, the second highest emotion ratings were
anger for the expression of disgust, and disgust for the expression of anger. This is consistent
with previous findings showing that anger and disgust are confusable in terms of subjective
experience (Nabi, 2002; Roseman, Wiest, & Swartz, 1994).
To test the question of equivalence in subjective emotional state across the cultural
groups, we performed a 2 (Emotion Scale: Target vs. Non-target) × 2 (Spontaneity: Posed vs.
Spontaneous) × 2 (Culture: Chinese vs. Dutch) mixed-design ANOVA for the conditions of
anger and disgust, respectively. We focused on the non-target emotion that has been found
to be most confusable with the target emotion. That is, the non-target ratings of disgust for
the condition of anger and the non-target ratings of anger for the condition of disgust. The
main effect of Culture was significant for both emotion conditions (anger: F(1, 160) = 19.56, p
< .001, ηp2 = .109; disgust: F(1, 160) = 16.30, p < .001, ηp2 = .092). Chinese participants
overall experienced more intense emotions than did Dutch participants (see Supplementary
Table S3 for all means and standard deviations). Pertinent to the current investigation, the
interaction of Emotion Scale and Culture was not significant in either emotion condition
(anger: F(1, 160) = 1.32, p = .252, ηp2 = .008; disgust: F(1, 160) = 0.10, p = .757, ηp2 = .001),
suggesting that Chinese and Dutch participants did not differ in the degree to which they
experienced mixed emotions (i.e., blends of anger and disgust feelings). Thus, we found no
evidence that Chinese participants experienced more mixed emotions in the current
paradigm. This rules out the possibility that differences in emotional expressions could be
explained by differences in experience. The complete results of the analysis of emotional
experience are presented in Supplementary Table S4.
Main Analysis and Hypothesis Test
The activation of all AUs in each of the eight conditions (Emotion × Spontaneity × Culture)
is reported in Table 1. We followed the AU selection criterion adopted by previous research
(Elfenbein et al., 2007; Mortillaro, Mehu, & Scherer, 2011), excluding AUs that occurred in
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less than 15% of portrayals across all conditions from the analyses.10 This resulted in 18 AUs
(see the underlined AUs in Table 3.1). Given that we had no hypotheses pertaining to specific
AUs, we analyzed cultural differences in posed and spontaneous emotional expressions
across AUs. Readers who are interested in patterns for individual AUs are referred to
Supplementary Figure S3.1.
To test the hypothesis that patterns of muscle activations between the facial expressions
of anger and disgust are more similar in Chinese producers than in Dutch producers, we
performed a 2 (Emotion: Anger vs. Disgust) × 2 (Spontaneity: Posed vs. Spontaneous) × 2
(Culture: Chinese vs. Dutch) mixed-design MANOVA, with all 18 AUs as dependent
variables.11 For each participant in each emotion condition, each AU was coded as 0 if the
AU was not engaged, and as 1 if the AU was engaged. Emotion was a within-subjects
variable, and Culture and Spontaneity were between-subjects variables. The complete
results are presented in supplementary Table S4, and the results pertaining to the hypothesis
are presented below. Modal facial expressions for each condition are shown in Figure 3.1.

Table 3.1
Percentage of Participants in Each Condition Activating Particular Action Units (AUs)
Posed

Spontaneous

Chinese (%)
AU

Dutch (%)

Chinese (%)

Dutch (%)

Anger

Disgust

Anger

Disgust

Anger

Disgust

Anger

Disgust

1.Inner brow raise

2

9

2

39

3

0

23

29

2.Outer brow raise

2

4

2

10

0

0

20

14

4.Brow lowerer

71

78

90

92

69

66

49

51

5.Upper lid raise

24

13

10

2

0

0

14

0

6.Cheek raise

0

0

0

6

0

0

0

0

7.Lid tight

56

78

71

94

74

83

49

60

8.Lips toward each other

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9.Nose wrinkle

7

13

8

59

11

31

11

57

10.Upper lip raiser

11

49

2

31

9

6

6

6

11.Nasolabial furrow deepener

2

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

12.Lip corner puller

0

0

0

6

0

11

0

11

13.Sharp lip puller

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

3

14.Dimpler

22

22

4

14

11

11

11

6

15.Lip corner depressor

4

13

0

43

6

6

6

9

16.Lower lip depress

0

11

0

10

0

0

0

3

17.Chin raiser

51

29

10

29

17

11

3

0

18.Lip pucker

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

19.Tongue show

0

4

0

2

0

0

0

6

10

We wanted to ensure that the pattern of results was robust across selection criteria for AUs included in the statistical analysis.
We therefore re-ran the mixed-design MANOVA including all 55 facial AUs (which are presented in the first column in Table 3.1),
and again using the 40 facial AUs (excluding AUs that were never engaged in any condition, and finally with 14 facial AUs
(excluding AUs that occurred in less than 20% of portrayals across all conditions). These analyses yielded identical patterns of
results.
11
The current statistical methods were applied following consultation with Marcello Gallucci, Raoul Grasman, and Robert
Zwitser, statisticians who have ample theoretical and practical expertise with the analyses at hand. In principle, MANOVA
requires dependent variables to be normally distributed, and therefore dichotomous variables normally do not qualify for
MANOVA. However, given that the current data include a sum of 18 binary dependent variables (AUs), resulting in a normal
distribution, MANOVA is appropriate for analyzing the current data.
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20.Lip stretch

2

22

0

8

0

0

0

6

21.Neck tightener

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

22.Lip funneler

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

23.Lip tightener

27

7

20

6

14

9

0

0

24.Lip presser

13

0

2

0

0

0

9

3

25.Lips part

16

62

2

57

11

3

6

20

26.Jaw drop

9

20

2

31

3

0

3

6

27.Mouth stretch

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

3

28.Lip suck

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

29.Jaw thrust

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

30.Jaw sideways

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

31.Jaw clencher

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

32.Bite

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

33.Blow

4

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

34.Puff

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

35.Cheek suck

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

36.Tongue bulge

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

37.Lip wipe

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

38.Nostril dilate

11

4

8

2

0

0

0

0

39.Nostril compress

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

43.Eyes closure

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

3

45.Blink

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

46.Wink

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

51.Head turn left

0

2

0

0

6

6

11

3

52.Head turn right

2

11

0

2

6

6

11

6

53.Head up

0

0

2

2

11

6

14

6

54.Head down

4

2

29

4

17

11

17

23

55.Head tilt left

7

2

0

0

14

14

0

9

56.Head tilt right

7

2

2

4

11

11

6

0

57.Head forward

0

0

2

0

0

0

3

0

58.Head back

0

9

0

0

0

0

0

3

61.Eyes turn left

0

7

0

4

6

6

20

9

62.Eyes turn right

4

11

0

0

3

9

6

3

63.Eyes up

4

0

16

0

0

0

6

3

64.Eyes down

0

11

0

2

14

17

20

23

65.Walleye

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

66.Crosseye

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Posed
Anger

Spontaneous
Disgust

Anger

Disgust

Dutch
Chinese
Figure 3.1. Illustrative examples of modal expressions. We used the following procedure to select AUs for the modal
expressions. We first calculated k, the average number of AUs that were activated for each condition (see Supplementary Table
S3.6 for details). We then chose the k most frequently activated AUs in that condition to represent the modal emotional
expression of that condition. In the posed condition, Dutch participants on average activated 3 AUs (modal AUs: 4 [Brow
lowerer], 7 [Lid tight], 54 [Head down]) to display anger, and 6 AUs (modal AUs: 1 [Inner brow raise], 4 [Brow lowerer], 7 [Lid
tight], 9 [Nose wrinkle], 15 [Lip corner depressor], 25 [Lips part]) to display disgust; Chinese participants on average activated 4
AUs (modal AUs: 4 [Brow lowerer], 7 [Lid tight], 17 [Chin raiser], 23 [Lip tightener]) to display anger, and 5 AUs (modal AUs: 4
[Brow lowerer], 7 [Lid tight], 10 [Upper lip raiser], 17 [Chin raiser], 25 [Lips part]) to display disgust. In the spontaneous condition,
Dutch participants on average activated 3 AUs (modal AUs: 1 [Inner brow raise], 4 [Brow lowerer], 7 [Lid tight]) to display anger,
and 4 AUs (modal AUs: 1 [Inner brow raise], 4 [Brow lowerer], 7 [Lid tight], 9 [Nose wrinkle]) to display disgust; Chinese
participants on average activated 3 AUs (modal AUs: 4 [Brow lowerer], 7 [Lid tight], 17/54 [Chin raiser/Head down]) to display
anger, and 3 AUs (modal AUs: 4 [Brwo lowerer], 7 [Lid tight], 9 [Nose wrinkle]) to display disgust.

The main effect of Emotion was significant, F(18, 143) = 11.95, p < .001, ηp2 = .601,
indicating that the AUs engaged in facial expressions of anger were different from those
engaged in facial expressions of disgust. The predicted interaction of Emotion and Culture
was also significant, F(18, 143) = 3.75, p < .001, ηp2 = .321. Simple effects revealed that the
effect of Emotion was significant for Chinese, F(18, 62) = 2.14, p = .014, ηp2 = .383, as well
as for Dutch participants, F(18, 66) = 11.06, p < .001, ηp2 = .751, indicating that facial
expressions of anger were different from facial expressions of disgust in both cultures.
Importantly, however, the interaction between Emotion and Culture indicated that the
difference between expressions of anger and disgust was significantly larger among the
Dutch participants than among the Chinese participants – in fact, the difference was more
than twice as big in the Dutch sample compared to the Chinese sample (ηp2 = .751 vs. ηp2
= .383, respectively). This pattern of results provides support for our hypothesis that there is
greater overlap in the patterns of facial muscle movements between expressions of anger
and disgust in Chinese, as compared to Dutch participants.
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Figure 3.2. Differences between the percentage of participants activating each AU occurring in minimally 15% of portrayals across all conditions (underlined AUs in Table 3.1) for anger and disgust
expressions in the posed (top panel) and spontaneous (bottom panel) conditions. The zero crossing denotes no difference between percentage of participants activating the particular AU for
expressions of anger versus disgust, a positive value denotes a greater percentage of participants activating the particular AU for expressions of disgust, and a negative value denotes a greater
percentage of participants activating the particular AU for expressions of anger. The figure indicates that differences between expressions of anger and disgust were more pronounced for Dutch than
for Chinese participants in the posed condition, but not in the spontaneous condition. To test which AUs differ between expressions of anger and disgust, we used Barnard’s unconditional exact tests
(Suissa & Shuster, 1985) for each AU (see Supplementary Table S3.7 for details on the results of all 18 AUs, and see Supplementary Figure S3.1 for details on the percentage of participants in each
condition activating each AU).
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We then examined the possibility that this cultural difference in expression specificity is
more pronounced for spontaneous expressions than for posed expressions. The three-way
interaction of Emotion, Culture, and Spontaneity was marginally significant, F(18, 143) = 1.60,
p = .068, ηp2 = .167. Simple effects revealed that the hypothesized interaction between
Emotion and Culture described above was significant for posed expressions, F(18, 75) = 4.41,
p < .001, ηp2 = .514, but not for spontaneous expressions, F(18, 51) = 1.36, p = .180 (see
Figure 3.2). The significant two-way interaction between Emotion and Culture for posed
expressions was further broken down by Culture: For Chinese participants, the effect of
Emotion was significant, F(18, 27) = 3.99, p = .001, ηp2 = .727; for Dutch participants, the
effect of Emotion was also significant, F(18, 31) = 12.11, p < .001, ηp2 = .875. The interaction
between Culture and Emotion for posed expressions, however, pointed to the fact that
differences between posed expressions of anger and disgust were more pronounced for
Dutch participants (ηp2 = .875) than for Chinese participants (ηp2 = .727). Together, these
results indicate that the cultural groups differed in the degree of overlap between expressions
of anger and disgust when prompted to pose the respective facial emotional expressions, but
not when producing these expressions spontaneously.
Discussion
The present study compared facial muscle movements engaged in posed and
spontaneous facial expressions of anger and disgust in Western and Eastern participants.
We documented systematic differences in the AUs engaged in expressions of anger
compared to disgust in both posed and spontaneous conditions, indicating that expressions
of anger and disgust were distinct in terms of facial muscle movements. More important, we
found support for our hypothesis that this difference between expressions of disgust and
anger is more pronounced for Western than for Eastern participants. This demonstrates that
when Western participants express anger versus disgust, they produce more specific facial
expressions than do Easterners. However, this effect was only significant in the condition
where participants were instructed to pose the respective emotional expressions. When
participants were asked to recall instances of anger versus disgust in order to elicit
spontaneous emotional facial expressions there was no difference in specificity between
Westerners and Easterners. Together, these findings provide the first empirical evidence that
culture influences the specificity of posed, but not spontaneous, facial expressions of
emotions.
Theoretical Implications
The smaller degree of overlap between posed facial expressions of anger and disgust for Western
compared to Eastern participants lends support to our prediction that Western participants’ posed
expressions are more specific than Eastern participants’ expressions. This is consistent with previous
research showing cultural differences in general communication styles (Hall, 1976). That work has
shown that Westerners, who live in more heterogeneous societies, tend to prefer low-context
communication, where information exchange is typically explicit and clear. By contrast, Easterners,
who live in homogeneous cultures, prefer high-context communication, where information exchange
is typically implicit and ambiguous (Gudykunst et al., 1996; Hall, 1976; Rychlowska et al., 2015).
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There is evidence suggesting that such patterns of communication also extend to the domain of
emotion in terms of norms for emotional expressivity (Rychlowska et al., 2015). Our results suggest
that these norms may affect posed expressions of emotions, with Westerners producing more specific
emotional expressions than Easterners. The degree of cultural specificity in posed emotion production
may be also partly accounted for by cultural differences in holistic/analytical and
dialectical/non-dialectical thinking. Since Westerners generally have a more analytical and
non-dialectical thinking style, this may result in them producing emotional expressions that are more
categorical and specific. In contrast, the more holistic and dialectical style of Easterners may have
inclined them to pose more mixed expressions (Nisbett, Peng, Choi, & Norenzayan, 2001; Peng,
Spencer-Rodgers, & Zhong, 2006).
This pattern of results cannot be explained by differences in emotional experience in the two
groups of participants. The results of the subjective experience ratings showed that the Chinese
participants experienced more intense emotions, but not more mixed emotions, than Dutch
participants. The specificity of the feeling states in the two cultural groups was thus equivalent, even
though the specificity of their expressions differed. Note that the pattern in the current study of
cultural equivalence in the degree of mixed emotional experiences differs from a number of previous
findings. For example, studies where participants were asked to remember their most recent
experience of a given situation (e.g., watched TV or listened to music) have shown that Easterners
report more mixed emotional experiences than Westerners (e.g., Grossmann et al., 2015; Miyamoto et
al., 2010; Sims et al., 2015). In the present study, participants’ experiences were reported in relation to
them posing specific emotional expressions or telling autobiographical events that had been designed
to elicit specific emotions. It is possible that people are more likely to rely on general cultural norms
when describing their emotional experiences over a long period of time or towards a real-life situation
than when they are asked about their experiences at a given moment or towards a specific
emotion-eliciting event (Diener, Scollon, Oishi, Dzokoto, & Suh, 2000; Robinson & Clore, 2002).
This may lead to the current findings that Chinese and Dutch participants did not differ in the
mixedness of their emotional experiences.
The cultural difference in specificity of emotional expressions was found in the posed, but not
spontaneous, condition. The degree of overlap between spontaneous expressions of anger and disgust
was not statistically different between Chinese and Dutch participants. This fits well with previous
accounts arguing that culture-specific norms and thinking styles are particularly influential when
individuals pose emotional expressions, whereas spontaneous expressions have been claimed to result
from culturally universal biological mechanisms (Matsumoto & Hwang, 2012; Matsumoto &
Willingham, 2009; Ortega et al., 1983; Rinn, 1991). Compared to spontaneous expressions, posed
expressions may thus be more likely to reflect cultural stereotypes of prototypical emotional
expressions. This finding is also consistent with previous studies showing cultural accents in posed
facial expressions, namely participants from different cultures activated different facial muscle
movements to pose the same emotions (Elfenbein et al., 2007; Marsh, Elfenbein, & Ambady, 2003).
What might also account for the difference in results between posed and spontaneous expressions
is the possibility that the current spontaneous expressions are not expressions of specific emotions, but
expressions of mixed emotions. The analysis of self-reported experience ratings showed an interaction
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effect between Emotion and Spontaneity, reflecting the fact that participants experienced more
overlapping emotional states in the spontaneous condition than in the posed condition (for details see
Supplementary Table S3.4). This greater overlap in feeling states in the spontaneous condition was
mirrored by greater overlap in the spontaneous expressions across cultural groups, as the analysis of
AUs also showed an interaction between Emotion and Spontaneity: Expressions of anger and disgust
were more overlapping in the spontaneous condition than in the posed condition (for details see
Supplementary Table S3.5). Participants in the spontaneous condition thus both experienced and
expressed more mixed emotions. This may have obscured potential cultural differences in the
specificity of the emotional expressions.
The relationship between cultural norms and posed facial expressions has implications for a
range of cultural products. For example, previous research has shown that leaders’ smiles in official
photos reflect cultural differences in ideal affect (Tsai et al., 2016), such that individuals from nations
that value high arousal positive states (e.g., America) showed excited smiles, whereas individuals
from nations that value low-arousal positive states (e.g., China) produced calm smiles. The current
finding of cultural differences in the specificity of posed facial expressions has potential implications
for domains such as film, advertising, and artificial intelligence. For instance, Western audiences may
not have a good understanding of Eastern actors’ emotions, which may be expressed in a mixed way.
Westerners, who are used to more specific and categorical emotional expressions, may thus feel
confused about Easterners’ posed expressions of emotions. Thus, film makers targeting international
audiences may benefit from awareness of variability in the specificity of both emotion production and
perception.
Limitations and Future Research
The current study provides insights into the role of culture in emotional facial expressions.
However, some limitations should be considered.
Firstly, comparisons between posed and spontaneous emotional expressions inevitably entail
some procedural differences between conditions, as there exists no single procedure for eliciting both
posed and spontaneous emotional expressions. To minimize concerns about the comparability of the
posed and spontaneous conditions, we used validated procedures that have been successfully used in
previous research (e.g., Elfenbein, Beaupre, Levesque, & Hess, 2007; Tsai & Chentsova-Dutton,
2003). Furthermore, it is important to note that we did not directly compare spontaneous and posed
emotional expressions, but rather compared emotional expressions of Dutch and Chinese individuals
within each condition.
Secondly, differences have been suggested to exist between facial expressions of physical disgust
and facial expressions of moral disgust, with the latter being more similar to facial expression for
anger. Could it be that the Dutch participants were posing expressions of physical disgust, which look
distinct from anger expressions, while the Chinese participants posed moral disgust, which looks more
similar to anger? The translations were carefully considered by the first author, a native speaker of
Chinese, and the third author, a native speaker of Dutch. The Dutch translation of disgust (walging),
includes both moral and physical aspects. We therefore provided the Chinese participants with two
Chinese translations of disgust (厌恶/恶心), the first one of which emphasizes the moral aspect and
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the second of which emphasizes the physical aspect. To all participants we sought to emphasize the
physical meaning of disgust by providing them with an example of an emotion-eliciting event: “a
person touched dog feces accidently”. In the spontaneous condition, participants reported
autobiographical events relating to disgust. Based on the content of the events, we tested whether
expressions of moral and physical disgust differed. We found no evidence of differences between
expressions of moral and physical disgust.12
A third limitation is worth noting. The present study only examined static facial expressions of
anger and disgust. Real-life expressions, however, have dynamic features, such as onset, peak, and
offset latency (Krumhuber & Manstead, 2013). These dynamic features likely help differentiate one
emotional expression from another. This would imply that real-life expressions of anger and disgust
may be less overlapping than our estimates that are based on static images. In addition, future work
could evaluate whether the current pattern of results, that is, Westerners posing more specific
emotional expressions than Easterners, also extends to other expressions such as fear and surprise.
These two emotional expressions have also been demonstrated to be perceived as more mixed by
Easterners compared to Westerners (Fang, Sauter, & Van Kleef, in press; Fang, Van Kleef, & Sauter,
2018).
Conclusions
The present study provides a novel empirical contribution to work on emotion communication
across cultures, by being the first to demonstrate cultural influences on the specificity of posed facial
expressions. That is, Westerners’ posed facial expressions are more specific than Easterners’.
However, the cultural groups did not differ in the specificity of spontaneous facial expressions. Our
findings, together with previous evidence for cultural influences on the specificity of emotional
experiences and emotion perception, imply that culture plays a pervasive and consistent role in
emotion processes. Westerners experience, perceive, as well as produce emotions in a more specific
manner than do Easterners.

12

A native speaker of Chinese (the first author) coded the disgusting events shared by Chinese participants and a native
speaker of Dutch coded the disgusting events shared by Dutch participants. The Chinese and Dutch participants differed in the
degree to which they produced autobiographical events involving physical vs. moral disgust: 37% of the Chinese (n = 13) and 94%
of the Dutch (n = 33) participants shared a story about physical disgust, while 63% of the Chinese (n = 22) and 6% of the Dutch
(n = 2) participants shared a story about moral disgust. Since so few Dutch participants shared an event about moral disgust, we
could not conduct a comparison of the expressions accompanying the two types of disgust for the Dutch participants. However,
we tested whether expressions of physical disgust differed from those of moral disgust for Chinese participants, by running a
MANOVA with the 18 AUs included in the main analysis as dependent variables (0 indicating absent and 1 indicating present),
and the disgust type (moral vs. physical) as an independent variable. The results showed no difference between expressions of
moral and physical disgust, F(12, 22) = 0.66, p = .768.
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4
A smile can communicate happiness, affiliative intent, or a person’s social status, leaving
perceivers to interpret what a given smile might mean. In the current study, we hypothesized
that the interpretation of what a smile communicates may be influenced by smile intensity and
cultural frame. Chinese and Dutch perceivers made ratings of positivity, negativity,
authenticity, and politeness for isolated (Experiment 4.1), minimal-context (Experiment 4.2),
and dynamic (Experiment 4.3) smiles. The smiles were of low and high intensity, and
produced by Chinese and Dutch expressers. Our results showed that, across all three
experiments, the intensity of the smile and the culture of the expresser consistently
influenced smile perception: High intensity smiles were perceived as more positive and
authentic, and less negative and polite than low intensity smiles; Dutch smiles were
perceived as more positive and authentic, and less negative and polite than Chinese smiles.
However, the effect of culture of perceiver varied across experiments: Dutch perceivers
judged dynamic smiles as more positive and authentic, and less negative than did Chinese
perceivers, but they did not differ in their perception of isolated and minimal-context smiles.
These findings suggest that the perception of affective and social aspects of smiles is
influenced by smile intensity and culture.

This chapter is based on:
Fang, X., Sauter, D. A., Van Kleef, G. A. (submitted). Unmasking smiles: The influence of
intensity and culture on smile interpretation.
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The smile is the most ubiquitous facial expression in daily life (Calvo, Gutiérrez-García,
Fernández-Martín, & Nummenmaa, 2014). Although it is a simple and highly recognizable
facial expression (Ekman, 2003; Sauter, 2010), the potential messages carried by the smile
are manifold, complex, and often ambiguous (Hess, Beaupré, & Cheung, 2002; Matsumoto &
Kudoh, 1993; Niedenthal, Mermillod, Maringer, & Hess, 2010). Smiling can be a signal of felt
pleasure or joy, and indeed smiling is regarded as a prototypical sign of enjoyment across
cultures (e.g., Ekman, 1972; Elfenbein & Ambady, 2002). However, people may also smile in
the absence of pleasant feelings, for example in order to signal affiliative intent (see
Niedenthal et al., 2010). People even smile during some negative emotional experiences, for
example, when embarrassed (Keltner, 1995). Interpreting others’ smiles accurately is
important, as misinterpreting them may risk misjudging what a given social interaction affords.
For example, mistaking a polite greeting smile from a stranger for an expression of genuine
felt happiness may lead the perceiver to assume a closer relationship than the expresser had
intended. The consequences of misperception may be even more serious if a smile that was
intended to mask negative emotions is mistaken for an expression of happiness. For example,
if an offender uses a smile to cover up nervousness, but the judge interprets the smile as
expressing happiness, the judge may give the offender a harsher sentence.
Here we develop and test the idea that the challenge of smile interpretation is critically
influenced by smile intensity and cultural frame. More specifically, we argue that perceivers
use the intensity of the smile and also draw on their own and the smiling person's cultural
background when they interpret smiles. Given that smiles do not only reflect the emotional
state of the expresser, but also signal social information directed at others (Fridlund, 2014;
Van Kleef, 2016), we sought to investigate the influence of intensity and culture on affective
and social interpretations of smiles. In particular, we examined the effects of intensity and
culture on perceived positivity and negativity (capturing inferences regarding the smiling
person’s private emotional state) as well as perceived authenticity and politeness (capturing
inferences pertaining to the social implications) of smiles.
Interpreting Smiles with Different Intensities
A wealth of research on the perception of smiles demonstrates that people who are
smiling are perceived as more positive, in terms of both affective states and personality traits,
than non-smiling people (e.g., Harker & Keltner, 2001; Hess et al., 2002; Scharlemann, Eckel,
Kacelnik, & Wilson, 2001). However, previous research has relied almost exclusively on high
intensity smiles, despite the fact that smiles in real life vary in intensity. This bias in the smile
literature reflects a bias in the wider research community to employ highly prototypical facial
expressions as research stimuli (Reisenzein, Studtmann, & Horstmann, 2013). Only one
study, however, has suggested that more intense Duchene smiles were judged as more
amused than were Duchene smiles of low intensity (Krumhuber & Manstead, 2009).
In terms of smile production, smile intensity has been linked to the intensity of the
expresser’s emotional experience (Hess, Banse, & Kappas, 1995; Jacobs, Manstead, &
Fischer, 1999). Participants displayed the most intense smile when experiencing strong
feelings of happiness in the company of friends (Hess et al., 1995). Thus, we expected that
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smile intensity would also influence how perceivers interpret the emotional experiences of the
expresser. Specifically, high intensity smiles should be perceived as signaling more positive
affect and less negative affect than low intensity smiles.
Even less research has examined relations between smile intensity and perception of the
social implications of smiles. There is some evidence, however, suggesting that people may
use smile intensity as a marker of smile authenticity. More intense smiles are judged as more
authentic than less intense smiles (Thibault, Levesque, Gosselin, & Hess, 2012; Gunnery,
Hall, & Ruben, 2013). The opposite of authenticity has been proposed to be politeness
(Heerey & Crossley, 2013). Research on smile production suggests a link between smile
intensity and politeness: When people intend to be polite, they are less likely to produce high
intensity smiles (Ambadar, Cohn, & Reed, 2009). We therefore predicted that smile intensity
would be positively correlated with perceived authenticity, and negatively correlated with
perceived politeness. In sum, we made the following predictions for the effects of smile
intensity:
Hypothesis 1a: High intensity smiles are perceived as signaling stronger positive affect
than low intensity smiles.
Hypothesis 1b: Low intensity smiles are perceived as signaling stronger negative affect
than high intensity smiles.
Hypothesis 1c: High intensity smiles are perceived as more authentic than low intensity
smiles.
Hypothesis 1d: Low intensity smiles are more likely to be perceived as having been
produced out of politeness than high intensity smiles.
Cultural Influences on Smile Interpretations
Prior research has found great cultural variability in display rules for the production of
smiles, that is, norms that dictate how, when, and to whom people should smile (Ekman,
1972; Friesen, 1972; Klineberg, 1938; Sun, 2010). Japanese people, for example, are more
likely than Americans to cover their negative feelings with a smile in the presence of others
(Ekman, 1972; Friesen, 1972). It has been argued that Japanese people often suppress their
negative emotional expressions because they could threaten interpersonal relationships; the
use of “masking” negative expressions with smiles is thus to smooth interpersonal tensions
(e.g., Biehl et al., 1997; Ekman, 1972; Matsumoto, 1989). More recently it has been
suggested that Chinese people often smile to cover negative emotions or to simulate positive
ones (Sun, 2010).
These studies suggest that smiles are often regarded as a kind of etiquette in Eastern
cultures such as Japan and China. In contrast, Westerners are more encouraged to openly
express what they feel, and they smile often because they feel pleasure (Matsumoto, Yoo, &
Fontaine, 2008; Tsai, Chentsova-Dutton, Freire, & Przymus, 2002). A recent study has
provided insightful evidence on how people from different cultures differ in their beliefs about
why people smile (Rychlowska et al., 2015). People from homogeneous cultures (where the
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current population descended from migrants from few source countries over a long period of
time, as is the case in most Eastern cultures) believed that feelings and states related to
hierarchical management were more conducive to smiling. In contrast, people from
heterogeneous countries (where the current population descended from migrants from
numerous countries over a long period of time, as is the case in most Western cultures)
believed that positive feelings and affiliative intentions were more conducive to smiling.
Overall, the existing evidence suggests that Easterners use smiles more frequently than
Westerners for reasons of social appropriateness, and relatively less frequently than
Westerners to express true feelings of pleasure.
Complementing these cultural differences in the production of smiles, differences in
display rules for smiles suggest that perceivers may also interpret smiles of others differently
depending on the culture of the expresser (Hess, Blairy, & Kleck, 2000; Matsumoto, 1999;
Matsumoto & Kudoh, 1993). The expresser’s ethnicity conveys information regarding the
expresser’s group membership, as well as potential knowledge of the emotion norms of that
group. Given that Eastern and Western individuals are aware of certain emotion norms not
only in their own cultural group, but also in other cultural groups (Pittam, Gallois, Iwawaki, &
Kroonenberg, 1995), perceivers’ interpretations of emotional expressions may be affected by
the ethnic background of the expresser. As a result, smiles produced by Eastern expressers
should be perceived as more likely to indicate polite behavior, and less as an expression of
felt happiness, than smiles produced by Western expressers. Extended this line of reasoning,
we also predicted an effect of the cultural background of the perceiver on smile perception.
Given that Eastern display rules emphasize the use of smiles to comply with norms of social
appropriateness, Eastern perceivers should be more likely to judge smiles as a kind of polite
behavior, while less likely to judge smiles as expressing felt happiness. We thus made the
following predictions regarding the effects of culture from the perspectives of both expresser
(E) and perceiver (P):
Hypothesis 2a (E): Smiles shown by Western expressers are perceived to signal more
positive affect than smiles shown by Eastern expressers; Hypothesis 2a (P): Western
perceivers infer more positive affect from smiles than do Eastern perceivers.
Hypothesis 2b (E): Smiles shown by Eastern expressers are perceived to signal more
negative affect than smiles shown by Western expressers; Hypothesis 2b (P): Eastern
perceivers infer more negative affect from smiles than do Western perceivers.
Hypothesis 2c (E): Smiles shown by Western expressers are perceived as more
authentic than smiles shown by Eastern expressers; Hypothesis 2c (P): Western
perceivers perceive smiles as more authentic than do Eastern perceivers.
Hypothesis 2d (E): Smiles shown by Eastern expressers are more likely to be perceived
as having been produced out of politeness than smiles shown by Western expressers;
Hypothesis 2d (P): Eastern perceivers are more likely to perceive smiles as having been
produced out of politeness than are Western perceivers.
Finally, we considered the possibility that smile intensity and culture may interact with
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each other. Although previous theorizing and empirical evidence do not provide a strong
basis for formulating clear predictions, it is conceivable that high intensity smiles are
interpreted as signaling happy feelings across cultures, given that high intensity smiles often
occur when people feel amused (Ambadar et al., 2009). The interpretation of low intensity
smiles, however, may be influenced by culture to a greater extent. For example, a low
intensity smile might be perceived as an expression of mild pleasant feelings by Westerners,
but as an expression of politeness by Easterners. We thus examined in an exploratory
fashion whether cultural differences would be more pronounced for low, as compared to high,
intensity smiles.
The Present Research
We employed Chinese and Dutch expressers as well as Chinese and Dutch perceivers
to represent Eastern and Western cultures, respectively. Three experiments were conducted
to test the effects of smile intensity, culture of expresser, culture of perceiver, and their
potential interactions on smile perception. Smile perception was operationalized as perceived
positivity, negativity, authenticity, and politeness. Isolated smiles (still photographs of smiling
facial expressions) were used in Experiment 4.1, minimal-context smiles (smiling facial
expressions embedded in neutral situations such as a smiling person in a train station) in
Experiment 4.2, and dynamic smiles preceded by negative or neutral facial expressions
(emotional change from anger/fear/neutral to smile) in Experiment 4.3. The experiments thus
varied in the contexts that accompanied the smiles, with de-contextualized still images in
Experiment 4.1, still images with minimal contextual information in Experiment 4.2, and
dynamic expressions of emotional changes in Experiment 4.3. This variation in contextual
information was included to allow us to explore whether the hypothesized effects of intensity
and culture on smile perception vary across contexts. It is possible that effects of culture may
be more pronounced when a smile is shown in a context that might trigger negative affect, or
when a smile is preceded by a negative emotional expression.
Pilot Study: Development of Stimuli
We selected four Chinese actors (two male) posing low and high intensity smiles from the
Taiwan Facial Expression Image Database (TFEID; Chen & Yen, 2007). Based on
one-to-one correspondence to the Chinese stimuli in terms of gender and approximate age,
we selected four Dutch actors from the Amsterdam Dynamic Facial Expression Set (ADFES;
Van Der Schalk, Hawk, Fischer, & Doosje, 2011). Both facial expression databases were
produced using instructions based on the facial action coding system (FACS; Ekman, Friesen,
& Hager, 2002).
To ensure a match of intensity between the Dutch and Chinese stimuli, we conducted a
pilot study to select the frame of each ADFES stimulus that best matched the intensity of the
corresponding Chinese stimulus (the ADFES consists of dynamic expressions changing from
a neutral expression to one specific emotional state). Twenty-one Dutch participants (Mage =
23.71; 6 male) and 20 Chinese participants (Mage = 27.60; 12 male) were recruited. A
photograph of one of the Chinese facial expressions was presented on the left side of the
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screen, while the corresponding Dutch dynamic facial expression was presented on the right
side of the screen. A slider bar was located underneath the clip of the Dutch dynamic facial
expression. Participants were asked to drag the slider bar to choose the frame that was most
similar in terms of intensity to the Chinese stimulus on the left side. Each comparison
between a Chinese stimulus and a Dutch stimulus included two trials with different initial
positions of the slider bar, with one starting from the first frame of the clip and the other one
starting from the last frame of the clip. In total, each participant completed 16 trials (4 actor
pairs × 2 intensities of smiles [low and high intensity smiles] × 2 initial positions of the slider
bar) in a random order. No significant differences were found between the two groups of
perceivers, so the average frame across all participants was used as the final stimulus for
each model and smile intensity in the Dutch stimulus set. The resultant sets of Chinese and
Dutch facial expression stimuli were matched both in terms of activated action units (AUs)
and intensity (see Supplementary Table S4.1 for Facial Action Coding System coded AUs
and intensity for each stimulus). Across both the Chinese and Dutch stimuli, the cheek raiser
was activated in both smiles but to a larger degree in high intensity smiles. The most salient
difference between the high and low intensity smiles, however, was in the mouth region: The
lip corner puller (AU 12) was contracted to a larger degree with the lips being parted (AU 25)
in high intensity smiles.
Experiment 4.1
The first experiment examined perceived positivity, negativity, authenticity, and
politeness of still photographs of smiling facial expressions with two different levels of
intensity (high and low intensity smiles) in Chinese and Dutch participants.
Methods
Participants. Seventy-five Dutch participants (Mage = 20.03, SD = 1.72; 56 female) from
the University of Amsterdam and 95 Chinese participants (Mage = 25.97, SD = 5.10; 63 female)
living in Mainland China (mainly University students) were recruited online. Dutch participants
received 0.25 course credit for participation, and Chinese participants took part voluntarily. All
participants provided written informed consent, and the ethics committee of the University of
Amsterdam approved the experiment.
Stimuli. The stimuli consisted of 16 still photographs of smiles obtained from the pilot
study, with four Chinese actors (two male) and four Dutch actors (two male) displaying both
low and high intensity smiles.
Procedure. The experiment was administered via Qualtrics online survey software
(http://www.qualtrics.com). Participants were told that they would see a series of faces, with
each one appearing for only two seconds. Immediately after each face, participants were
asked to rate the expressions on one of the four dimensions: positivity (“How positive does
the person feel?”), negativity (“How negative does the person feel?”), authenticity (“How
authentic is the expression?”), and politeness (“Is the expression shown out of politeness?”).
Ratings were made by moving a slider ranging from 0 (not at all) to 100 (extremely). The
order of faces and judgments was random for each participant. Participants completed 4
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practice trials, followed by 64 trials (16 photographs × 4 judgments) divided into two blocks.
The task took about 15 minutes. The English instructions were translated into Chinese and
Dutch by means of the standard translation/back-translation procedure.
Results and Discussion
To test the effects of smile intensity, culture of expresser, and culture of perceiver on
smile perception, we conducted a 2 (Smile Intensity: Low vs. High) × 2 (Culture of Expresser:
Chinese vs. Dutch) × 2 (Culture of Perceiver: Chinese vs. Dutch) mixed-design MANOVA,
with ratings on positivity, negativity, authenticity, and politeness as dependent variables.
Smile Intensity and Culture of Expresser were within-subject variables, and Culture of
Perceiver was a between-subject variable. This analysis was followed by a mixed-design
ANOVA for each rating scale. Accordingly, the alpha level was Bonferroni-adjusted to .0125
(.05/4). The complete results of the mixed-design ANOVA conducted on each rating scale are
presented in Table 4.1; the hypotheses tests are presented below.
Consistent with H1, the main effect of Smile Intensity was significant for all ratings
(positivity, negativity, authenticity, and politeness). Compared to low intensity smiles, high
intensity smiles were judged as more positive, less negative, more authentic, and less polite
(see Table 4.2 for means and standard deviations). This shows that perceivers inferred more
positive affect and less negative affect from high intensity smiles than from low intensity
smiles, and that they perceived high intensity smiles as more authentic and less polite than
low intensity smiles.
H2 predicted effects of culture on smile perception. The predictions were largely
supported for Culture of Expresser, but no significant effects were found for Culture of
Perceiver. The main effect of Culture of Expresser was significant on three out of four ratings
(negativity, authenticity, and politeness). Chinese smiles were judged as more negative and
more polite, and as less authentic than Dutch smiles (see Table 4.2 for means and standard
deviations). However, Chinese smiles and Dutch smiles did not differ in perceived positivity.
These results suggest that Chinese smiles were perceived as more negative, more polite,
and less authentic than Dutch smiles. However, we did not obtain evidence for an effect of
culture of expresser on perceived positivity, nor did we find evidence that Chinese and Dutch
perceivers differed in their perceptions of smiles.
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Table 4.1. Smile Intensity × Culture of Expresser × Culture of Perceiver Mixed-Design Analysis of Variance for Positivity, Negativity, Authenticity, and Politeness Ratings in Experiments 4.1, 4.2, and
4.3.

Experiment

Effect

F
440.25**

Culture of Expresser (E)
Culture of Perceiver (P)

Experiment 4.3

Authenticity

F

ηp2

.724

181.89**

4.51

.026

4.71

.027

P×E

1.35

P×I
E×I
P×E×I

Experiment 4.2

Negativity
ηp2

Smile Intensity (I)

Experiment 4.1

Positivity

Politeness

Hypothesis

F

ηp2

F

ηp2

.520

83.56**

.332

42.79**

.203

H1

23.07**

.121

25.10**

.130

13.28**

.073

H2(E)

< .01

< .001

2.61

.015

0.47

.003

H2(P)

.008

0.03

< .001

0.07

< .001

< .01

< .001

4.26

.025

0.40

.002

10.22*

.057

7.28*

.042

2.95

.017

3.90

.023

8.59*

.049

3.09

.018

3.63

.021

0.01

< .001

2.79

.016

1.45

.009

Smile Intensity (I)

211.02**

.563

204.80**

.555

11.09**

.063

15.41**

.086

H1

Culture of Expresser (E)

21.10**

.114

20.83**

.113

11.28**

064

6.59*

.039

H2(E)

Culture of Perceiver (P)

5.26

.031

1.42

.009

5.86

.034

5.06

.030

H2(P)

P×E

2.71

.016

0.01

< .001

0.71

.004

2.98

.018

P×I

0.32

.002

0.01

< .001

16.90**

.093

2.16

.013

E×I

3.04

.018

9.09*

.052

15.71**

.087

2.97

.018

P×E×I

2.59

.016

8.36*

.048

1.76

.011

16.02**

.089

Smile Intensity (I)

401.66**

.699

254.86**

.596

181.17**

.512

129.54**

.428

H1

Culture of Expresser (E)

39.82**

.187

40.73**

.191

59.12**

.255

21.54**

.111

H2(E)

Culture of Perceiver (P)

H2(P)

30.44**

.150

79.82**

.316

11.70**

.063

3.55

.020

P×E

2.91

.017

0.22

.001

0.24

.001

0.86

.005

P×I

1.73

.010

1.11

.006

0.23

.001

12.54**

.068

E×I

1.18

.007

0.24

.001

3.04

.017

0.01

< .001

P×E×I

4.41

.025

0.01

< .001

0.86

.005

9.14*

.050

Note. *p < . 0125, **p ≤ . 001.
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Table 4.2. Means and Standard Deviations as a result of Smile Intensity, Culture of Expresser, and Culture of Perceiver.
Experiment

Effect

Positivity

Negativity

Authenticity

Politeness

Low

47.99(10.60)a

38.22(13.93)a

50.55(14.03)a

58.68(15.03)a

High

69.66(11.81)b

23.97(14.42)b

62.53(13.47)b

46.96(17.26)b

Smile Intensity

Culture of Expresser
Experiment 4.1

Chinese

58.07(10.35)a

32.91(13.76)a

54.36(11.62)a

54.37(12.58)a

Dutch

59.58(10.24)a

29.28(12.98)b

58.71(12.92)b

51.27(13.13)b

Culture of Perceiver
Chinese

57.50(9.64)a

31.09(13.11)a

57.73(10.17)a

53.36(11.82)a

Dutch

60.50(7.93)a

31.11(11.63)a

55.02(11.68)a

52.13(11.41)a

Low

49.68(11.84)a

36.76(15.30)a

52.96(15.03)a

58.61(14.25)a

High

67.56(14.07)b

20.60(12.82)b

58.20(17.27)b

52.04(17.57)b

Smile Intensity

Culture of Expresser
Experiment 4.2

Chinese

57.00(11.32)a

30.38(13.56)a

54.08(13.86)a

56.50(13.06)a

Dutch

60.24(11.26)b

26.97(12.46)b

57.08(13.11)b

54.15(13.35)b

Culture of Perceiver
Chinese

56.81(11.39)a

29.80(12.76)a

57.84(12.10)a

57.36(12.10)a

Dutch

60.44(8.83)a

27.56(11.39)a

53.32(11.96)a

53.29(11.18)a

Low

52.36(10.08)a

40.62(13.66)a

45.27(13.09)a

64.08(12.09)a

High

68.47(11.10)b

27.75(13.32)b

60.95(13.98)b

48.02(16.88)b

Smile Intensity

Culture of Expresser
Experiment 4.3

Chinese

59.10(10.11)a

35.54(12.98)a

50.66(11.83)a

57.66(11.93)a

Dutch

61.73(9.17)b

32.83(12.61)b

55.57(12.04)b

54.43(12.56)b

Culture of Perceiver
Chinese

57.68(8.59)a

40.00(9.87)a

51.12(10.34)a

54.78(9.93)a

Dutch

63.51(7.95)b

27.59(10.96)b

55.38(10.48)b

57.49(11.51)a

Note. Numbers with different subscripts at the same column differ at p < .0125.

In addition to the main effects of Smile Intensity and Culture of Expresser/Perceiver, we
also exploratively examined whether these two effects interacted with each other. As can be
seen from Table 4.1, only scattered interaction effects between Smile Intensity and Culture of
Expresser or Perceiver were observed. Thus, we did not find consistent evidence that the
cultural differences were more pronounced in the low, compared to high, intensity smiles.
We had expected that Chinese perceivers would be more likely to judge smiles as
potentially masking negative affect. However, we did not find an effect of the perceiver’s
culture on smile perception in the current experiment. We considered that this may be due to
the fact that participants in Experiment 4.1 were not provided with any context with the smile
stimuli. Perhaps the lack of context may not have provided participants with sufficient
background information to make it plausible that the expresser might use a smile to cover
negative affect. To test this possibility, in Experiment 4.2 we therefore provided some minimal,
neutral context information together with the smiling facial expressions.
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Experiment 4.2
Methods
Participants. Eighty-three Dutch participants (Mage = 20.53, SD = 2.35; 62 female) from
the University of Amsterdam and 83 Chinese participants (Mage = 20.60, SD = 3.78; 59 female)
living in Mainland China (mainly University students) were recruited online. Dutch participants
received 0.25 course credit, and Chinese participants received 7 yuan (about €1) for
participation. All participants provided written informed consent, and the ethics committee of
the University of Amsterdam approved the experiment.
Stimuli. The facial stimuli were identical to those used in Experiment 4.1. We selected
eight sentences that describe neutral real-life situations common in both cultures (e.g., this
person is at a train station).
Procedure. The experiment was administered via Qualtrics online survey software
(http://www.qualtrics.com). The procedure was identical to Experiment 4.1, except that a
sentence describing a neutral situation was presented for two seconds preceding the face.
Smile stimuli and situations were randomly paired for each participant. Participants
completed 4 practice trials, followed by 64 trials (16 photographs × 4 judgments). The task
took about 15 minutes.
Results and Discussion
The analytical approach was identical to Experiment 4.1. A complete overview of effects
can be found in Table 4.1; the hypothesis tests are presented below.
Consistent with H1, the main effect of Smile Intensity was significant for all ratings
(positivity, negativity, authenticity, and politeness). As in Experiment 4.1, high intensity smiles
were judged as more positive, less negative, more authentic, and less polite than low
intensity smiles (see Table 4.2 for means and standard deviations).
H2 predicted an effect of culture on smile perception. As in Experiment 4.1, H2 was
supported in terms of an effect of Culture of Expresser, but not of Culture of Perceiver.
Specifically, the main effect of Culture of Expresser was significant on all ratings. Chinese
smiles were judged as more positive and authentic, and as less negative and polite than
Dutch smiles (see Table 4.2 for means and standard deviations). The main effect of Culture
of Perceiver was not significant for any of the ratings. Thus, similar to Experiment 4.1, Dutch
smiles were perceived as more positive and less negative, and as more authentic and less
polite than Chinese smiles, and we again did not find any evidence that Dutch perceivers
differed from Chinese perceivers in the perception of smiles.
In addition, we explored whether intensity and culture had interactive effects. Again, we
found no systematic interaction effects between Culture of Expresser or Perceiver and Smile
Intensity on smile perception (see Table 4.1). Thus, similar to Experiment 4.1, we did not find
consistent evidence that cultural differences were more pronounced in the low, compared to
high, intensity smiles.
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In sum, Experiment 4.2 tested the perception of minimal-context smiles (i.e., smiles
embedded in neutral situations) across cultures, and the results replicated those of
Experiment 4.1. As in Experiment 4.1, we did not find any effect of Culture of Perceiver on the
perception of smiles that were presented in neutral situations. We had added some context to
the smiles in Experiment 4.2 based on the reasoning that context might create more room for
differential inferences as a function of the perceiver's cultural background. The context we
provided was minimal, and perhaps not sufficient to allow for differential interpretations of
smiles as covering negative feelings depending on the cultural background of the perceiver.
In Experiment 4.3, we therefore employed dynamic expressions that change from
non-positive expressions to smiles, to test whether effects of the perceiver's cultural
background do emerge when such richer contextual information is provided.
Experiment 4.3
Previous research has found that smiles are more often used as a mask to cover
expressers’ negative feelings in Eastern cultures than in Western cultures (Matsumoto et al.,
2008). We reasoned that the interpretation of dynamic smiles that change from a non-positive
expression would therefore be influenced by the cultural background of the perceiver, such
that Eastern perceivers would be more likely than Western perceivers to regard the smile as
a mask to cover previous negative emotions. We also considered that this cultural effect may
vary across different start emotions. Larger cultural differences have been found in the
suppression of anger than fear (Matsumoto et al., 2005; Safdar et al., 2009), and so we
examined in an exploratory fashion whether cultural differences on smile perception would be
greater for smiles changing from anger expressions than for smiles changing from fear
expressions. We also included smiles changing from a neutral facial expression as a
baseline.
Methods
Participants. Eighty-two Dutch participants (Mage = 23.02, SD = 4.65; 59 female) from
the University of Amsterdam and 93 Chinese participants (Mage = 18.76, SD = 1.54; 37 female)
from Zhejiang University took part. Dutch participants received 0.5 course credit or €5, and
Chinese participants received 15 yuan (about €2.5) for participation. All participants provided
written informed consent, and the ethics committee of the University of Amsterdam approved
the experiment.
Emotional stimuli. We used the same procedure as in the smile pilot study to select
expressions of anger, fear, and neutrality, using the same pairs of Chinese and Dutch actors.
We then used Fantamorph5 (http://www.fantamorph.com) to produce dynamic expressions
changing from neutrality, anger, or fear to smiles (low and high intensities) of the same actor.
Each morph consisted of 26 frames and was presented at the speed of 30 frames per second,
which has been found to adequately reflect natural changes in dynamic facial expressions
(Ambadar, Schooler, & Cohn, 2005; Sato & Yoshikawa, 2004). Based on the unfolding time of
natural dynamic emotional expressions, the exposure time of the first frame (i.e., the start
emotion) and the last frame (i.e., the end emotion) were extended to 600 ms each (Hoffmann,
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Traue, Bachmayr, & Kessler, 2010). Each clip thus lasted for 2000 ms. In total, 48 morphs (4
actors × 2 actor ethnicities × 3 start emotions [anger, fear, and neutrality] × 2 end emotions
[low and high intensity smiles]) were included.
Procedure. The experiment was conducted in the lab, with the test being controlled by a
custom-written Psychopy program (Psychophysics software in Python; Peirce, 2007). The
procedure for obtaining participants' judgments was similar to Experiment 4.1, except that the
still photographs were replaced with movie clips of dynamic facial expressions and
participants were asked to rate the last expression shown in the movie. Participants
completed 4 practice trials, followed by 192 trials (48 morphs × 4 judgments) divided into
two blocks. The entire session took about 30 minutes.
Results and Discussion
The analyses were similar to Experiments 4.1 and 4.2, except that we added a new
within-subject variable – Start Emotion – to the mixed-design MANOVA, as well as to the
follow-up mixed-design ANOVAs. We did not find consistent interactions between Culture of
Perceiver/Expresser and Start Emotion, suggesting that cultural effects did not differ
systematically as a function of Start Emotion. In the analyses presented below, the data were
therefore collapsed across start emotions (the results including the factor Start Emotion are
presented in Supplementary Table S4.2). The results of the main analyses are presented in
Table 4.1; the hypothesis tests are presented below.
Consistent with H1, the main effect of Smile Intensity was significant for all ratings. High
intensity smiles were judged as higher in positivity and authenticity, and as lower in negativity
and politeness, than were low intensity smiles (see Table 4.2 for means and standard
deviations). These results are fully consistent with those obtained in Experiments 4.1 and 4.2.
Consistent with H2, the main effects of Culture of Expresser and Perceiver on smile
perception were supported. Specifically, the effect of Culture of Expresser was significant for
all ratings and the pattern of results map onto those from Experiments 4.1 and 4.2: Dutch
smiles were judged as higher in positivity and authenticity, and lower in negativity and
politeness than were Chinese smiles (see Table 4.2 for means and standard deviations). The
main effect of Culture of Perceiver was significant for three out of four ratings (positivity,
negativity, and authenticity). Dutch perceivers judged smiles as higher in positivity, lower in
negativity, and higher in authenticity than did Chinese perceivers (see Table 4.2 for means
and standard deviations). Thus, largely consistent with H2, Experiment 4.3 yielded effects of
culture on the perception of dynamic smiles on nearly all dependent measures (seven out of
eight ratings: four for Culture of Expresser and three for Culture of Perceiver).
Finally, we examined interactions between intensity and culture for exploratory purposes.
Again, we found no systematic interaction effects between Smile Intensity and Culture of
Expresser or Perceiver (see Table 4.1).
The results of Experiment 4.3 replicated those of Experiments 4.1 and 4.2 in terms of the
main effects of Smile Intensity and Culture of Expresser. High intensity smiles were perceived
as more positive, less negative, more authentic, and less polite than low intensity smiles.
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Dutch smiles were perceived as more positive and less negative, and as more authentic and
less polite than Chinese smiles. Unlike Experiments 4.1 and 4.2, using dynamic facial
expression stimuli in Experiment 4.3 we found that Dutch perceivers judged dynamic smiles
as more positive, less negative, and more authentic than did Chinese perceivers. We did not
find evidence that Chinese perceivers differed from Dutch perceivers in inferences of
politeness. Finally, there was no evidence of systematic interaction effects between any of
the factors.
General Discussion
Across three experiments we examined Chinese and Dutch perceivers’ perceptions of
low and high intensity smiles depicted by both cultures of expressers. Isolated smiles were
used in Experiment 4.1, minimal-context smiles in Experiment 4.2, and dynamic smiles
(smiles preceded by neutral or negative expressions) in Experiment 4.3. Two consistent
patterns emerged from these experiments: (a) High intensity smiles were perceived as
signaling stronger positive affect and authenticity, while low intensity smiles were perceived
as signaling stronger negative affect and politeness; (b) Dutch smiles were perceived as
indicating more positive affect and authenticity, while Chinese smiles were perceived as
signaling more negative affect and politeness. We found that effects of Culture of Perceiver
varied across experiments. In line with our predictions, Dutch perceivers judged the dynamic
smiles in Experiment 4.3 as more positive, less negative, and more authentic than did
Chinese perceivers, but no such effects occurred for the isolated and minimal-context smiles
in Experiments 4.1 and 4.2. We now discuss these findings in turn.
Theoretical Implications and Contributions
We found that high intensity smiles were interpreted as expressing more positive and
less negative affect than low intensity smiles. This finding complements previous research
showing that smile intensity is linked with expresser’s own emotional experiences, such that
high intensity smiles are more likely to be produced during high levels of felt positive affect
(Hess et al., 1995; but see Kraut & Johnston, 1979). Together, these sets of findings are
consistent with the possibility that expression intensity can be a reliable indicator of
expressers’ emotional experiences.
We also found a link between smile intensity and the perceived authenticity and
politeness of smiles. Specifically, high intensity smiles were judged as more authentic and
less likely to reflect politeness than were low intensity smiles. The fact that this occurred
across both cultural groups may seem surprising given recent findings showing cultural
differences in the valuation of smile intensities (Park, Tsai, Chim, Blevins, & Knutson, 2016).
However, that work examined individuals’ preferences in terms of smile intensity across
cultures, whereas the current study examined how perceives interpret smiles of different
intensities. Park and colleagues (2016) found that Chinese participants valued low intensity
smiles over high intensity smiles, while no differences were found for European Americans.
Taken together, these findings suggest that preferences for different kinds of smiles may not
map onto how authentic or polite those smiles are perceived to be in a straightforward fashion.
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Research has found that Western perceivers tend to respond more favorably to authentic
rather than inauthentic emotions (Côté, Hideg, & Van Kleef, 2013), but in Eastern cultures
this relationship may look differently. In Eastern cultures, suppressing emotional expressions
in order to follow social norms is more appreciated than expressing authentic feelings (e.g.,
Matsumoto et al., 2008). As a result, despite Chinese judges perceiving high intensity smiles
as more authentic than low intensity smiles, they may still prefer low intensity smiles over
high intensity smiles.
We consistently found a main effect of Culture of Expresser on smile perception. Dutch
smiles were perceived as signaling stronger positive affect and authenticity, while Chinese
smiles were perceived as signaling stronger negative affect and politeness. Importantly, the
Chinese and Dutch facial expression stimuli employed in the present research were matched
in terms of activated AUs, ruling out an explanation based on differences in the physical
features of the facial expressions. The Chinese and Dutch stimuli were also matched for
perceived intensity, as judged by a cross-cultural sample, thus ruling out that the possibility of
intensity differences in the two groups of stimuli. We also directly sought to rule out the
possibility that individual stimulus pairs could drive the effect of expresser culture. We
therefore ran a linear mixed model analysis for each dependent measure, treating stimulus
pairs (Chinese-Dutch) as a random effect. The results revealed that the cultural difference
remained when controlling for effects of stimulus pairs (see Supplementary Table S4.3). This
provides initial evidence that the cultural background of the expresser influences how their
smiles are perceived by others. Consistent with previous research on the interpretation of the
other’s emotional expressions, perceivers do not only rely on physical cues, but also on
conceptual emotion knowledge about the expresser and their cultural group (Kirouac & Hess,
1999; Niedenthal, 2008). This may be especially true for emotional expressions that are
particularly ambiguous, such as smiles (Halberstadt & Niedenthal, 2001; Hess et al., 2009).
As both Easterners and Westerners hold stereotypical knowledge that Easterners' smiles
may not reflect true happiness while Westerners more often smile out of pleasure (Lai &
Linden, 1993), a smile shown by a Western person is perceived as signaling more positive
affect and authenticity, and less negative affect and politeness than a smile shown by an
Eastern person. Furthermore, such cultural differences do not vary in a consistent manner
across different intensities of smiles.
In contrast to the consistent effect exerted by Culture of Expresser, Culture of Perceiver
only had an influence on the perception of dynamic smiles (Experiment 4.3), but not on the
perception of static isolated or minimal-context smiles (Experiments 4.1 and 4.2). Specifically,
Dutch participants perceived the dynamic smiles as more positive, less negative, and more
authentic than did Chinese participants. These cultural differences did not vary in a consistent
manner across different intensities of smiles or across different start emotions. The finding
that perceivers’ cultural background did shape inferences drawn from dynamic smiles
suggests two possibilities. One potential explanation is that Chinese participants might have
been more likely than their Dutch counterparts to believe that the smile was a mask to cover
previous neutral or negative emotions. As a result, Chinese participants inferred more
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negativity and less positivity and authenticity from the smiles than did Dutch participants.
A complementary possible explanation is that Chinese participants might have integrated
more information from the preceding emotional expression when attempting to interpret the
meaning of a smile. The Chinese participants may therefore have attended more to the
preceding neutral or negative expressions, and consequently perceived the subsequent
smiles as more negative and less positive and authentic than the Dutch participants. This
explanation is consistent with previous research showing that Easterners attend more to
contextual information, whereas Westerners tend to pay more attention to a focal target and
to perceive the target independently from the background (Masuda, Ellsworth, Mesquita, Leu,
Tanida, & Van de Veerdonk, 2008; Nisbett, Peng, Choi, & Norenzayan, 2001). Unlike cultural
differences on the integration of concurrent contexts (e.g., judging the central person’s facial
expressions surrounded by other people) examined in previous research, the current
research suggests that Easterners also integrate more information from the temporal context
(i.e., the preceding expressions of the same person) than do Westerners. One commonality
between these two explanations is that Easterners tend to be more likely than Westerners to
interpret a smile as a product of an emotion episode instead of a single emotional state.
Limitations and Future Directions
The current study has a number of limitations. First, although we demonstrated that
perceivers’ interpretations of smiles vary across cultures, we do not have a complete picture
of how perceivers make sense of another person’s smile. Beliefs about the causes of the
emotion(s) as well as knowledge about the situation and the expresser may play a significant
role in determining how perceivers interpret smiles. This contextual information is likely
integrated with the direct information provided by the expression itself in order to decipher the
inherently ambiguous meaning of a smile. Future research should expand the range of
conceptual information examined to establish how it interacts with physical cues to allow
perceivers to interpret the communicative value of a smile.
Second, the dynamic smiles employed in the present study are not realistic depictions of
genuine emotional expressions. Genuine dynamic smiles preceded by different emotions or
of different intensities may systematically vary in terms of their onset, apex and offset
durations. Such cues have been shown to be used by perceivers in the judgments of smile
authenticity (Ambadar et al., 2009; Krumhuber & Kappas, 2005; Krumhuber & Manstead,
2009). However, the current dynamic smiles, irrespective of smile intensity and start emotion,
had the same onset, apex and offset durations. The advantage of this approach is that we
could make meaningful comparisons between conditions without introducing confounds in
our design. However, future work is needed to establish whether the cultural differences
found using the morphs based on posed facial expressions generalize to genuine dynamic
smiles.
Conclusion
Ubiquitous as they may be, smiles are often ambiguous. We propose that perceivers use
cues derived from the intensity of smiles and the cultural context to disambiguate the
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interpretation of smiles. Across three experiments, we demonstrate that both smile intensity
and culture influence the interpretation of affective (positivity and negativity) as well as social
(authenticity and politeness) aspects of smiles. We conclude that both intensity and culture
are important for understanding how perceivers make sense of the inherently ambiguous
information conveyed by a smile.
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5

Dynamic changes in emotional expressions are a valuable source of information in social
interactions. As the expressive behaviour of a person changes, the inferences drawn from the
behaviour may also change. Here, we test the possibility that dynamic changes in emotional
expressions affect person perception in terms of personality trait attributions. Across three
experiments, we examined perceivers’ inferences about others’ traits from changing
emotional expressions. Expressions changed from one emotion ("start emotion") to another
emotion ("end emotion"), allowing us to disentangle potential primacy, recency, and
averaging effects. Drawing on three influential models of person perception, we examined
perceptions of dominance and affiliation (Experiment 5.1a), competence and warmth
(Experiment 5.1b), and dominance and trustworthiness (Experiment 5.2). A strong recency
effect was consistently found across all trait judgments, that is, the end emotion of dynamic
expressions had a strong impact on trait ratings. Evidence for a primacy effect was also
observed (i.e., the information of start emotions was integrated), but less pronounced, and
only for trait ratings relating to affiliation, warmth, and trustworthiness. Taken together, these
findings suggest that, when making trait judgements about others, observers weigh the most
recently displayed emotion in dynamic expressions more heavily than the preceding emotion.

This chapter is based on:
Fang, X., Van Kleef, G. A., & Sauter, D. A. (in press). Person perception from changing
emotional expressions: Primacy, recency, or averaging effect?. Cognition and Emotion.
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When encountering other people, we immediately try to establish what they are like and
how they are likely to act (Frith & Frith, 2006). Such inferences are essential for successful
social communication, as they determine what kind of strategies we use to interact with other
people and even whether to continue the interaction. For example, if we perceive a person as
friendly, we are more likely to help them when they are in trouble; if we perceive someone as
dominant and aggressive, we are less likely to choose them as a group member to work on a
collaborative project; and if we perceive a person as being trustworthy, we are more inclined
to cooperate with them (Cheng, Tracy, Foulsham, Kingstone, & Henrich, 2013; Clark, Pataki,
& Carver, 1996; Krumhuber, Manstead, Cosker, Marshall, Rosin, & Kappas, 2007; Van Kleef,
De Dreu, & Manstead, 2010). In order to make these kinds of inferences about an interaction
partner’s personality, we make use of multiple sources of information, including facial
displays (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008, 2009), vocal expressions (McAleer, Todorov, & Belin,
2014; Scherer, 2003), and other behaviours (Fiske, 1980).
A particularly salient source of information in interactions with strangers are (facial)
expressions of emotion (Fridlund, 2014; Keltner & Haidt, 1999; Van Kleef, 2009). Research
on trait perceptions based on facial emotional expressions in generic, decontextualized
settings has shown that observers reliably infer personality traits from certain facial emotional
expressions. For example, people with happy expressions are perceived as high in
dominance and affiliation; people with angry and disgusted expressions are perceived as
high in dominance and low in affiliation; and people with fearful and sad expressions are
perceived as low in dominance (Hess, Blairy, & Kleck, 2000; Knutson, 1996; Krumhuber,
Manstead, & Kappas, 2007). Compatible effects of emotional expressions on impression
formation have also been observed in a range of more contextualized social interaction
settings, including personal relationships, group decision making, negotiation, customer
service, and leadership (e.g., Chen, Jing, & Lee, 2014; Van Kleef, 2016).
Previous research on the effects of emotional expressions on personality trait inferences
has almost exclusively employed static emotional expressions or transitions between neutral
and full-blown expressions (Hess et al., 2000; Knutson, 1996; Krumhuber et al., 2007). Little
is known about how person perception is affected by emotional expression changes. This is
surprising given that facial expressions in real-life interactions are typically dynamic,
changing from one state to another (Krumhuber, Kappas, & Manstead, 2013).
Dynamic Changes in Emotional Expressions
If we accept that people's emotional expressions tend to be dynamic rather than static,
the question arises how changes in emotional displays influence trait judgments. For instance,
if a person first expresses anger and then fear, would she or he be perceived as high on
dominance based on the anger they first expressed? Or would they be perceived as low in
dominance based on the fear they expressed last? Or would they be perceived as
intermediate in dominance based on a combination of the anger and fear displays? To
address this question, we examine which (implicit) rules perceivers follow in making trait
judgments on the basis of dynamic emotional expressions. We consider dynamic facial
expressions that change from one emotion (the start emotion) to another (the end emotion).
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Based on previous theoretical and empirical evidence, we consider three (implicit) principles
that observers may rely on to form an impression about other people: the primacy effect, the
recency effect, and the averaging effect (Anderson, 1971; Glanzer & Cunitz, 1966; McArthur
& Baron, 1983). These principles have been widely studied in the literature on (social)
information processing. We employ them here to allow for a systematic examination of the
effects of dynamic emotional expressions on person perception.
A primacy effect occurs when the first information that is processed in a sequence of
information units has a particularly pronounced influence on a person's subsequent
judgments (e.g., Asch, 1946; Anderson, 1965; Anderson & Barrios, 1961; Forgas, 2011). In
the context of person perception, if traits are presented in serial order, the traits that are
presented first would thus have a greater influence on the overall impression of the target
person than traits that are presented later. There is evidence to support a primacy effect in
person perception. For example, a person who is first described as industrious and then as
stubborn will often be judged more positively than one who is first described as stubborn and
then as industrious (Asch, 1946). In terms of the effects of dynamic changes in emotional
expressions in relation to person perception, the primacy effect would translate into
perceivers’ inferences being disproportionately driven by the expresser's start emotion.
In contrast, a recency effect occurs when the information that is presented last in a series
of information units has a particularly marked influence on a person's subsequent judgments.
Recency effects have been found in research on persuasion, with participants' attitudes being
swayed more in the direction of the second of two sequentially presented persuasive
messages (e.g., Bateman & Remmers, 1941; Crano, 1977; Miller & Campbell, 1959). If this
principle applies in the context of trait inferences from changing emotional expressions, trait
inferences should be driven primarily by an expresser's end emotion. Recent findings by
Hareli et al. (2016) lend some support to this prediction. Hareli and colleagues asked
participants to judge expressers’ personality traits (dominance and affiliation) from static
emotional expressions (static facial expressions of anger and sadness) as well as from
changing emotional expressions (anger-to-sadness and sadness-to-anger). The results
showed that expressions ending with anger (i.e., static anger and sadness-to-anger) were
perceived as more dominant and less affiliative than those ending with sadness (i.e., static
sadness and anger-to-sadness). This suggests that the end emotion dominates personality
trait judgments. Hareli and colleagues found inconsistent evidence for an effect of the start
emotion, with the information of start emotion being integrated in some cases (e.g.,
anger-to-sadness in Study 1), but not in others (e.g., sadness-to-anger in Study 1). Taken
together, their findings point to a recency effect in person perception from dynamic
expressions.
Finally, an averaging effect occurs when information units that are presented
sequentially are combined to create an integrated judgment. This effect, too, has been
investigated in the context of impression formation (Anderson, 1965; Chernev & Gal, 2010;
Hendrick, 1968). In Anderson’s (1965) study, for example, participants rated their liking of
persons described by sets of two or four personality trait terms, including extremely or
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moderately favourable or unfavourable adjectives. The results showed that participants
produced less extreme responses when rating a set of two moderate and two extreme
adjectives than when rating a set of two extreme adjectives alone, which points to an
averaging effect. If the averaging principle accounts for trait inferences from dynamic
emotional expressions, the resultant perception should be an average of the expresser's start
and end emotions. Filipowicz and colleagues (2011) provided some evidence supporting this
notion: Compared to those who expressed either anger or happiness throughout a
negotiation, individuals whose expressions changed between happiness and anger were
rated as intermediate in positivity (also see Pietroni, Van Kleef, De Dreu, & Pagliaro, 2008).
However, the emotional changes in these studies were depicted by displaying two still
photographs, which may not be representative of genuine dynamic changes.
To date, only two studies have investigated personality trait inferences from changing
emotional expressions. The results of one study point to a recency effect (Hareli et al., 2016),
whereas the results of the other point to an averaging effect (Filipowicz, Barsade, & Melwani,
2011). Two possible reasons may account for this inconsistency. Firstly, the emotional
change in Filipowicz et al.’s study consisted of two still pictures which were temporally
separated by a negotiation task. In Hareli et al.’s study, the emotional change consisted of
two successive pictures (Study 1) or morphs between two pictures (Study 2). The long time
interval between the two expressions in Filipowicz et al.’s study might have made participants
rely less on visual-perceptual processing than participants in Hareli et al.’s study. Secondly,
the inconsistency in results may reflect a difference in the personality traits examined in the
two studies. Specifically, Hareli and colleagues measured dominance and affiliation, while
Filipowicz and colleagues measured agreeableness. It is possible that effects vary across
trait judgments. For example, a recency effect could occur in dominance judgments, while an
averaging effect may occur in trustworthiness judgments. In the present research, we set out
to test person perception from dynamic expressions that simulate the natural emotional
changes we come across in daily life. We tested the primacy, averaging, and recency
accounts in relation to inferences of personality traits derived from three influential models of
person perception. This allowed us to determine whether perceivers use the same strategy to
infer various different traits, or alternatively, whether they adopt distinct strategies to infer
different traits.
Accounts of Personality Trait Inferences
There are many traits that people can use to evaluate another person. Are they dominant,
aggressive, friendly, or trustworthy? The basic features of person perception are widely
believed to revolve around two overarching dimensional structures (Fiske, Cuddy, & Glick,
2007; Fiske, Cuddy, Glick, & Xu, 2002; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Wiggins, 1979). We
discuss three prominent models in the person perception domain, and draw on each of these
models to examine the effects of changing emotional expressions on person perception.
The first model of person perception was proposed by Wiggins and colleagues (Wiggins,
1979; Wiggins, Trapnell, & Phillips, 1988). They argued that all of the personality traits
relevant to social interaction can be mapped onto a two-dimensional circumplex bisected by
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dominance and affiliation. These two dimensions were developed from approximately 4,000
relatively familiar trait-descriptive terms identified by Norman (1963). According to this model,
if emotional expressions convey some fundamental personality traits of the expresser, these
should include dominance and affiliation. Indeed, emotional expressions have been found to
convey dominance and affiliation to perceivers (e.g., Hess et al., 2000; Knutson, 1996). In a
typical paradigm, participants are presented with different facial expressions of emotion and
asked to judge them in terms of the expresser’s dominance and affiliation. Using this
approach, it has been shown that participants reliably infer dominance and affiliation from
emotional expressions, even when these occur in the absence of any contextual information
that might help disambiguate the meaning of the expressions. For example, people who
produce facial expressions of anger are perceived as high in dominance and low in affiliation
(Hess et al., 2000; Knutson, 1996; Krumhuber et al., 2007).
A second proposal regarding the elemental dimensions underlying person perception
was made by Fiske and colleagues (Fiske et al., 2007; Fiske et al., 2002). They suggested
that person perception is primarily driven by inferences of the sender’s competence and
warmth. According to this account, evolutionary pressures are reflected in person perception,
such that when people meet others, they must determine the other’s intentions (relating to
warmth) and their ability to act on those intentions (relating to competence). It is well
established that descriptive information (e.g., a description of a person or a group) leads to
consistent inferences about competence and warmth (Fiske et al., 2007; Fiske et al., 2002;
Judd, James-Hawkins, Yzerbyt, & Kashima, 2005). Research systematically examining
perceptions of competence and warmth in relation to nonverbal expressions of emotion is
scarce, but several studies indicate that observers do make consistent inferences of
competence from structural information of faces (Chen et al., 2014; Na, Kim, Oh, Choi, &
O’Toole, 2015; Tiedens, 2001; Todorov, Mandisodza, Goren, & Hall, 2005).
A third proposal for the dimensions underlying person perception is primarily based on
the study of face perception (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Todorov, Said, Engell & Oosterhof,
2008). This view considers trustworthiness and dominance central to trait inferences from
faces. To identify the dimensions underlying person perception, Todorov and colleagues
(2008) selected the most frequently used trait dimensions from unconstrained person
descriptions of neutral faces. The faces were then judged on these trait dimensions by a
different group of participants. When these judgments were submitted to a principle
components analysis (PCA), two principle components were obtained: trustworthiness and
dominance. This was taken to mean that judgments of trustworthiness and dominance can be
used as approximations of the underlying dimensions of face evaluations. These two
dimensions have in recent years been shown to be robust in studies of face perception (e.g.,
Chen et al., 2014; Dotsch, Hassin, & Todorov, 2016; Stirrat & Perrett, 2010).
The Current Study
The current study followed the classic decontextualized person perception paradigm
developed by Knutson (1996), and aimed to investigate how people infer personality traits
from expressions that change from one emotion to another. We thus kept the design similar to
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Knutson’s study (showing faces in the absence of specific contextual information), with the
exception of using dynamic rather than static emotional expressions. This allowed us to
directly compare our findings to those of Knutson and others who used similar paradigms (e.g.,
Hess et al., 2000). We sought to establish whether trait inferences based on dynamic
emotional expressions are driven primarily by a primacy effect, a recency effect, or an
averaging effect. In order to examine the respective influences of start and end emotions, we
utilised comparisons of different dynamic expressions. For instance, the comparison of
anger-to-disgust and fear-to-disgust indicated the effect of start emotion (anger vs. fear),
whereas the comparison of anger-to-disgust and anger-to-fear indicated the effect of end
emotion (disgust vs. fear). By adopting this methodology, we eliminated possible confounds
in comparisons between static and dynamic expressions. For example, the effect of the start
emotion sadness in Hareli et al.’s study was examined by comparing a static expression of
anger with a dynamic change from sadness to anger. This makes it impossible to infer
whether any difference between these conditions is due to the start emotion or the difference
between static and dynamic expressions, considering that emotional expressions derive part
of their informational value from the fact that they change (Frijda, 1986; Krumhuber et al.,
2013; Kuppens, Oravecz, & Tuerlinckx, 2010; Scherer, 2009; Van Kleef, 2016).
The dynamic expressions in the present research consisted of changes between any two
of the facial expressions of anger, disgust, and fear, that is, anger-to-disgust,
disgust-to-anger, anger-to-fear, fear-to-anger, disgust-to-fear, and fear-to-disgust. The use of
these emotions, which are all high in arousal and negative in valence, avoided possible
confounding effects of arousal and valence. Importantly, these emotions do differ reliably in
the perceived traits. Individuals who show anger and disgust are perceived similarly in
personality traits, as they both indicate high dominance and low affiliation, warmth, and
trustworthiness. In contrast, individuals who express fear are perceived as less dominant, but
more affiliative and trustworthy than those who express anger or disgust (Aviezer et al., 2008;
Gutiérrez-García & Calvo, 2016; Knutson, 1996; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2009). Notably, we
need at least three emotions to develop various dynamic expressions in order to prevent
participants from being able to predict the end emotion from the start emotion, and to allow us
to conduct different comparisons in order to separate the effects of start and end emotions.
We conducted three experiments, measuring dominance and affiliation in Experiment
5.1a, competence and warmth in Experiment 5.1b, and dominance and trustworthiness in
Experiment 5.2. Based on the theoretical considerations and the evidence reviewed above,
we developed three competing hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1: The start emotion of dynamic expressions dominates personality trait
inferences, that is, a primacy effect occurs in trait inferences from changing expressions.
Hypothesis 2: The end emotion of dynamic expressions dominates personality trait
inferences, that is, a recency effect occurs in trait inferences from changing expressions.
Hypothesis 3: Both start and end emotions shape personality trait inferences, such that
an averaging effect occurs in trait inferences from changing expressions.
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Note that we did not advance separate hypotheses about specific pairs of emotional
expressions. We did not see a theoretical basis in the literature to presume that different
types of effects (i.e., primacy, recency, or averaging) would occur for different pairs of
emotions. Rather, we tested whether – across the board – trait inferences on the basis of
dynamic emotional expressions can be best understood in terms of primacy, recency, or
averaging effects, regardless of the particular emotional transition in question. Note, however,
that our analytical approach enabled us to pick up on any differences between emotion pairs
if they were to occur, as explained below.
Analytical Approach
Since anger and disgust are rated similarly on all the target traits except competence
(Aviezer et al., 2008; Gutiérrez-García & Calvo, 2016; Knutson, 1996; Oosterhof & Todorov,
2009), the six dynamic expressions were grouped into three categories
(anger-to-disgust/disgust-to-anger
[anger-to-disgust
and
disgust-to-anger],
anger/disgust-to-fear [anger-to-fear and disgust-to-fear], and fear-to-anger/disgust
[fear-to-anger and fear-to-disgust]) for further analysis. To test the hypotheses, we first
conducted a hierarchical cluster analysis on the three categories of dynamic expressions
using the ratings for each personality trait (we also conducted a hierarchical cluster analysis
on the six categories of dynamic expressions, which yielded similar conclusions; see
Supplementary Figure S5.1 for details). We opted for a hierarchical cluster analysis instead of
a mixed-design ANOVA or a linear mixed model analysis due to the nature of the hypotheses
and stimuli. Specifically, in order to examine the respective effects of start and end emotion,
the factors in an ANOVA would have been Start Emotion (anger, disgust, fear) and End
Emotion (anger, disgust, fear). This would require nine conditions: anger-to-anger,
anger-to-disgust, anger-to-fear, disgust-to-anger, disgust-to-disgust, disgust-to-fear,
fear-to-anger, fear-to-disgust, and fear-to-fear. However, anger-to-anger, disgust-to-disgust,
and fear-to-fear were not included in the present study because they would have been static
expressions. We could therefore could not employ an ANOVA or linear mixed model analysis.
If H1 (a primacy effect) were true, then dynamic expressions with the same start emotion
should be classified into one cluster. Specifically, this would mean that expressions changing
from fear (fear-to-anger/disgust) would form one cluster, while expressions changing from
anger/disgust (anger-to-disgust/disgust-to-anger and anger/disgust-to-fear) would form
another cluster. If H2 (a recency effect) were true, then dynamic expressions with the same
end emotion should be classified into one cluster, that is, the expressions changing to fear
(anger/disgust-to-fear) would be in one cluster, and the expressions changing to
anger/disgust (anger-to-disgust/disgust-to-anger and fear-to-anger/disgust) would be in
another cluster. If H3 (an averaging effect) were true, then dynamic expressions with the
same emotions, irrespective of the direction of the change, would be grouped together. That
is, the expressions changing between anger and disgust (anger-to-disgust/disgust-to-anger)
would fall into one cluster, and the expressions changing between fear and anger/disgust
(anger/disgust-to-fear and fear-to-anger/disgust) would form another cluster.
We used a hierarchical cluster analysis that produces a set of nested clusters organized
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in a hierarchical tree. Different from other clustering procedures (e.g., K-means), the number
of clusters is determined by the structure of the data, rather than being pre-specified. Thus,
the current analytical approach let the data indicate whether and how the various dynamic
emotional expressions clustered together. This means that, even though we did not predict
differential effects of start versus end emotions across emotion pairs, our analytical
procedure allowed us to detect such effects in case they occurred. The cluster analysis was
followed by two planned contrasts (paired t-tests with a Bonferroni-corrected alpha level
of .025) for each dependent measurement, with Contrast 1 comparing the two clusters, and
Contrast 2 comparing the categories of dynamic expressions within the same cluster.
Experiment 5.1a
The goal of this experiment was to examine the inferences individuals draw from
changing emotional expressions in terms of the personality dimensions proposed by Wiggins
and colleagues (Wiggins, 1979; Wiggins et al., 1988), that is, inferences of dominance and
affiliation.
Method
Participants. One hundred students (Mage = 20.72, SD = 2.20; 78 female) from the
University of Amsterdam volunteered to participate in return for course credits. All
participants provided written informed consent, and the ethics committee of the University of
Amsterdam approved the experiment.
Stimuli and apparatus. The tests were programmed using a custom-written Psychopy
program (Psychophysics software in Python; Peirce, 2007), and implemented on a Windows
7 computer. The monitor was 24-inch, with a screen resolution of 1920 × 1080 pixels, and a
screen refresh rate of 60 Hz. Twelve images of Dutch actors (six female, six male) posing
facial expressions of anger, disgust, and fear were selected from the Radboud Faces
Database (Langner, Dotsch, Bijlstra, Wigboldus, Hawk, & van Knippenberg, 2010). We used
Fantamorph5 (http://www.fantamorph.com/) to produce dynamic expressions, which changed
from a start emotion to an end emotion for the same individual. The 26-frame morphs were
presented at the speed of 30 frames per second, which has been found to adequately reflect
natural changes in dynamic facial expressions (Ambadar, Schooler, & Cohn, 2005; Sato &
Yoshikawa, 2004). Based on the unfolding time of natural dynamic emotional expressions
(Hoffmann, Traue, Bachmayr, & Kessler, 2010), the exposure time of the first frame (i.e., the
start emotion) and the last frame (i.e., the end emotion) were extended to 600 ms each. Thus,
each clip lasted for 2000 ms. In total, 72 morphs (6 actors × 2 genders × 6 dynamic
emotional expressions) were included.
Dependent measures and procedure. The dominance and affiliation items were
adapted from the Revised Interpersonal Adjective Scale (Wiggins et al., 1988). Judgments
were made on Likert scales ranging from 1 (extremely inaccurate) to 7 (extremely accurate).
The dominance scale consisted of the four items dominant, self-assured, assertive, and
self-confident (α = .71), and the affiliation scale consisted of the four items gentle, agreeable,
tender, and sympathetic (α = .82).
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Each trial started with a fixation cross, displayed in the center of the screen for 500 ms,
followed by a movie clip of a dynamic expression for 2000 ms. The clip disappeared
immediately after it had finished playing. Participants were then asked to rate the actor on two
items, with one tapping dominance and the other affiliation. Four blocks were included, and
one of the four items from each scale was randomly assigned to one of the four blocks. Each
block consisted of 12 trials, in which a male and a female actor appeared once with one of the
six different dynamic expressions. The pairs of actor-expressions were randomly designated,
consistent across blocks for each participant, but different across participants. In this way,
each participant saw only one dynamic expression of each actor, ensuring that trait
judgments would not be biased by prior judgments of the same actor with different
expressions. Participants received 4 practice trials (with different actors) to familiarize
themselves with the task before encountering the formal trials. Each participant thus
completed a total of 48 experimental trials.
Results and Discussion
The results of the hierarchical cluster analyses are presented in Figures 5.1a and 5.1b,
and the means and standard deviations of the ratings of the three combined categories of
dynamic expressions are presented in Table 5.1 (the means and standard deviations of the
ratings of the six original categories of dynamic expressions are presented in Supplementary
Table S5.1).
Dominance. The cluster analysis for dominance yielded two clusters, with expressions
changing to anger/disgust in Cluster 1 (anger-to-disgust/disgust-to-anger and
fear-to-anger/disgust) and expressions changing to fear in Cluster 2 (anger/disgust-to-fear).
This result supports a recency effect in dominance judgments of dynamic emotional
expressions. A paired t-test showed that expressions changing to anger/disgust were judged
as higher in dominance than expressions changing to fear, t(99) = 7.29, p < .001, Cohen’s d
= 0.73. To test for an effect of Start Emotion, a paired t-test was conducted within Cluster 1
(no paired t-test was conducted within Cluster 2 because it only contained one emotion
category). The t test within Cluster 1 revealed that the dominance ratings of
anger-to-disgust/disgust-to-anger did not differ from those of fear-to-anger/disgust, t(99) =
1.32, p = .382, Cohen’s d = 0.13. There was thus no evidence suggesting that the start
emotion (anger/disgust vs. fear) influenced the dominance ratings.
Affiliation. The result of the cluster analysis for affiliation also supported a recency effect,
with expressions changing to fear (Cluster 1: anger/disgust-to-fear) being judged as more
affiliative
than
expressions
changing
to
anger/disgust
(Cluster
2:
anger-to-disgust/disgust-to-anger and fear-to-anger/disgust), t(99) = 12.64, p < .001,
Cohen’s d = 1.27. Within Cluster 2, fear-to-anger/disgust was judged as more affiliative than
anger-to-disgust/disgust-to-anger, t(99) = 3.75, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 0.38, suggesting that
the start emotion (fear vs. anger/disgust) did exert an influence on the affiliation ratings.
However, the effect of start emotion was weaker than that of end emotion, as evidenced by
the fact that the initial cluster analysis yielded two clusters grouped by end emotions rather
than start emotions.
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Experiment 5.1a

Experiment 5.1b

Experiment 5.2

Figure 5.1. Dendrogram of hierarchical cluster analyses (Euclidean distance matrix using Ward’s linkage method) of the three
categories of dynamic expressions for trait ratings in Experiments 5.1a, 5.1b, and 5.2. The height denotes the dissimilarities
between clusters, with greater height indicating greater differences between clusters. Dynamic expressions with the same end
emotion were perceived to be more similar to each other than dynamic expressions with different end emotions.
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Table 5.1
Means and standard deviations for dynamic emotional expressions in Experiments 5.1a, 5.1b, and 2.

Experiment

Dependent measure

Contrast 1 (between clusters): Effect of end emotion

Contrast 2 (within Cluster 1): Effect of start emotion
Anger-to-disgust/
Fear-to-anger/disgust
disgust-to-anger

Cluster 1 (Expressions changing to anger/disgust)

Cluster 2 (Expressions changing to fear)

Dominance

3.99(0.67)a

3.50(0.74)b

3.96(0.77)a

4.03(0.72)a

Affiliation

3.00(0.83)a

3.97(0.88)b

2.91(0.84)a

3.09(0.87)b

Exp. 5.1b

Warmth

3.23(0.82)a

4.03(0.80)b

3.39(0.88)a

3.61(0.85)b

Exp. 5.2

Dominance

4.15(0.59)a

3.32(0.76)b

4.23(0.66)a

4.08(0.68)a

Trustworthiness

3.60(0.69)a

4.24(0.77)b

3.45(0.67)a

3.76(0.79)b

Cluster 1 (Expressions changing to disgust/fear)

Cluster 2 (Expressions changing to anger)

Disgust-to-fear/
fear-to-disgust

Anger-to-disgust/fear

3.36(0.81)a

3.74(0.92)b

3.32(0.83)a

3.41(0.87)a

Exp. 5.1a

Exp. 5.1b

Competence

Note. Based on the results of the cluster analysis, two contrasts (paired t-tests with Bonferroni-corrected alpha level at .025) were conducted for each dependent measurement. Numbers with different
subscripts differ at p < .025.
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Experiment 5.1b
Experiment 5.1b aimed to examine the inferences perceivers draw from changing
emotional facial expressions in terms of the personality dimensions proposed by Fiske and
colleagues (Fiske et al., 2007; Fiske et al., 2002), namely competence and warmth.
Method
Participants. The participants who participated in Experiment 5.1a also participated in
Experiment 1b. The two tasks were separated by a 5-min filler task. One participant was
excluded from the analysis for failing to complete the experiment. This left 99 participants
(Mage = 20.68, SD = 2.17; 77 female) for this experiment.
Dependent measures and procedure. The competence and warmth items were
derived from the scale used by Fiske and colleagues (2002), with the competence scale
consisting of competence, intelligence, skilfulness, and ability (α = .90), and the warmth scale
consisting of warmth, friendliness, sincerity, and good-naturedness (α = .85). Judgments
ranged from 1 (extremely inaccurate) to 7 (extremely accurate). Otherwise the procedure was
identical to Experiment 1a.
Results and Discussion
Since there is no evidence showing that the facial expressions of anger and disgust are
perceived similarly in terms of competence, we did not collapse anger and disgust for the
analysis of the competence ratings. Instead, we used the six original categories of dynamic
expressions. The results of the hierarchical cluster analyses are presented in Figures 5.1c
and 5.1d, and the means and standard deviations of the ratings of the three combined
categories of dynamic expressions are presented in Table 5.1 (the means and standard
deviations of the ratings of the six original categories of dynamic expressions are presented
in Supplementary Table S5.1).
Competence. The analysis yielded two clusters, with expressions changing to
disgust/fear in Cluster 1 (anger-to-disgust, fear-to-disgust, anger-to-fear, and disgust-to-fear),
and expressions changing to anger in Cluster 2 (disgust-to-anger and fear-to-anger). This
result is consistent with H2, which predicted a recency effect. Furthermore, a paired t-test
showed that expressions changing to anger were judged as more competent than
expressions changing to disgust/fear, t(98) = 5.09, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 0.51. Together this
suggests that disgust and fear were perceived similarly in terms of competence, but that both
were perceived differently from expressions of anger. We therefore created three new
emotion categories, collapsing disgust and fear: disgust/fear-to-anger (disgust-to-anger and
fear-to-anger),
anger-to-disgust/fear
(anger-to-disgust
and
anger-to-fear),
and
disgust-to-fear/fear-to-disgust (disgust-to-fear and fear-to-disgust). To test for an effect of
start emotion, we conducted a paired t-test within cluster 1 (no paired t-test was conducted
within cluster 2 because it only contained one emotion category of disgust/fear-to-anger). The
results
showed
no
difference
between
anger-to-disgust/fear
and
disgust-to-fear/fear-to-disgust, t(98) = 1.71, p = .182, Cohen’s d = 0.17. There was thus no
evidence that the start emotion influenced the competence ratings. In sum, a recency effect
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was found, with expressions changing to anger being perceived as more competent than
expressions changing to disgust and fear.
Warmth. The findings on the warmth ratings replicated the affiliation ratings in
Experiment 5.1a. Specifically, expressions changing to fear (Cluster 1: anger/disgust-to-fear)
were judged as warmer than expressions changing to anger/disgust (Cluster 2:
anger-to-disgust/disgust-to-anger and fear-to-anger/disgust), t(98) = 12.38, p < .001,
Cohen’s d = 1.24. Furthermore, fear-to-anger/disgust was judged as warmer than
anger-to-disgust/disgust-to-anger, t(98) = 3.90, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 0.39. Taken together,
this suggests that both start and end emotions influenced warmth ratings, though the effect of
end emotions was stronger than that of start emotions.
Together, the results of Experiment 5.1b indicate a recency effect in both competence
and warmth ratings of dynamic facial expressions. Start emotions did not affect competence
ratings, but did affect warmth ratings, though less strongly than end emotions. No evidence
for an averaging effect was found for perceived competence or warmth from changing
expressions.
Experiment 5.2
In Experiment 5.2 we examined the inferences perceivers draw from changing emotional
expressions with regard to the personality dimensions proposed by Oosterhof and Todorov
(2008), that is, inferences of dominance and trustworthiness.
Method
Participants. Eighty-three participants (Mage = 24.99, SD = 9.66; 60 female) from the
University of Amsterdam took part, receiving course credits or money for participation. All
participants provided written informed consent, and the ethics committee of the University of
Amsterdam approved the experiment.
Dependent measures and procedure. The dominance and trustworthiness items were
derived from the scale used by Chen, Jing, and Lee (2014), with the dominance scale
consisting of dominant, assertive, and forceful (α = .81), and the trustworthiness scale
consisting of trustworthy, honourable, and honest (α = .83). Judgments ranged from 1
(extremely inaccurate) to 7 (extremely accurate). The procedure was identical to Experiments
1 and 2.
Results and Discussion
The results of the hierarchical cluster analyses are presented in Figures 5.1e and 5.1f,
and the means and standard deviations of the ratings of three combined categories of
dynamic expressions are presented in Table 5.1 (the means and standard deviations of the
ratings of the six original categories of dynamic expressions are presented in Supplementary
Table S5.1).
Dominance. The findings on perceived dominance replicated the dominance ratings in
Experiment 5.1a. Specifically, expressions changing to anger/disgust (Cluster 1:
anger-to-disgust/disgust-to-anger and fear-to-anger/disgust) were judged as more dominant
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than expressions changing to fear (Cluster 2: anger/disgust-to-fear), t(82) = 9.94, p < .001,
Cohen’s d = 1.09. No significant differences between anger-to-disgust/disgust-to-anger and
fear-to-anger/disgust were found, t(82) = 2.14, p = .070, Cohen’s d = 0.23, suggesting that
the start emotion (start fear vs. anger/disgust) had no notable influence on the dominance
ratings.
Trustworthiness. The findings on perceived trustworthiness mapped onto those for
affiliation in Experiment 5.1a and warmth in Experiment 5.1b. Specifically, expressions
changing to fear (Cluster 1: anger/disgust-to-fear) were judged as more trustworthy than
expressions changing to anger/disgust (Cluster 2: anger-to-disgust/disgust-to-anger and
fear-to-anger/disgust), t(82) = 7.75,
p < .001, Cohen’s d = 0.85. Further,
fear-to-anger/disgust was judged as more trustworthy than anger-to-disgust/disgust-to-anger,
t(82) = 5.26, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 0.58. Thus, judgments on trustworthiness, like those on
affiliation and warmth, were more strongly influenced by the end emotion than by the start
emotion.
Together, the results of Experiment 5.2 indicate a recency effect in both dominance and
trustworthiness inferences from dynamic expressions. In addition, the start emotion did not
affect the dominance ratings, but was integrated to some degree in the trustworthiness
ratings. Again, no evidence for an averaging effect was found.
General Discussion
Across three experiments we examined observers’ inferences about others’ personality
traits from changing facial expressions of emotion. In each of the experiments, we measured
two dimensions of personality traits from one of three influential person perception models:
dominance and affiliation in Experiment 5.1a, competence and warmth in Experiment 5.1b,
and dominance and trustworthiness in Experiment 5.2. A strong recency effect was found
across all trait judgments, that is, the end emotion of the dynamic expressions had a marked
impact on all of the trait ratings. The start emotion was integrated to a lesser degree, and only
in the personality trait ratings of affiliation, warmth, and trustworthiness. Taken together,
these findings suggest that the most recently expressed emotion in a dynamic expression
dominates person perception, while preceding emotions have weak or null effects that vary
across personality dimensions.
In the current study, we used a data-driven approach (specifically a hierarchical cluster
analysis) to analyse trait ratings based on the various dynamic emotional expressions, and
we consistently found that dynamic expressions with the same end emotion (rather than
dynamic expressions with the same start emotion or dynamic expressions involving the same
emotions irrespective of the direction of the change) formed clusters. This suggests that
although each dynamic expression is distinct, expressions that end with the same emotions
do share similar features in terms of the information that observers use to infer personality
traits.
Our finding of a main role of end emotion is noteworthy in light of classical research on
impression formation, which suggests that the overall impression of a target person is often
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subject to a primacy effect (Asch, 1946). This result may be explained by the distinctiveness
of emotional change. When confronted with an emotional change, perceivers attempt to
make sense of it. We consistently found that the end emotion was more important for
perceivers, presumably because the end emotion indicated the direction of the change and
provided the most current information.
Based on the role of end and start emotions in trait inferences, three clusters of
personality traits can be distinguished: (a) dominance; (b) affiliation, warmth, and
trustworthiness; and (c) competence. The perception of dominance was examined in
Experiments 5.1a and 5.2. Across both experiments, dominance ratings were only influenced
by the end emotion, with expressions changing to anger or disgust being judged as more
dominant than expressions changing to fear. This result is consistent with Hareli and
colleagues’ finding that the end emotion in a dynamic expression has a strong impact on
dominance judgments. This consistency in results across studies suggests that this finding is
robust. For judgments of dominance, start emotions had no significant impact in the current
study.
Previous research has found that affiliation, warmth, and trustworthiness are strongly
correlated with each other, and all of them relate to the dimension of valence (Lucas, Diener,
Grob, Suh, & Shao, 2000; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008). This fits well with the results of the
current study, in which the results for these three traits were highly consistent. Unlike the
other judgments, ratings of affiliation, warmth, and trustworthiness were all influenced by both
end and start emotions. Specifically, the cluster analyses for the affiliation, warmth, and
trustworthiness ratings consistently yielded two broad clusters grouped by end emotions.
Expressions changing to fear (anger/disgust-to-fear) were judged as warmer, more affiliative,
and more trustworthy than expressions changing
to anger or disgust
(anger-to-disgust/disgust-to-anger and fear-to-anger/disgust). This suggests that the end
emotion dominates trait judgments relating to affiliation, warmth, and trustworthiness.
Nevertheless, further comparisons within the expressions changing to anger/disgust revealed
significant differences, with fear-to-anger/disgust being judged as warmer, more affiliative,
and more trustworthy than anger-to-disgust/disgust-to-anger, suggesting that the start
emotion also influenced these trait ratings. It is worth noting, however, that the effects of start
emotions (Cohen’s ds ranging from 0.13 to 0.58) were substantially weaker than the effects of
end emotions (Cohen’s ds ranging from 0.73 to 1.27). Taken together, these results indicate
that when making trait judgments relating to affiliation, warmth, and trustworthiness on the
basis of dynamic emotional expressions, observers integrate information from both end and
start emotions, but that they primarily rely on the end emotion.
Why might it be that an effect of start emotions was found on judgments of affiliation,
warmth, and trustworthiness, but not on judgments of dominance? One possibility is that this
pattern of results reflects differences in the process of making these kinds of judgments.
Judgments of dominance are more closely related to inferences about behavioural
tendencies, such as approach or avoidance, than other trait judgments (Biggers & Rankis,
1983). Since the most recent expression is likely most predictive of subsequent actions,
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dominance inferences may thus be particularly sensitive to incorporating the most recently
available information from expressers. In contrast, when inferring other’s traits on dimensions
such as warmth, affiliation, and trustworthiness, observers are less likely to seek to predict
future actions, and may therefore also integrate information from preceding emotional
expressions. Nevertheless, all trait judgments were primarily driven by the most recently
displayed emotion.
We also found a recency effect for judgements of perceived competence from dynamic
expressions. Given that Experiments 5.1a and 5.1b were conducted together, we sought to
establish whether task order influenced the results. We conducted the same analysis three
times for each trait rating in Experiments 5.1a and 5.1b: Once with the participants who
completed Experiment 5.1a first, once with the participants who completed Experiment 5.1b
first, and once with the combined participants (for details, see Supplementary Figures S5.2
and S5.3). The recency effect held for all of the trait ratings except competence. Specifically,
the recency effect for perceived competence was found in the combined sample as well as
among the participants who completed Experiment 5.1a first. However, among the
participants who completed Experiment 5.1b first, no recency effect for perceived
competence was found. These results suggest that the recency effect for perceived
competence was not as robust as that for perceived dominance, affiliation, and warmth. This
may be due to the fact that the relations between the current emotional expressions (anger,
disgust, and fear) and perceived competence were not as robust as the relations between the
emotional expressions and perceived dominance, affiliation, and warmth (e.g., Aviezer et al.,
2008; Hess et al., 2000; Knutson, 1996; Todorov et al., 2005).
In addition, given the conceptual overlap between the measure of affiliation in
Experiment 5.1a and the measure of warmth in Experiment 5.1b, we exploratively combined
these two measures into a single index of affiliation/warmth and reran the analysis using this
combined measure. The results were similar to the results for affiliation in Experiment 5.1a
and those for warmth in Experiment 5.1b (for details, see Supplementary Figure S5.4; note
that we did not perform this exercise for the measures of dominance and competence in
Experiments 5.1a and 5.1b as these are not conceptually related; see e.g., Chen et al.,
2014).
Limitations and Future Directions
A number of limitations of the current study are worth mentioning. Firstly, the dynamic
emotional expression morphs we employed in the current research may not perfectly reflect
the natural emotional changes that we come across in real life. For example, research has
shown that non-linear movements are generally perceived as more natural than linear ones
(which were used in the present research; Cosker, Krumhuber, & Hilton, 2010). Despite this
potential shortcoming, morphs have clear merits, such as the easily adjustable rate of change
and the lack of noise, and accordingly they are commonly used in dynamic emotion research
(e.g., Krumhuber & Scherer, 2016; Sato & Yoshikawa, 2004). Nevertheless, this methodology
could be improved in future research by using videos of changing emotional expressions as
they happen in real time. Even greater ecological validity could be obtained by examining
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emotional expressions occurring in ongoing interactions. Future studies should establish
whether the current results generalize to such genuine dynamic expressions.
Secondly, in order to establish a fundamental and generic effect of emotional changes on
perceived traits, the current study was conducted in the absence of specific contextual
information. Previous research suggests that context may influence how people perceive
emotions (for a review, see Wieser & Brosch, 2012). Research on trait inferences from
emotional facial expressions, however, has documented consistent patterns of trait inferences
from emotional expressions across contexts (e.g., Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008; Van Kleef,
2016), that is, similar trait inferences from discrete emotional expressions have been observed
across situations. Moreover, the only study we are aware of that has examined trait inferences
from emotional changes in both contextualized and decontextualized paradigms found highly
similar results in both cases (Hareli et al., 2006). Therefore contextual information may not
necessarily play a central role in trait inferences from dynamic expressions. Nevertheless,
greater ecological validity could be obtained by examining the effects of emotional changes in
real-life situations that include contextual information.
Thirdly, we only examined three emotions (anger, disgust, and fear), all of which are high
in arousal and negative in valence. This allowed us to eliminate potential confounds, but it
cannot be ruled out that our findings are limited to negative, high arousal emotions.
Finally, although we demonstrated that observers’ inferences about the expresser’s
personality traits were heavily influenced by the end emotion in dynamic expressions,
observers’ inferences in real life are of course much more complex. Beliefs about the causes
of emotional changes, and knowledge of the situation and/or the expresser, are likely to have
an effect not only on judgments of the expresser’s personality traits, but also on how
observers use the trait information that they infer.
Conclusions
In sum, the current findings suggest a recency effect in trait judgments from dynamic
emotional expressions, that is, the end emotion of dynamic expressions has a particularly
pronounced impact on inferences of the expresser's personality. Preceding emotional
expressions were integrated, but to a lesser degree, and only for some traits (affiliation,
warmth, and trustworthiness). Taken together, these results indicate that observers weigh the
end emotion of dynamic expressions more heavily than the start emotion when making trait
judgements about others.
There is a growing trend of using more dynamic expressions to study emotion perception,
and this research has revealed differences between static and dynamic expressions (Hareli
et al., 2016; Jellema, Pecchinenda, Palumbo, & Tan, 2011; Krumhuber et al., 2013; Marian &
Shimamura, 2013). However, little attention has been paid to social perceptions based on
dynamic signals, that is, how observers use changes in others' emotional facial expressions
to arrive at personality judgments. The current study contributes to this line of research by
investigating personality trait inferences from changing emotional expressions, demonstrating
a dominant role for the most recent expression across a range of trait inferences.
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The face plays an important role in nonverbal human communication. We spend a great
deal of time reading others’ facial expressions, and figuring out what the other person is like,
and what he or she is feeling, thinking, or intending to do next (Ekman 1994; Fridlund 1994).
At the same time, we also produce facial expressions to express our own feelings, thoughts,
and intentions. Knowing how to read and express emotional facial expressions is not always
easy, and it may become particularly challenging when interacting with people from other
cultures (Elfenbein & Ambady, 2002; Elfenbein & Ambady, 2003; Elfenbein, Beaupré,
Lévesque, & Hess, 2007). The present dissertation aimed to investigate three main research
questions: (a) How do people across cultures infer an expresser’s emotions based on their
perception of the expresser's static or dynamic facial expressions? (b) How do people across
cultures produce facial expressions of emotion? (c) How do people draw inferences about the
expresser’s personality traits based on their perception of the expresser's dynamic facial
expressions?
Perceiving Facial Expressions of Negative Emotion across Cultures
Although there is an ongoing debate in the literature about the degree of universality of
emotional expressions, cultural variations in emotion perception are widely acknowledged
(Elfenbein, Beaupré, Lévesque, & Hess, 2007). Among these differences, the phenomenon
that Easterners are less accurate than Westerners in recognizing certain negative facial
expressions is well established. In Chapter 2A, we proposed a novel explanation to account
for this phenomenon, namely that Easterners tend to see multiple concurrent emotions when
perceiving negative facial expressions. To investigate this possibility, Chinese and Dutch
participants rated Chinese and Dutch static and dynamic expressions of anger, disgust, and
fear. Both groups of perceivers rated expressions higher on the intended emotions than on
the non-intended emotions, indicating that they accurately perceived the intended emotions.
Chinese participants made smaller differentiations between intended and non-intended
emotions than did Dutch participants. Moreover, this cultural difference was driven primarily
by the perception of non-intended emotions, which was higher among Chinese than among
Dutch participants. These findings suggest that, rather than failing to identify the intended
emotion, Easterners are more likely than Westerners to perceive multiple emotions
simultaneously from negative facial expressions. We proposed this as a likely contributing
factor to Easterners’ less accurate recognition of these expressions in forced-choice tasks.
Existing explanations for cultural differences in emotion recognition accuracy cannot fully
account for the current findings. One proposal is that Easterners have fewer opportunities to
learn to identify negative facial expressions as a result of these emotions being judged as
socially undesirable and consequently expressed less (Biehl et al., 1997). Theoretically,
however, it is equally conceivable that suppression of negative emotions in collectivistic
cultures could make Easterners more, rather than less, sensitive to these signals; perceptual
acuity may be particularly advantageous when clear signals are scarce. Another proposal is
that Easterners have an attentional bias towards others’ eyes, which provide inadequate
information for distinguishing between certain negative facial expressions (Jack et al., 2009).
However, the study in Chapter 2A showed that Chinese participants were able to accurately
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identify all intended emotions from both static and dynamic expressions. The current
argument and findings add to these two accounts that Easterners’ stronger inclination to
perceive multiple emotions from facial expressions may help explain why they are less
accurate than Westerners in categorizing expressions of negative emotions.
In Chapter 2B, we further examined cultural differences in the perception of multiple
emotions from facial expressions, particularly of the non-intended emotions. We compared
the perception of two types of non-intended emotions in Chinese and Dutch perceivers
viewing facial expressions: emotions which were morphologically similar to the intended
emotion (e.g., perceived disgust from facial expressions of anger) and emotions which were
morphologically dissimilar to the intended emotion (e.g., perceived fear from facial
expressions of anger). Three main findings emerged consistently across two studies. First,
morphologically similar emotions were endorsed to a greater extent than dissimilar emotions.
For example, facial expressions of anger were rated higher on perceived disgust (which is
morphologically similar to anger) than on perceived fear (which is morphologically dissimilar
to anger). Second, Chinese perceivers endorsed non-intended emotions to a greater extent
than Dutch perceivers. When observing a facial expression of anger, for instance, Chinese
participants reported perceiving disgust and fear to a greater degree than did Dutch
participants. Third, the difference between Chinese and Dutch perceivers was more
pronounced for morphologically similar emotions than for dissimilar emotions (e.g., for
expressions of anger, cultural differences were greater for judgments of disgust compared to
judgments of fear). The consistency of these findings in Studies 2B.1 and 2B.2 across two
different emotion constellations suggests that these results are robust and persist across
distinct emotional expressions.

Conclusion I: Easterners are more likely to perceive multiple concurrent emotions from
negative facial expressions than are Westerners.

This finding is consistent with previous research showing that Easterners experience
more complex blends of emotions than Westerners. Studies in which participants were asked
to report their feelings in different situations have revealed positive correlations between
positive and negative emotions in Eastern cultures, but negative correlations in Western
cultures; that is, mixed emotions co-occurring in Easterners, but not in Westerners
(Grossmann et al., 2015; Miyamoto et al., 2010). Notably, the present research is the first to
establish that Easterners are able to perceive mixed emotions consisting of multiple distinct
negative emotions, besides blends of positive and negative emotions. This may raise the
question of whether Easterners also produce more mixed emotional expressions than
Westerners. Chapter 3 aimed to answer this question.
Producing Facial Expressions of Negative Emotion across Cultures
Chapters 2A and 2B revealed that Easterners perceive more mixed emotions from facial
expressions than do Westerners, while Chapter 3 focused on whether Westerners produce
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more specific emotional facial expressions than do Easterners. In this study, Chinese and
Dutch participants were instructed to either pose facial expressions of anger and disgust
(capturing posed expressions), or to share autobiographical events that elicited anger and
disgust (capturing spontaneous expressions). The Facial Action Coding System (FACS) was
used to measure facial muscle movements. We documented systematic differences in the
action units (AUs) engaged in expressions of anger compared to disgust in both posed and
spontaneous conditions, demonstrating that expressions of anger and disgust were distinct in
terms of facial muscle movements in both groups. We also found support for our hypothesis
that this difference between facial expressions of anger and disgust is more pronounced for
Western than for Eastern participants. This demonstrates that when Western participants
express anger versus disgust, they produce more specific facial expressions than do
Easterners. However, this effect was only significant in the condition where participants were
instructed to pose the respective emotional expressions. When participants were asked to
recall instances of anger versus disgust in order to elicit spontaneous emotional facial
expressions there was no difference in specificity between Westerners and Easterners.
Together, these findings provide the first empirical evidence that culture influences the
specificity of posed, but not spontaneous facial expressions of emotions.
Our finding that Western participants’ posed expressions are more specific than Eastern
participants’ expressions is consistent with previous research showing cultural differences in
general communication styles (Hall, 1976). That work has shown that Westerners, who live in
more heterogeneous societies, prefer low-context communication, where information
exchange is typically explicit and clear. By contrast, Easterners, who live in homogeneous
cultures, prefer high-context communication, where information exchange is typically implicit
and ambiguous (Gudykunst et al., 1996; Hall, 1976; Rychlowska et al., 2015). There is
evidence suggesting that such patterns of communication also extend to the domain of
emotion in terms of norms for emotional expressivity (Rychlowska et al., 2015). Our results
suggest that these norms may affect posed expressions of emotions, with Westerners
producing more specific emotional expressions than Easterners. The degree of cultural
specificity in posed emotion production may be also partly accounted for by cultural
differences in holistic/analytical and dialectical/non-dialectical thinking. Since Westerners
generally have a more analytical and non-dialectical thinking style, this may result in them
producing emotional expressions that are more categorical and specific. In contrast, the more
holistic and dialectical style of Easterners may predispose them to produce more mixed
expressions (Nisbett, Peng, Choi, & Norenzayan, 2001; Peng, Spencer-Rodgers, & Zhong,
2006).
Compared to posed expressions, we did not find evidence that the degree of overlap
between spontaneous expressions of anger and disgust was statistically different between
Chinese and Dutch participants. This fits well with previous accounts arguing that
culture-specific norms and thinking styles are particularly influential when individuals pose
emotional expressions, whereas spontaneous expressions have been claimed to result from
culturally universal biological mechanisms (Matsumoto & Hwang, 2012; Matsumoto &
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Willingham, 2009; Ortega et al., 1983; Rinn, 1991). Compared to spontaneous expressions,
posed expressions may thus be more likely to reflect cultural stereotypes of prototypical
emotional expressions. This finding is also consistent with previous studies showing cultural
accents in posed facial expressions, namely participants from different cultures activated
different facial muscle movements to pose the same emotions (Elfenbein et al., 2007; Marsh,
Elfenbein, & Ambady, 2003). What might also account for the difference in results between
posed and spontaneous expressions is the possibility that the current spontaneous
expressions are not expressions of specific emotions, but expressions of mixed emotions.
The current results showed that participants in spontaneous condition experienced more
overlapping emotional states as well as expressed more overlapping emotional expressions
than did participants in the posed condition. This may have obscured potential cultural
differences in the specificity of the emotional expressions.

Conclusion II: Westerners produce more specific emotional facial expressions than do
Easterners when they pose expressions of anger versus disgust.

The findings of the first three empirical chapters (i.e., Chapter 2A, 2B, & 3) provide a
novel contribution to work on emotion and culture, being the first to demonstrate cultural
influences on the specificity of non-verbal emotional communication: Westerners perceive
and produce emotions in a more specific manner than do Easterners. The consistency shown
in these two processes, namely emotion perception and emotion production, implies that
culture plays a pervasive role in shaping how individual members communicate their
emotions. Such culturally customized emotion communication (i.e., specific in Westerners
and mixed in Easterners) helps individuals to successfully navigate social interactions within
their own societies, while potentially rendering interactions with people from other cultures
more challenging. These findings are not only important for theoretical reasons, but also for
practical reasons. For instance, knowledge about East-West differences in the specificity of
emotion communication has potential implications for training programs related to
intercultural communication.
Perceiving Smiles across Cultures
Besides facial expressions of negative emotion, people from different cultures might also
differ in their perception of positive facial expressions such as smiles. A smile can
communicate a lot of information including happiness, affiliative intent, and a person’s social
status. The interpretation of a smile may become challenging when it is subtle or expressed
by a person who is from a different cultural group. In Chapter 4, we examined Chinese and
Dutch perceivers’ interpretation of low and high intensity smiles depicted by expressers from
both cultures. Chinese and Dutch perceivers made ratings of positivity, negativity,
authenticity, and politeness for isolated (Experiment 4.1), minimal-context (Experiment 4.2),
and dynamic (Experiment 4.3) smiles. Two consistent patterns emerged from these studies:
(a) High intensity smiles were perceived as signalling stronger positive affect and authenticity,
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while low intensity smiles were perceived as signalling stronger negative affect and
politeness; (b) Dutch smiles were perceived as indicating more positive affect and
authenticity, while Chinese smiles were perceived as signalling more negative affect and
politeness. The effects of culture of perceiver varied across experiments: Dutch perceivers
judged the dynamic smiles as more positive, less negative, and more authentic than did
Chinese perceivers, but no such effects occurred for the isolated and minimal-context smiles.
We consistently found that Dutch smiles were perceived as signaling stronger positive
affect and authenticity, while Chinese smiles were perceived as signaling stronger negative
affect and politeness. This provides initial evidence that the ethnic background of the
expresser influences how their smiles are perceived by others. Consistent with previous
research on the interpretation of others’ emotional expressions, perceivers do not only rely on
physical cues, but also on conceptual emotion knowledge about the expresser and their
cultural group (Kirouac & Hess, 1999; Niedenthal, 2008). This may be especially true for
emotional expressions that are ambiguous, such as smiles (Halberstadt & Niedenthal, 2001;
Hess et al., 2009). As both Easterners and Westerners hold stereotypical knowledge that
Easterners' smiles may not reflect true happiness while Westerners more often smile out of
pleasure (Lai & Linden, 1993), a smile shown by a Western person is perceived as signaling
more positive affect and authenticity, and less negative affect and politeness than a smile
shown by an Eastern person.
The finding that perceivers’ cultural background did shape inferences drawn from
dynamic smiles, but not static isolated or minimal-context smiles, suggests two possibilities.
One potential explanation is that Eastern participants were more likely than their Western
counterparts to believe that the smile was a mask to cover previous neutral or negative
emotions. As a result, Eastern participants inferred more negativity and less positivity and
authenticity from smiles than did Western participants. A second possible explanation is that
Eastern participants integrated more information from the preceding emotional expression
when attempting to interpret the meaning of a smile. The Eastern participants may therefore
have attended more to the preceding neutral or negative expressions, and consequently
perceived the subsequent smiles as more negative and less positive and authentic than the
Western participants. This explanation is consistent with previous research showing that
Easterners attend more to contextual information, whereas Westerners tend to pay more
attention to a focal target and to perceive the target independently from the
background (Masuda, Ellsworth, Mesquita, Leu, Tanida, & Van de Veerdonk, 2008; Nisbett,
Peng, Choi, & Norenzayan, 2001). One commonality between these two explanations is that
Easterners appear to be more likely than Westerners to interpret a smile as a product of an
emotion episode instead of a single emotional state.

Conclusion III: Perceivers use cues derived from the intensity of smiles and the cultural
context to disambiguate the interpretation of smiles.
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The finding that perceivers draw on their own and the expresser’s cultural background to
interpret smiles has important theoretical and practical implications. Theoretically, research
has begun to explore various types of contextual information that moderate emotion
perception. For example, a set of experiments demonstrated that body postures serve as a
powerful context influencing which emotions are perceived from facial expressions (Aviezer,
Hassin, Ryan, Grady, Susskind, & Anderson, 2008). The current finding suggests that the
cultural background of expressers and perceivers may also affect the interpretation of smiles.
Practically, these stereotypical judgments may sometimes be beneficial in intercultural
communication, as they help perceivers to adapt to the new social environment (e.g., a
Westerner judging an Easterner’s smile as being produced out of politeness rather than
reflecting genuine happiness may prevent the Westerner from pursuing a close relationship
with that person). In general, however, it would be wise for people to be aware of the biases
they have in their interpretations of others’ smiles and try to adjust their judgments based on
factors such as perceived ethnicity.
Inferring Personality Traits from Dynamic Facial Expressions
In addition to expressers’ emotional states, perceivers also infer other information from
expressers’ facial expressions, such as the expressers’ personality traits and behavioural
tendencies (Hess, Blairy, & Kleck, 2000; Knutson, 1996; Krumhuber, Manstead, & Kappas,
2007; Van Kleef, 2016). These inferences are essential for successful social interaction, as
they determine what kind of strategy we use to interact with the other person and even
whether to continue the interaction. In Chapter 5, we examined perceivers’ inferences about
others’ personality traits from changing facial expressions of emotion across three
experiments: We first examined dominance and affiliation in Experiment 5.1a, then studied
competence and warmth in Experiment 5.1b, and finally, examined dominance and
trustworthiness in Experiment 5.2. A strong recency effect was found across all trait
judgments, that is, the end emotion of the dynamic expressions had a marked impact on all of
the trait ratings. The start emotion was integrated to a lesser degree, and only in the
personality trait ratings of affiliation, warmth, and trustworthiness. Taken together, these
findings suggest that the most recently expressed emotion in a dynamic expression
dominates person perception, while preceding emotions have weak or null effects that vary
across personality dimensions.
Why might it be that an effect of start emotions was found on judgments of affiliation,
warmth, and trustworthiness, but not on judgments of dominance? One possibility is that this
pattern of results reflects differences in the process of making these kinds of judgments:
Judgments of dominance are more closely related to inferences about behavioural
tendencies, such as approach or avoidance, than other trait judgments (Biggers & Rankis,
1983). Since the most recent expression is likely most predictive of subsequent actions,
dominance inferences may thus be particularly sensitive to incorporating the most recently
available information from expressers. In contrast, when inferring other’s traits on dimensions
such as warmth, affiliation, and trustworthiness, perceivers are less likely to seek to predict
future actions, and may therefore also integrate information from preceding emotional
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expressions. Nevertheless, all trait judgments were primarily driven by the most recently
displayed emotion.
Our finding of a main role of end emotion is noteworthy in light of classic research on
impression formation, which suggests that the overall impression of a target person is often
subject to a primacy effect (Asch, 1946). The current finding may be explained by the
distinctiveness of emotional changes. When confronted with an emotional change, perceivers
attempt to make sense of it. The end emotion was more important for perceivers presumably
because the end emotion indicated the direction of the change and provided the most current
information.

Conclusion IV: Perceivers weigh the end emotion of dynamic expressions more heavily than
the start emotion when making trait judgements about others.

There is a growing trend of using dynamic expressions to study emotion perception, and
this research has revealed differences between static and dynamic expressions (Hareli et al.,
2016; Jellema, Pecchinenda, Palumbo, & Tan, 2011; Krumhuber et al., 2013; Marian &
Shimamura, 2013). However, little attention has been paid to the social perception of
dynamic signals, that is, how perceivers use changes in others' emotional facial expressions
to arrive at personality judgments. The studies in Chapter 5 contribute to this line of research
by investigating personality trait inferences from changing emotional expressions,
demonstrating a dominant role for the most recent expression.
Limitations and Future Directions
The studies in this dissertation are not without limitations. Here, I discuss some of these,
and suggest directions for future research. Firstly, the dynamic emotional expression morphs
we employed in the current dissertation may not perfectly reflect the natural emotional
changes that we come across in real life. For example, research has shown that non-linear
movements are generally perceived as more natural than linear ones (which were used in the
present dissertation; Cosker, Krumhuber, & Hilton, 2010). Unfortunately, there is no database
that contains natural dynamic facial expressions changing from one emotion to another. We
therefore used morphing to simulate emotional expression changes. This method is not new,
and it has been frequently used in dynamic emotion research (e.g., Krumhuber & Scherer,
2016; Sato & Yoshikawa, 2004). In order to make the emotional changes in our studies as
natural as possible, we dedicated a great deal of time and energy to calibrating the
parameters. To more directly probe the perception aspect of our stimuli, we asked naïve
colleagues to watch our stimuli, and most thought they were videotaped natural expressions.
Given the carefully selected parameters and the perceptual judges of our informal pilot test,
we are therefore confident that our stimuli, though they may not precisely reflect authentic
dynamic expressions, are not perceived as artificial. Nevertheless, this methodology could be
improved in future research by using videos of changing emotional expressions as they
happen in real time. Even greater ecological validity would be obtained by examining
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emotional expressions occurring in ongoing interactions.
Secondly, in order to establish a fundamental and generic effect of emotion
perception/inference, most studies in the current dissertation were conducted in the absence
of specific contextual information. This may be a concern particularly for Chapters 4 and 5,
where more social aspects of emotional facial expressions were examined (e.g., perceived
politeness of smiles; perceived dominance of a dynamic change from anger to fear). Beliefs
about the causes of the emotion as well as knowledge about the situation may play a
significant role in determining how perceivers interpret smiles (Chapter 4). This contextual
information is likely integrated with the direct information provided by the expression itself in
order to decipher the inherently ambiguous meaning of a smile. In Chapter 5, we examined
personality trait inferences from dynamic emotional expressions without specific contextual
information. In contrast to previous work indicating that context influences how people
perceive emotions (for a review, see Wieser & Brosch, 2012), research on trait inferences
from emotional facial expressions has documented consistent patterns of trait inferences from
emotional expressions across contexts (e.g., Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008; Van Kleef, 2016).
That is, similar trait inferences from discrete emotional expressions have been observed
across situations. Therefore, contextual information may not necessarily play a central role in
trait inferences from dynamic expressions. Nevertheless, greater ecological validity could be
obtained by examining the effects of emotional changes in real-life situations that include
contextual information.
Finally, although there is a wealth of research showing that Easterners are more
interdependent, holistic, and dialectical than Westerners (e.g., Markus & Kitayama, 1991;
Nisbett, Peng, Choi, & Norenzayan, 2001; Peng, Spencer-Rodgers, & Zhong, 2006), these
measures were not directly tested in the current dissertation. Future research may benefit
from measuring interdependence/independence social orientation, holistic/analytic cognition,
and dialectical/non-dialectical thinking to establish the mechanism(s) underlying cultural
differences in nonverbal emotional communication.
To conclude
A facial expression is like a picture, which is worth a thousand words. However, it is more
than just a still picture; it constantly changes, like a movie, one in which emotions are drawn
vividly, then suddenly erased, to be redrawn in a new expression in a flash. The facial
expression provides a wealth of information about how the other person feels, what the other
person is like (e.g., friendly or dominant), and what he/she is probably going to do next. We
constantly “decode” facial expressions of people who are either from the same or different
cultural groups as ourselves, and we simultaneously “encode” messages in our own facial
expressions. Knowing how to read and express emotional facial expressions is thus essential
for effective communication.
The present dissertation aimed to contribute to an understanding of the role of facial
expressions in interpersonal communication. The empirical work presented here highlights
that (a) people from different cultures differ in the specificity of emotion communication (i.e.,
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Westerners are more specific than Easterners in both perception and production of facial
expressions of emotion), (b) people from different cultures differ in the interpretation of
positive emotions (i.e., the interpretation of a smile depends on its intensity and cultural
context), and (c) people infer others’ personality traits based on their perception of dynamic
facial expressions (i.e., people weigh the end emotion more heavily than the start emotion in
dynamic facial expressions). While the current work answers some important questions,
many questions remain and new ones emerge. It is my hope that this dissertation might
stimulate future work that extends these findings.
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Pilot Study
In order to match the intensities of the Chinese and Dutch emotional expressions, we
conducted a pilot study. Fantamorph5 (http://www.fantamorph.com/) was used to produce a
26-frame morph for each Chinese stimulus, in which a neutral expression changed into an
emotional expression.
On each trial, a photograph of one of the Dutch facial expressions was presented on the
left side of the screen, while a Chinese morph was presented on the right side of the screen.
Participants were asked to drag the slider bar under the Chinese morph to the point at which
it was most similar in terms of intensity to the Dutch stimulus on the left side. Two initial
positions of the slider bar were included for each comparison between a Chinese stimulus
and a Dutch stimulus, with one starting from the first frame (minimum intensity, i.e., fully
neutral) and the other one starting from the last frame (maximum intensity, i.e., fully
emotional). In total, each participant completed 48 trials (6 pairs of actors × 4 emotions [anger,
disgust, fear, surprise] × 2 initial positions of the slider bar) in a random order. Twenty Dutch
participants (Mage = 21.95, SD = 2.76; 10 female) from the University of Amsterdam and 20
Chinese participants (Mage = 23.50, SD = 3.25; 10 female) from Zhejiang University were
recruited for the pilot test. No significant differences were found between the two groups of
perceivers, so the average frame across the two groups of perceivers was used as the final
stimulus for each individual and emotion in the Chinese set.
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Table S2A.1
Emotion Scale (Intended, Non-intended) × Start Emotion (No, Emotion X, Emotion Y) × Culture of Perceiver (Chinese, Dutch) × Culture of Expresser (Chinese, Dutch) Mixed-Design Analysis of
Variance for the Intensity Ratings of Expressions
Target Anger
Effects

df

F

p

Target Disgust
ηp2

df

Target Fear

F

p

ηp2

df

Target Surprise

F

p

ηp2

df

F

p

ηp2

Emotion Scale (A)

(1,207)

342.74

< .001

.623

(1,207)

392.99

< .001

.655

(1,197)

158.55

< .001

.446

(1,197)

974.25

< .001

.832

Start Emotion (B)

(2,414)

3.27

.039

.016

(2,414)

0.30

.741

.001

(2,394)

4.40

.013

.022

(2,394)

11.30

< .001

.054

Culture of Perceiver (C)

(1,207)

43.19

< .001

.173

(1,207)

44.00

< .001

.175

(1,197)

10.27

.002

.050

(1,197)

0.72

.396

.004

Culture of Expresser (D)

(1,207)

0.46

.497

.002

(1,207)

1.13

.290

.005

(1,197)

0.53

.466

.003

(1,197)

1.97

.162

.010

A×B

(2,414)

30.49

< .001

.128

(2,414)

12.61

< .001

.057

(2,394)

11.03

< .001

.053

(2,394)

25.05

< .001

.113

A×C

(1,207)

159.60

< .001

.435

(1,207)

38.77

< .001

.158

(1,197)

54.67

< .001

.217

(1,197)

11.94

.001

.057

A×D

(1,207)

0.03

.868

< .001

(1,207)

7.04

.009

.033

(1,197)

0.54

.463

.003

(1,197)

2.63

.106

.013

B×C

(2,414)

3.08

.047

.015

(2,414)

5.30

.005

.025

(2,394)

1.46

.233

.007

(2,394)

3.90

.021

.019

B×D

(2,414)

1.39

.249

.007

(2,414)

0.52

.594

.003

(2,394)

1.58

.206

.008

(2,394)

5.30

.005

.026

C×D

(1,207)

0.10

.753

< .001

(1,207)

2.16

.143

.010

(1,197)

11.89

.001

.057

(1,197)

4.61

.033

.023

A×B×C

(2,414)

14.05

< .001

.064

(2,414)

9.31

< .001

.043

(2,394)

2.10

.124

.011

(2,394)

0.52

.593

.003

A×B×D

(2,414)

1.38

.253

.007

(2,414)

3.94

.020

.019

(2,394)

0.38

.687

.002

(2,394)

6.08

.003

.030

A×C×D

(1,207)

17.83

< .001

.079

(1,207)

46.54

< .001

.184

(1,197)

3.44

.065

.017

(1,197)

0.70

.405

.004

B×C×D

(2,414)

1.03

.357

.005

(2,414)

1.02

.362

.005

(2,394)

0.65

.523

.003

(2,394)

1.99

.138

.010

A×B×C×D

(2,414)

3.23

.041

.015

(2,414)

6.41

.002

.030

(2,394)

0.62

.539

.003

(2,394)

0.21

.808

.001

Note. Start Emotion varied across target emotions. For expressions of target anger, for example, Emotion X and Y would indicate disgust and fear, respectively.
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Target Anger
Study name

Subgroup within study

Statistics for each study
Std diff
in means

Standard
error

Upper
limit

Std diff in means and 95% CI
Z-Value

p-Value

Intended

-0.669

0.147

0.022

-0.956

-0.381

-4.560

0.000

Disgust-to-Anger Intended

-0.297

0.144

0.021

-0.579

-0.015

-2.067

0.039

Fear-to-Anger

Intended

-0.573

0.146

0.021

-0.858

-0.287

-3.932

0.000

Static Anger

Non-intended

1.678

0.165

0.027

1.355

2.001

10.189

0.000

Disgust-to-Anger Non-intended

1.275

0.156

0.024

0.970

1.581

8.180

0.000

Fear-to-Anger

1.999

0.173

0.030

1.660

2.338

11.555

0.000

Static Anger

Non-intended

Variance

Lower
limit

-3.00

-1.50

0.00

Dutch > Chinese

1.50

3.00

Chinese > Dutch

Target Disgust
Study name

Subgroup within study

Statistics for each study
Std diff
in means

Standard
error

Upper
limit

Std diff in means and 95% CI
Z-Value

p-Value

Intended

-0.008

0.143

0.020

-0.288

0.272

-0.055

0.956

Anger-to-Disgust Intended

-0.208

0.143

0.021

-0.489

0.073

-1.451

0.147

Fear-to-Disgust

Intended

0.281

0.144

0.021

-0.001

0.562

1.955

0.051

Static Disgust

Non-intended

1.355

0.157

0.025

1.047

1.664

8.605

0.000

Anger-to-Disgust Non-intended

1.031

0.152

0.023

0.734

1.329

6.806

0.000

Fear-to-Disgust

1.142

0.153

0.024

0.841

1.443

7.444

0.000

Static Disgust

Non-intended

Variance

Lower
limit

-3.00

-1.50

0.00

Dutch > Chinese

1.50

3.00

Chinese > Dutch

Target Fear
Study name

Subgroup within study

Statistics for each study
Std diff
in means

Standard
error

Upper
limit

Std diff in means and 95% CI
Z-Value

p-Value

Intended

-0.417

0.146

0.021

-0.703

-0.131

-2.858

0.004

Surprise-to-Fear Intended

-0.447

0.146

0.021

-0.733

-0.161

-3.059

0.002

Anger-to-Fear

Intended

-0.468

0.146

0.021

-0.755

-0.182

-3.202

0.001

Static Fear

Non-intended

0.722

0.149

0.022

0.430

1.013

4.849

0.000

Surprise-to-Fear Non-intended

0.547

0.147

0.022

0.259

0.835

3.725

0.000

Anger-to-Fear

0.806

0.150

0.022

0.513

1.100

5.379

0.000

Static Fear

Non-intended

Variance

Lower
limit

-3.00

-1.50

0.00

Dutch > Chinese

1.50

3.00

Chinese > Dutch

Target Surprise
Study name

Subgroup within study

Statistics for each study
Std diff
in means

Standard
error

Variance

Lower
limit

Upper
limit

Std diff in means and 95% CI
Z-Value

p-Value

Static Surprise

Intended

-0.385

0.146

0.021

-0.670

-0.099

-2.641

0.008

Fear-to-Surprise

Intended

-0.533

0.147

0.022

-0.821

-0.245

-3.631

0.000

Anger-to-Surprise Intended

-0.460

0.146

0.021

-0.747

-0.174

-3.148

0.002

Static Surprise

Non-intended

0.189

0.145

0.021

-0.095

0.472

1.303

0.192

Fear-to-Surprise

Non-intended

-0.015

0.144

0.021

-0.299

0.268

-0.107

0.915

Anger-to-Surprise Non-intended

0.206

0.145

0.021

-0.077

0.490

1.426

0.154
-3.00

-1.50
Dutch > Chinese

0.00

1.50

3.00

Chinese > Dutch

Figure S2A.1. Rating differences between Chinese and Dutch participants on the intended and non-intended emotion scales,
broken down by condition: target anger (anger, disgust-to-anger, and fear-to-anger), target disgust (disgust, anger-to-disgust,
and fear-to-disgust), target fear (fear, surprise-to-fear, and anger-to-fear), and target surprise (surprise, fear-to-surprise, and
anger-to-surprise). The left panel presents the statistics numerically, while the right panel presents the effect sizes (Cohen’s ds)
and their 95% confidence intervals graphically. The central reference line of the right panel denotes a Cohen’s d of zero (i.e., no
difference between the cultural groups). Squares located on the right side of the central reference line represent Chinese
participants yielding higher ratings than Dutch participants; squares located on the left side of the reference line represent Dutch
participants yielding higher ratings than Chinese participants. Greater distances between squares and the reference line denote
larger cultural differences.
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Figure S2B.1. Examples of the emotional stimuli used in the present research. Six Chinese actors posing facial expressions of
anger, disgust, fear, and surprise were selected from the Taiwan Corpora of Chinese Emotions (Shyi, Huang, & Yeh, 2013). Six
Dutch actors (three male) expressing the same emotions were selected from the Radboud Faces Database (Langner et al.,
2010).
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Table S2B.1
The Frequency of Each Facial Action Unit Shown in Four Emotional Expressions of 12 Models (6 Chinese and 6 Dutch)

AUs

Chinese expressers

Dutch expressers

Anger

Disgust

Fear

Surprise

Anger

Disgust

Fear

Surprise

AU1

2

1

4

4

0

0

6

6

AU2

0

0

3

5

0

0

3

5

AU4

5

4

3

1

6

5

2

0

AU5

1

0

6

6

0

0

6

4

AU6

0

3

0

1

0

2

0

0

AU7

6

6

1

1

6

6

0

0

AU9

0

1

0

0

0

5

0

0

AU10

0

2

0

0

0

6

1

0

AU14

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

AU15

2

2

0

0

1

1

0

0

AU17

3

4

0

0

5

0

2

0

AU20

2

2

4

0

1

4

5

0

AU23

4

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

AU24

2

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

AU25

0

2

6

6

0

6

6

6

AU26

0

2

1

6

0

0

1

6

4+7+17

1+5+20+2
5

1+2+5+25
+26

4+7+17+23

4+7+9+10
+20+25

1+5+20+2
5

1+2+5+25
+26

AU
summaries
Shared AUs

4+7+23
4, 7

1, 5, 25

4, 7

1, 5, 25

Note. The AU summaries include all AUs that were shared by more than half of the models in each culture (>3 models), and the
shared AUs indicated common AUs in two adjacent emotional expressions. It can be seen from the table that the facial
expressions of anger and disgust share key component features (eyebrows lowering [AU4] and lids tightening [AU7]), while fear
and surprise are similar in that both expressions involve the upper lid raising (AU5) and the eyebrows raising (AU1). These
patterns are consistent with the prototypes defined in the Investigator’s Guide for the Facial Action Coding System (Ekman, 1993;
Ekman, Friesen, & Hager, 2002).
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Table S2B.2
Pixel differences between pairs of facial expressions of emotion
Pixel differences in Study 2B.1 (×104)

Pixel differences in Study 2B.2 (×104)

Model
Anger-Disgust

Anger-Fear

Disgust-Fear

Anger-Fear

Anger-Surprise

Fear-Surprise

f08(Dutch)

216.0

238.4

240.8

238.4

278.6

199.1

f22(Dutch)

229.3

343.7

259.2

343.7

382.0

240.4

f27(Dutch)

245.2

328.9

259.9

328.9

296.9

210.5

m07(Dutch)

253.3

274.9

267.3

274.9

322.4

208.7

m28(Dutch)

247.0

248.8

243.6

248.8

310.6

224.0

m71(Dutch)

153.3

241.7

231.6

241.7

294.1

228.2

f06(Chinese)

175.2

200.5

195.9

200.5

170.3

137.8

f15(Chinese)

74.5

147.4

172.9

147.4

171.6

139.9

f24(Chinese)

133.6

147.0

142.9

147.0

123.9

228.7

m07(Chinese)

190.5

270.3

240.7

270.3

206.1

110.3

m17(Chinese)

114.5

164.2

200.5

164.2

182.5

143.9

m20(Chinese)

141.9

190.8

180.3

190.8

190.3

150.4

Totals

2174.2

2796.7

2635.7

2796.7

2929.5

2221.9

Note. We converted the images to grayscale, cropped them in an oval to remove the hair, and standardized them to the same
size, with the eyes being aligned horizontally and the nose being aligned vertically. A Matlab script was used to calculate the
pixel differences between pairs of facial expressions of emotion. The absolute values of the difference scores for all pixel
comparisons between two pictures were added together, resulting in three total difference scores for three emotion combinations
in each study. Lower numbers indicate more similar images. The Matlab script is available from the first author upon request.
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Table S2B.3
Scale Similarity × Culture of Perceiver × Culture of Expresser Mixed-Design Analysis of Variance for the Non-intended Ratings of the Static Expressions in Studies 2B.1 and 2B.2 (raw scores)
Study 2B.1 (Static task)
Effects

Study 2B.2 (Static task)

Studies 2B.1 & 2B.2 (Static task)

F

p

S

(1, 207)

565.08

< .001

.732

(1, 197)

775.82

< .001

.797

(1, 408)

1110.44

< .001

.731

H1

P

(1, 207)

88.77

< .001

.300

(1, 197)

22.71

< .001

.103

(1, 408)

93.91

< .001

.187

H2

E

(1, 207)

0.11

.747

.001

(1, 197)

0.10

.758

< .001

(1, 408)

0.02

.897

< .001

S×P

(1, 207)

60.96

< .001

.227

(1, 197)

1.77

.185

.009

(1, 408)

34.48

< .001

.078

S×E

(1, 207)

2.50

.115

.012

(1, 197)

1.71

.192

.009

(1, 408)

4.11

.043

.010

P×E

(1, 207)

14.66

< .001

.066

(1, 197)

3.27

.072

.016

(1, 408)

1.89

.170

.005

S×P×E

(1, 207)

4.82

.029

.023

(1, 197)

4.23

.041

.021

(1, 408)

0.01

.939

< .001

df

F

Note. S = Scale Similarity, P = Culture of Perceiver, E = Culture of Expresser.

p

ηp2

df

F

p

ηp2

Hs

df

ηp2

Explorative
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Table S2B.4
Scale Similarity × Culture of Perceiver × Culture of Expresser Mixed-Design Analysis of Variance for the Non-intended Ratings of the Static Expressions in Studies 2B.1 and 2B.2 (standardized
scores)
Study 2B.1 (Static task)
Effects

Study 2B.2 (Static task)

Studies 2B.1 & 2B.2 (Static task)

df

F

p

ηp2

S

(1, 207)

586.84

< .001

.739

(1, 197)

820.80

< .001

.806

(1, 408)

P

(1, 207)

10.31

.002

.047

(1, 197)

8.77

.003

.043

(1, 408)

18.88

< .001

0.044

E

(1, 207)

0.39

.533

.002

(1, 197)

0.19

.663

.001

(1, 408)

< .001

0.986

< .001

S×P

(1, 207)

90.89

< .001

.305

(1, 197)

10.91

.001

.009

(1, 408)

75.04

< .001

0.155

S×E

(1, 207)

1.99

.160

.010

(1, 197)

2.20

.139

.011

(1, 408)

4.23

0.04

0.01

P×E

(1, 207)

15.59

< .001

.070

(1, 197)

3.42

.066

.017

(1, 408)

2.44

0.119

0.006

S×P×E

(1, 207)

4.27

.040

.020

(1, 197)

4.84

.029

.024

(1, 408)

< .001

0.965

< .001

df

F

Note. S = Scale Similarity, P = Culture of Perceiver, E = Culture of Expresser.

Hs

p

ηp2

df

F

p

ηp2

1210.09

< .001

.748

H1
H2

Explorative
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Table S2B.5
Scale Similarity× Context Similarity × Culture of Perceiver × Culture of Expresser Mixed-Design Analysis of Variance for the Non-intended Ratings of the Dynamic Expressions in Studies 2B.1 and
2B.2 (raw scores)
Study 2B.1 (Dynamic Task)
Effects

Study 2B.2 (Dynamic Task)

Studies 2B.1 & 2B.2 (Dynamic Task)

df

F

p

ηp2

S

(1, 207)

600.34

< .001

.744

(1, 197)

544.32

< .001

.734

(1, 408)

1019.12

< .001

.714

C

(1, 207)

3.58

.060

.017

(1, 197)

51.03

< .001

.206

(1, 408)

34.52

< .001

.078

P

(1, 207)

56.11

< .001

.213

(1, 197)

9.59

.002

.046

(1, 408)

52.47

< .001

.114

E

(1, 207)

0.61

.437

.003

(1, 197)

1.18

.279

.006

(1, 408)

1.41

.235

.003

S×P

(1, 207)

81.00

< .001

.281

(1, 197)

9.84

.002

.048

(1, 408)

63.20

< .001

.134

S×E

(1, 207)

2.12

.147

.010

(1, 197)

0.07

.791

< .001

(1, 408)

0.71

.399

.002

C×P

(1, 207)

0.04

.839

< .001

(1, 197)

6.45

.012

.032

(1, 408)

2.77

.097

.007

C×E

(1, 207)

2.52

.114

.012

(1, 197)

3.35

.069

.017

(1, 408)

5.19

.023

.013

S×C

(1, 207)

3.17

.076

.015

(1, 197)

3.15

.078

.016

(1, 408)

6.30

.012

.015

P×E

(1, 207)

8.61

.004

.040

(1, 197)

3.91

.049

.019

(1, 408)

0.40

.530

.001

S×P×E

(1, 207)

4.15

.043

.020

(1, 197)

3.97

.048

.020

(1, 408)

0.01

.935

< .001

C×P×E

(1, 207)

0.47

.493

.002

(1, 197)

0.05

.820

< .001

(1, 408)

0.19

.667

< .001

S×C×P

(1, 207)

2.98

.086

.014

(1, 197)

6.53

.011

.032

(1, 408)

9.45

.002

.023

S×C×E

(1, 207)

3.28

.071

.016

(1, 197)

0.15

.702

.001

(1, 408)

0.81

.368

.002

S×C×P×E

(1, 207)

0.79

.375

.004

(1, 197)

1.19

.276

.006

(1, 408)

2.06

.152

.005

df

F

Note. S = Scale Similarity, C= Context Similarity, P = Culture of Perceiver, E = Culture of Expresser.

p

ηp2

df

F

p

ηp2

Hs
H1

H2

Explorative

Explorative
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Table S2B.6
Scale Similarity × Context Similarity × Culture of Perceiver × Culture of Expresser Mixed-Design Analysis of Variance for the Non-intended Ratings of the Dynamic Expressions in Studies 2B.1 and
2B.2 (standardized scores)
Study 2B.1 (Dynamic task)
Effects

Study 2B.2 (Dynamic task)

Studies 2B.1 & 2B.2 (Dynamic task)

df

F

p

ηp2

S

(1, 207)

634.43

< .001

.754

(1, 197)

577.52

< .001

.746

(1, 408)

1106.88

< .001

.731

C

(1, 207)

3.46

.064

.016

(1, 197)

51.84

< .001

.208

(1, 408)

31.98

< .001

.073

P

(1, 207)

4.01

.046

.019

(1, 197)

1.88

.172

.009

(1, 408)

5.76

.017

.014

E

(1, 207)

1.06

.304

.005

(1, 197)

0.95

.332

.005

(1, 408)

1.71

.192

.004

S×P

(1, 207)

117.46

< .001

.362

(1, 197)

23.21

< .001

.105

(1, 408)

112.09

< .001

.216

S×E

(1, 207)

1.71

.193

.008

(1, 197)

0.02

.895

< .001

(1, 408)

0.79

.376

.002

C×P

(1, 207)

0.04

.953

< .001

(1, 197)

4.50

.035

.022

(1, 408)

1.47

.226

.004

C×E

(1, 207)

2.64

.106

.013

(1, 197)

3.52

.062

.018

(1, 408)

5.40

.021

.013

S×C

(1, 207)

3.08

.081

.015

(1, 197)

2.92

.089

.015

(1, 408)

6.00

.015

.014

P×E

(1, 207)

9.56

.002

.044

(1, 197)

3.78

.053

.019

(1, 408)

0.78

.378

.002

S×P×E

(1, 207)

3.72

.055

.018

(1, 197)

4.06

.045

.020

(1, 408)

0.01

.935

< .001

C×P×E

(1, 207)

0.64

.426

.003

(1, 197)

0.01

.915

< .001

(1, 408)

0.37

.544

.001

S×C×P

(1, 207)

2.86

.093

.014

(1, 197)

6.74

.010

.033

(1, 408)

9.33

.002

.022

S×C×E

(1, 207)

3.43

.065

.016

(1, 197)

0.24

.626

.001

(1, 408)

0.83

.362

.002

S×C×P×E

(1, 207)

0.64

.425

.003

(1, 197)

1.42

.235

.007

(1, 408)

2.08

.150

.005

df

F

Note. S = Scale Similarity, C= Context Similarity, P = Culture of Perceiver, E = Culture of Expresser.

p

ηp2

df

F

p

ηp2

Hs
H1

H2

Explorative

Explorative
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Table S2B.7
Intensity and valence ratings for the Dutch stimuli used in the present research
Intensity

Valence

Dutch model
Anger

Disgust

Fear

Anger

Disgust

Fear

f08

3.56

4.36

4.28

2.04

1.84

2.20

f22

3.76

3.82

4.58

1.92

1.82

1.88

f27

3.35

4.13

4.13

2.04

1.87

1.87

m07

3.75

3.96

4.21

2.00

1.88

2.13

m28

3.38

3.85

4.08

1.92

2.00

2.04

m71

3.95

3.85

4.35

1.80

2.00

2.05

Note. The intensity and valence ratings (range from 1 [“weak”/”negative”] to 5 [“strong”/”positive”]) were from the research group
that produced the Radboud faces database (Langner et al., 2010). Two one-way ANOVAs were conducted to compare
judgments of intensity and valence between expressions from the different emotion categories. For intensity, angry faces (M =
3.35, SD = .24) were perceived to be lower in intensity than expressions of disgust (M = 4.36, SD = .21), p = .025, and fear (M =
4.58, SD = .18), p < .001, but disgust and fear did not differ from each other, p = .114. For valence, no differences were found
(anger: M = 1.95, SD = .09; disgust: M = 1.90, SD = .08; fear: M = 2.03, SD = .13; F(2,15) = 2.26, p = .139).
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Table S3.1
English, Dutch, and Chinese Emotion Terms, Definitions, and Example situation
English

Dutch

Chinese

Emotion term
Anger
Disgust

Anger

Boosheid

气愤

Disgust

Walging

厌恶/恶心

A feeling of displeasure resulting
from injury, mistreatment,
opposition, usually showing itself
in a desire to fight back at the
supposed cause of this feeling.
A sickening distaste, or dislike.

Een gevoel van ongenoegen
ontstaan door letsel, mishandeling,
verzet dat zich vaak uit in een
verlangen om terug te vechten tegen
de veroorzaker van de boosheid.
Een misselijkmakende tegenzin, of
afkeer.

这是一种不愉快的体验，可能来
源于受到伤害，遭受不公平对
待，或者遭到别人反对。通常这
种情绪会伴随想要反击的欲望。

A person received insulting words
from others.
A person touched dog feces
accidently.

Een persoon wordt door iemand
anders beledigd.
Een persoon raakt per ongeluk een
hondendrol aan.

一个人正在经受别人对他/她的
羞辱。
一个人的手一不小心碰到了狗
屎。

Definition
Anger

Disgust

令人反胃的，恶心的，不喜欢的。

Example
Anger
Disgust

Note. These emotion terms, definitions, and examples were extracted from the Display Rule Assessment Inventory.
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Table S3.2
Means and Standard Deviations of Self-Reported Expression Clarity, Expression Intensity, and Difficulty in Each Condition
Dependent measure

Expression clarity

Expression intensity

Difficulty

Combination

Chinese

Dutch

M

SD

M

SD

Posed anger

7.07

1.92

6.86

1.81

Posed disgust

6.98

1.84

6.88

1.74

Spontaneous anger

7.66*

1.61

6.09

2.29

Spontaneous disgust

8.26*

1.36

7.00

1.83

Posed anger

6.38

1.80

6.18

1.89

Posed disgust

6.82

1.71

6.59

1.68

Spontaneous anger

7.06*

1.59

5.71

2.11

Spontaneous disgust

7.46

1.79

6.83

2.07

Posed anger

5.00

2.36

5.18

2.18

Posed disgust

4.42

2.34

4.80

2.13

Spontaneous anger

6.00

2.31

4.83

2.15

Spontaneous disgust

6.26

2.37

5.17

2.19

Note. Asterisks denote the number is significantly higher than another within the same row (p < .01). Comfortableness ratings
were reversed coded as difficulty ratings.
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Table S3.3
Means and Standard Deviations of Emotional Experience Ratings in Each Condition
Condition

Emotion scale
M

SD

M

SD

Posed anger

Anger

6.84

2.49

5.61

2.17

Disgust

3.93*

2.90

2.33

2.36

Fear

1.73

2.41

1.12

1.33

Sadness

2.98*

2.90

1.39

1.92

Happiness

0.62

1.19

1.02

1.89

Anger

2.51*

2.52

1.31

1.83

Disgust

7.33

2.24

6.12

2.35

Fear

1.80

2.13

1.08

1.63

Sadness

2.02*

2.24

0.69

1.25

Happiness

0.64

1.13

1.08

1.85

Anger

7.17

1.98

5.86

2.17

Disgust

5.37*

2.95

3.54

2.55

Fear

1.31

2.14

1.54

1.95

Sadness

3.63

2.87

2.51

2.33

Happiness

0.46

1.09

0.97

1.15

Anger

3.97

2.97

2.66

2.59

Disgust

7.57

1.88

6.54

2.39

Fear

1.69

2.40

1.63

1.91

Sadness

2.00

2.28

1.26

1.84

Happiness

0.89

1.88

1.91

1.82

Posed disgust

Spontaneous anger

Spontaneous disgust

Chinese

Dutch

Note. The underlined numbers indicate the highest value within a column for each condition; Asterisks denote that a number is
significantly higher than another in the same row (p < .05/5 = .01 [Bonferroni-corrected]).
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Table S3.4
Emotion Scale (Target vs. Non-target) × Culture (Chinese vs. Dutch) × Spontaneity (Posed vs. Spontaneous) Mixed-Design
Analysis of Variance for Subjective Emotional Experience (Intensity Ratings of Anger and Disgust)
Anger expression
Effect

Disgust expression

df

F

p

ηp2

df

F

p

ηp2

Emotion Scale (E)

(1, 160)

178.20

< .001

.527

(1, 160)

360.11

< .001

.692

Culture (C)

(1, 160)

19.56

< .001

.109

(1, 160)

16.30

< .001

.092

Spontaneity (S)

(1, 160)

5.69

.018

.034

(1, 160)

8.67

.004

.051

E×C

(1, 160)

1.32

.252

.008

(1, 160)

0.10

.757

.001

E×S

(1, 160)

7.27

.008

.043

(1, 160)

5.69

.018

.034

P×S

(1, 160)

0.05

.823

< .001

(1, 160)

0.00

.951

< .001

E×C×S

(1, 160)

0.03

.857

< .001

(1, 160)

0.10

.747

.001
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Table S3.5
Emotion × Producer Culture× Condition Mixed-Design Analysis of Variance for Expression (Presence or Absence of 18 AUs)
Expression
Effect
df

F

p

ηp2

Emotion (E)

(18, 143)

11.95

< .001

.601

Producer Culture (P)

(18, 143)

4.79

< .001

.376

Condition (C)

(18, 143)

8.60

< .001

.520

E×P

(18, 143)

3.75

< .001

.321

E×C

(18, 143)

5.51

< .001

.409

P×C

(18, 143)

3.09

< .001

.280

E×P×C

(18, 143)

1.60

.068

.167

Hypothesis

H1
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Table S3.6
The Number of Activated AUs for Posed and Spontaneous Expressions of Anger and Disgust for by Chinese and Dutch
participants
Posed

Spontaneous

Emotion
Chinese

Dutch

Chinese

Dutch

Anger

3.64[3.24,4.05]

2.88[2.49,3.27]

3.17[2.71,3.64]

3.23[2.77,3.69]

Disgust

5.02[4.60,5.45]

5.65[5.25,6.06]

3.26[2.78,3.74]

3.83[3.35,4.31]
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Table S3.7
Barnard’s Unconditional Exact Test of Difference Between Action Unit (AU) activation for Facial Expressions of Anger and
Disgust
Anger

Disgust

Action unit

p
M

SD

M

SD

Posed Chinese participants
AU1

.02

.15

.09

.29

.284

AU2

.02

.15

.04

.21

1.000

AU4

.71

.46

.78

.42

.602

AU5

.24

.44

.13

.34

.216

AU7

.56

.50

.78

.42

.037

AU9

.07

.25

.13

.34

.424

AU10

.11

.32

.49

.51

< .001

AU14

.22

.42

.22

.42

1.000

AU15

.04

.21

.13

.34

.258

AU17

.51

.51

.29

.46

.046

AU20

.02

.15

.22

.42

.031

AU23

.27

.45

.07

.25

.031

AU25

.16

.37

.62

.49

< .001

AU26

.09

.29

.20

.41

.162

AU54

.04

.21

.02

.15

1.000

AU61

.00

.00

.07

.25

.212

AU63

.04

.21

.00

.00

.350

AU64

.00

.00

.11

.32

.098

Posed Dutch participants
AU1

.02

.14

.39

.49

< .001

AU2

.02

.14

.10

.31

.172

AU4

.90

.31

.92

.28

1.000

AU5

.10

.31

.02

.14

.172

AU7

.71

.46

.94

.24

.022

AU9

.08

.28

.59

.50

AU10

.02

.14

.31

.47

< .001
.003

AU14

.04

.20

.14

.35

.169

AU15

.00

.00

.43

.50

AU17

.10

.31

.29

.46

< .001
.045

AU20

.00

.00

.08

.28

.161

AU23

.20

.41

.06

.24

.115

AU25

.02

.14

.57

.50

AU26

.02

.14

.31

.47

< .001
.003

AU54

.29

.46

.04

.20

.006

AU61

.00

.00

.04

.20

.350

AU63

.16

.37

.00

.00

.066

AU64

.00

.00

.02

.14

1.000

Spontaneous Chinese participants
AU1

.03

.17

.00

.00

1.000

AU2

.00

.00

.00

.00

1.000

AU4

.69

.47

.66

.48

1.000

AU5

.00

.00

.00

.00

1.000
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AU7

.74

.44

.83

.38

.518

AU9

.11

.32

.31

.47

.070

AU10

.09

.28

.06

.24

1.000

AU14

.11

.32

.11

.32

1.000

AU15

.06

.24

.06

.24

1.000

AU17

.17

.38

.11

.32

.775

AU20

.00

.00

.00

.00

1.000

AU23

.14

.36

.09

.28

.652

AU25

.11

.32

.03

.17

.285

AU26

.03

.17

.00

.00

1.000

AU54

.17

.38

.11

.32

.775

AU61

.06

.24

.06

.24

1.000

AU63

.00

.00

.00

.00

1.000

AU64

.14

.36

.17

.38

1.000

Spontaneous Dutch participants
AU1

.23

.43

.29

.46

.920

AU2

.20

.41

.14

.36

.858

AU4

.49

.51

.51

.51

.905

AU5

.14

.36

.00

.00

.127

AU7

.49

.51

.60

.50

.462

AU9

.11

.32

.57

.50

< .001

AU10

.06

.24

.06

.24

1.000

AU14

.11

.32

.06

.24

.656

AU15

.06

.24

.09

.28

1.000

AU17

.03

.17

.00

.00

1.000

AU20

.00

.00

.06

.24

.333

AU23

.00

.00

.00

.00

1.000

AU25

.06

.24

.20

.41

.125

AU26

.03

.17

.06

.24

1.000

AU54

.17

.38

.23

.43

.761

AU61

.20

.41

.09

.28

.277

AU63

.06

.24

.03

.17

1.000

AU64

.20

.41

.23

.43

1.000

Note. Underlined AUs denote AUs that are (marginally) significantly different (p < .1) between facial expressions of anger and
disgust.
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Table S4.1
The Activated Action Units and Intensities for Each Model’s Expression
Smile
intensity
Low

Expresser
culture
Chinese

Dutch

High

Chinese

Dutch

Model

AU6
Cheek raise

AU7
Lid tight

AU12
Lip corner puller

AU14
Dimpler

f20_c

C

B

C

f21_c

C

m12_c

C

C

B

m13_c

C

B

C

B

f01_d

C

B

C

f04_d

C

B

C

m04_d

A

AU16
Lower lip depress

AU25
Lips part

B

B

C

m06_d

B

B

C

f20_c

D

C

D

f21_c

D

D

m12_c

D

D

E

m13_c

D

C

D

E

f01_d

D

C

D

E

f04_d

D

B

D

E

m04_d

D

B

D

E

m06_d

D

C

D

E

E
B

E

Note. The facial expressions were coded by a certified FACS (Facial Action Coding System; Ekman & Friesen, 1978) coder. A~E
represents the level of AU contractions from low to high. All facial expressions were also coded by a second certified FACS
coder, yielding a 72.68% agreement level of the presence/absence of AUs based on calculations provided by FACS manual
(Ekman & Friesen, 1978).
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Table S4.2
Smile Intensity × Culture of Expresser × Culture of Perceiver × Start Emotion Mixed-Design Analysis of Variance for Positivity, Negativity, Authenticity and Politeness Ratings in Experiment 4.3
Positivity
Effect

Negativity

F

ηp2

Smile Intensity (I)

410.21**

Culture of Expresser (E)

36.41**

Culture of Perceiver (P)
Start Emotion (S)

Authenticity

F

ηp2

.703

269.89**

.174

39.74**

27.93**

.139

Politeness
F

ηp2

.609

182.93**

.514

131.37**

.432

H1

.187

61.41**

.262

22.81**

.116

H2(E)

74.36**

.301

9.94**

.054

3.75

.021

H2(P)

16.77**

.088

12.62**

.068

19.37**

.101

36.37**

.174

P×E

4.50

.025

.90

.005

1.13

.006

1.42

.008

P×I

1.14

.007

1.57

.009

.08

.000

13.47**

.072

E×I

5.38

.030

2.07

.012

2.63

.015

.20

.001

P×E×I

3.85

.022

.17

.001

1.69

.010

14.40**

.077

S×I

2.59

.015

.03

.000

1.64

.009

.25

.001

S×E

6.02*

.034

6.08*

.034

1.85

.011

.60

.003

S×P

3.96

.022

6.26*

.035

2.48

.014

.13

.001

S×I×E

7.52**

.042

5.33

.030

.52

.003

1.74

.010

S×I×P

2.40

.014

.74

.004

1.81

.010

.76

.004

S×P×E

1.30

.007

2.27

.013

3.20

.018

1.56

.009

S×P×E×I

.572

.003

1.71

.010

2.51

.014

3.15

.018

Note. *p < . 0125, **p ≤ . 001.

Hypothesis

F

ηp2
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Table S4.3
Linear Mixed Model Analysis of Variance for Positivity, Negativity, Authenticity and Politeness Ratings in Experiments 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3
Positivity
Exp.

Negativity

Authenticity

Politeness

Effect

Hypothesis
Estimate

SE

F

Estimate

SE

F

Estimate

SE

F

Estimate

SE

F

Fixed effect
Smile Intensity (I)

Exp. 4.1

974.37**

362.26**

193.56**

160.85**

H1

Culture of Expresser (E)

5.58

24.01**

28.07**

12.39**

H2(E)

Culture of Perceiver (P)

4.71

< 0.01

2.61

0.47

H2(P)

I×E

2.86

3.14

9.51*

2.29

I×P

9.43

0.80

23.66**

27.37**

P×E

1.67

0.03

0.08

< 0.01

I×E×P

3.52

0.01

3.08

1.08

Random effect
Participant
Stimulus pair

59.96**

8.71

132.49**

17.01

89.33**

12.9

102.95**

14.8

11.87

10.07

13.95

11.83

10.82

9.38

6.64

6.05

Fixed effect

Exp. 4.2

Smile Intensity (I)

587.93**

463.85**

33.21**

49.73**

H1

Culture of Expresser (E)

19.41**

20.60**

10.83**

6.41*

H2(E)

Culture of Perceiver (P)

5.26

1.42

5.86

5.06

H2(P)

I×E

2.82

6.79*

13.16**

2.67

I×P

0.90

0.02

50.63**

6.96*

P×E

2.50

0.01

0.68

2.90

I×E×P

2.40

6.25

1.47

14.38**

Random effect
Participant
Stimulus pair

81.27**

11.48

122.89**

16.17

110.26**

16.01

99.74**

15.02

7.31

6.41

9.28

8.03

1.80

2.14

9.38

8.37

Fixed effect
Exp. 4.3

Smile Intensity (I)
Culture of Expresser (E)

2273.15**

1267.37**

1199.24**

1179.43**

H1

57.67**

55.91**

115.59**

48.13**

H2(E)
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Culture of Perceiver (P)

27.93**

74.36**

9.94*

3.75

I×E

4.87

2.21

3.29

0.20

I×P

6.32*

7.36*

0.50

120.93**

P×E

7.13*

1.26

2.13

2.99

I×E×P

3.49

0.18

2.12

14.71**

H2(P)

Random effect
Participant

48.05

5.71

84.62**

9.71

70.5**

8.54

76.63**

9.22

Stimulus pair

1.39

1.23

1.51

1.34

3.95

3.39

2.51

2.22

Note. We have four pairs of models. In each pair, a Chinese model and a Dutch model were matched in terms of gender, approximate age, and expression intensity. In order to see whether the results
regarding the main effect of culture of expresser were caused by specific pairs of stimuli, we conducted a hierarchical mixed model analysis separately for each dependent measure. Participants and
pairs of models were treated as random effects, and smile intensity, culture of expresser, and culture of perceiver were treated as fixed effects. The results were highly similar to the results we
reported in the manuscript, leading to the same conclusions we made in the manuscript. It indicates that the observed effects of culture of expresser were not due to idiosyncrasies of the stimulus set.
*p < . 0125, **p ≤ . 001.
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Experiment 5.1a
a. Dominance

b. Affiliation

Experiment 5.1b
c. Competence

d. Warmth

Experiment 5.2
e. Dominance

f. Trustworthiness
erTrTrustworthiness

Figure S5.1. Dendrogram of hierarchical cluster analyses (Euclidean distance matrix using Ward’s linkage method) of the six
categories of dynamic expressions for trait ratings in Experiments 5.1a, 5.1b, and 5.2. The height denotes the dissimilarities
between clusters, with greater height indicating greater differences between clusters. Dynamic expressions with the same end
emotion were perceived to be more similar to each other than dynamic expressions with different end emotions.
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Table S5.1
Means and standard deviations for all six dynamic emotional expressions in Experiments 5.1a, 5.1b, and 5.2.
Exp.
Exp. 5.1a

Exp. 5.1b

Exp. 5.2

Dependent measure

Disgust-to-anger

Fear-to-anger

Anger-to-disgust

Fear-to-disgust

Dominance

4.07(0.82)a

4.20(0.83)a

3.84(0.89)b

3.87(0.81)b

3.52(082)c

3.48(0.79)c

Affiliation

3.07(0.96)a

3.15(0.98)a

2.75(0.85)b

3.03(0.90)a

4.14(1.01)c

3.82(0.88)d

Competence

3.57(1.00)a

3.92(1.01)b

3.21(0.99)c

3.31(0.95)c

3.61(0.99)a

3.33(0.89)c

Warmth

3.25(0.93)a

3.46(0.99)b

3.01(0.94)c

3.22(0.91)a

4.08(0.91)d

3.98(0.85)d

Dominance

4.34(0.73)a

4.21(0.76)ab

4.12(0.81)bc

3.95(0.83)c

3.37(0.85)d

3.26(0.81)d

Trustworthiness

3.53(0.82)ab

3.86(0.90)a

3.37(0.77)c

3.66(0.89)b

4.28(0.78)d

4.20(0.93)d

Note. Means in a row with a different subscript differed significantly in paired samples t-tests at a Bonferroni-corrected alpha level of .01.

Anger-to-fear

Disgust-to-fear
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Experiment 5.1a:
Participants (N = 50; 37 female) who completed Experiment 5.1a first
a. Dominance

b. Affiliation

Experiment 5.1a:
Participants (N = 50: 41 female) who completed Experiment 5.1b first

c. Dominance

d. Affiliation

Figure S5.2. Dendrogram of hierarchical cluster analyses (Euclidean distance matrix using Ward’s linkage method) of the six
categories of dynamic expressions for trait ratings in Experiment 5.1a. The height denotes the dissimilarities between clusters,
with greater height indicating greater differences between clusters. Dynamic expressions with the same end emotion were
perceived to be more similar to each other than dynamic expressions with different end emotions.
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Experiment 5.1b:
Participants (N = 50; 41 female) who completed Experiment 5.1b first
a. Competence

b. Warmth

Experiment 5.1b:
Participants (N = 49; 40 female) who completed Experiment 5.1a first
c. Competence

d. Warmth

Figure S5.3. Dendrogram of hierarchical cluster analyses (Euclidean distance matrix using Ward’s linkage method) of the six
categories of dynamic expressions for trait ratings in Experiments 5.1b. The height denotes the dissimilarities between clusters,
with greater height indicating greater differences between clusters. For all the graphs except A, dynamic expressions with the
same end emotion were perceived to be more similar to each other than dynamic expressions with different end emotions.
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Affiliation/Warmth

Figure S5.4. Dendrogram of hierarchical cluster analyses (Euclidean distance matrix using Ward’s linkage method) of the six
categories of dynamic expressions for the affiliation/warmth ratings in Experiment 5.1 (a & b). The height denotes the
dissimilarities between clusters, with greater height indicating greater differences between clusters. Dynamic expressions with
the same end emotion were perceived to be more similar to each other than dynamic expressions with different end emotions.
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We spend much of our waking lives interacting with other people, reading their facial
expressions to figure out what they might be feeling, thinking, or intending to do next (Ekman
1994; Fridlund 1994). At the same time, we also express our own feelings, thoughts, and
intentions through facial expressions. Facial expressions thus play an important role in
nonverbal human communication. As mentioned in the beginning of this dissertation, a great
deal of research has been dedicated to uncovering the effects of facial expressions on human
communication (Fischer & Sauter, 2017; Scarantino, 2017; Van Kleef, 2017). The goal of the
present dissertation was to shed more light on the two processes of emotion
communication—expression and perception/inference—with a primary focus on the roles of
dynamic expressions and cultural frame in emotion communication. Specifically, I sought to
examine three main research questions: (a) How do people across cultures infer an
expresser’s emotions based on the perception of the expresser's static or dynamic facial
expressions? (b) How do people across cultures produce facial expressions of emotion? (c)
How do people draw inferences about the expresser’s personality traits based on the
perception of the expresser's dynamic facial expressions?
It is well established that Easterners are less accurate than Westerners at categorizing
some negative facial expressions (e.g., Beaupré & Hess, 2005; Jack et al., 2009; Matsumoto,
1992; Yik & Russell, 1999). In Chapter 2A, we revisited this phenomenon and hypothesized
that rather than Easterners failing to identify the intended emotions, they are more likely than
Westerners to perceive multiple emotions simultaneously. To test this hypothesis, we let
Chinese and Dutch participants rate Chinese and Dutch static and dynamic expressions of
anger, disgust, and fear. Results showed that both groups of perceivers rated expressions
higher on the intended emotions than on the non-intended emotions, demonstrating that they
accurately perceived the intended emotions. More importantly, Chinese participants made
smaller differentiations between intended and non-intended emotions than did Dutch
participants. This cultural difference was driven primarily by the perception of non-intended
emotions, which was higher among Chinese than among Dutch participants. Taken together,
these results suggest that Easterners are more likely to see mixed emotions in facial
expressions than are Westerners.
We further investigated the non-intended emotions perceived from facial expressions
across cultures in Chapter 2B. We compared the perception of two types of non-intended
emotions in Chinese and Dutch perceivers viewing static and dynamic facial expressions:
emotions which were morphologically similar to the intended emotion and emotions which
were morphologically dissimilar to the intended emotion. Findings were consistent across two
studies, and showed that (a) morphologically similar emotions were endorsed to a greater
extent than dissimilar emotions, and (b) Chinese perceivers endorsed non-intended emotions
more than did Dutch perceivers. Furthermore, the difference between Chinese and Dutch
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perceivers was more pronounced for the endorsement of morphologically similar emotions
than of dissimilar emotions. We also obtained consistent evidence that Dutch observers
endorsed non-intended emotions that were congruent with the preceding expressions to a
greater degree. Chapter 2B thus suggests that culture and morphological similarity both
influence the extent to which perceivers see multiple concurrent emotions in a facial
expression.
To complement the research strand based on emotion perception (Chapter 2A and 2B),
Chapter 3 focused on cultural specificity in emotion production. In this study, Chinese and
Dutch participants were instructed to either pose facial expressions of anger and disgust
(eliciting posed expressions), or to share autobiographical events that elicited anger and
disgust (eliciting spontaneous expressions). Results showed systematic differences in the
facial muscles engaged in expressions of anger versus disgust in both posed and
spontaneous conditions, demonstrating that expressions of anger and disgust were distinct in
terms of facial muscle movements in both groups. Posed expressions of anger and disgust
were more overlapping in Chinese than in Dutch participants, indicating that Dutch people
produce more specific emotional expressions than do Chinese. However, this pattern was not
observed for spontaneous expressions. Together, these findings provide the first empirical
demonstration that culture influences the specificity of posed, but not spontaneous, facial
expressions of emotions.
Besides facial expressions of negative emotion, people from different cultures might also
differ in their perception of positive facial expressions such as smiles. Chapter 4 examined
how people from different cultures interpret smiles of various intensities. Chinese and Dutch
perceivers made ratings of positivity, negativity, authenticity, and politeness for isolated
(Experiment 4.1), minimal-context (Experiment 4.2), and dynamic (Experiment 4.3) smiles.
The smiles were of low and high intensity, and produced by Chinese and Dutch expressers.
Results showed that, across all three experiments, the intensity of the smile and the culture of
the expresser consistently influenced smile perception: High intensity smiles were perceived
as more positive and authentic, and less negative and polite than low intensity smiles; Dutch
smiles were perceived as more positive and authentic, and less negative and polite than
Chinese smiles. The effect of culture of perceiver, however, varied across experiments:
Dutch perceivers judged dynamic smiles as more positive and authentic, and less negative
than did Chinese perceivers, but the two cultural groups did not differ in their perception of
isolated and minimal-context smiles. Chapter 4 thus suggests that the perception of affective
and social aspects of smiles is influenced by smile intensity and expresser culture.
Apart from emotions, facial expressions also signal other information such as personality
traits of the expresser (Hess et al., 2000; Knutson, 1996; Krumhuber et al., 2007). Chapter 5
examined personality trait inferences from dynamic expressions that change from the start
emotion to the end emotion. Drawing on three influential models of person perception, we
measured perceived dominance and affiliation (Experiment 5.1a), competence and warmth
(Experiment 5.1b), and dominance and trustworthiness (Experiment 5.2). A strong recency
effect was consistently found across all trait judgments, that is, the end emotion of dynamic
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expressions had a strong impact on trait ratings. Evidence for a primacy effect was also
observed (i.e., the information of start emotions was integrated), but less pronounced, and
only for trait ratings relating to affiliation, warmth, and trustworthiness. These findings thus
suggest that, when making trait judgements about others, observers weigh the most recently
displayed emotion in dynamic expressions more heavily than the preceding emotion.
Overall, the empirical work presented in this dissertation highlights that (a) Westerners
are more specific than Easterners in emotion communication (i.e., perception and production
of emotional facial expressions), (b) the interpretation of a smile depends on its intensity and
cultural context, and (c) perceivers weigh the end emotion of dynamic expressions more
heavily than the start emotion when making trait judgements about others. I hope that future
research will continue to be dedicated to uncovering the effects of facial expressions on
social interaction.
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We besteden een groot deel van ons wakkere leven aan het interacteren met andere
mensen, waarbij we proberen hun gezichtsuitdrukkingen te lezen om er achter te komen wat
ze mogelijk voelen, denken of van plan zijn te doen (Ekman, 1994; Fridlund, 1994).
Tegelijkertijd drukken we ook onze eigen gevoelens, gedachten en intenties uit middels ons
gezichtsuitdrukkingen. Gezichtsuitdrukkingen spelen daarmee een grote rol in non-verbale
menselijke communicatie. Zoals reeds benoemd in het begin van deze dissertatie is er een
grote hoeveelheid onderzoek gewijd aan het onthullen van de effecten van
gezichtsuitdrukkingen op menselijke communicatie (Fischer & Sauter, 2017; Scarantino,
2017; Van Kleef, 2017). Het doel van de huidige dissertatie om meer duidelijkheid te
verkrijgen in de twee processen van emotiecommunicatie – expressie en perceptie/inferentie
– met een primaire focus op de rol van dynamische expressies en de culturele context in
emotiecommunicatie. Hierbij stonden drie onderzoeksvragen centraal: (a) Hoe leiden
mensen uit verschillende culturen de emoties af van de uitdrukker op basis van statische of
dynamische gezichtsuitdrukkingen? (b) Hoe produceren mensen uit verschillende culturen
emotionele gezichtsuitdrukkingen? (c) Hoe maken mensen aannames over de
persoonlijkheid van de uitdrukker op basis van de perceptie van dynamische
gezichtsuitdrukkingen?
Het is vastgesteld dat Oosterlingen minder accuraat zijn dan Westerlingen in het
categoriseren van sommige negatieve gezichtsuitdrukkingen (e.g., Beaupré & Hess, 2005;
Jack et al., 2009; Matsumoto, 1992; Yik & Russell, 1999). In hoofdstuk 2A komen wij terug op
dit verschijnsel. We verwachtten dat in plaats van dat oosterlingen tekortschieten in het
identificeren van de bedoelde emoties, zij meer dan westerlingen geneigd zijn om meerdere
emoties tegelijkertijd waar te nemen. Om deze hypothese te toetsen lieten we Chinese en
Nederlandse participanten Chinese en Nederlandse statische en dynamische uitdrukkingen
zien van boosheid, walging en angst. De resultaten toonden aan dat beide groepen
waarnemers de uitdrukkingen meer toekenden aan de bedoelde emoties dan de niet
bedoelde emoties. Dit toont aan dat beide groepen de bedoelde emoties accuraat
waarnamen. Belangrijker nog, bleek dat Chinese participanten minder differentieerden
tussen de bedoelde en de niet bedoelde emoties in vergelijking tot Nederlandse participanten.
Dit culturele verschil werd voornamelijk gedreven door de waarneming van niet bedoelde
emoties, welke sterker aanwezig was onder Chinese participanten dan onder Nederlandse
participanten. Samengenomen suggereren deze resultaten dat Oosterlingen meer geneigd
zijn om gemengde emoties waar te nemen in gezichtsuitdrukkingen dan Westerlingen.
In hoofdstuk 2B hebben we de waarneming van niet bedoelde
gezichtsuitdrukkingen verder onderzocht in verschillende culturen. We
waarneming van twee typen niet bedoelde emoties onderzocht in Chinese en
waarnemers van statische en dynamische gezichtsuitdrukkingen: emoties die

emoties in
hebben de
Nederlandse
morfologisch
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vergelijkbaar waren met de bedoelde emotie, en emoties die morfologisch niet vergelijkbaar
waren met de bedoelde emotie. De bevindingen van twee studies waren consistent en
toonden aan dat (a) morfologisch vergelijkbare emoties in sterkere mate werden
waargenomen dan onvergelijkbare emoties, en (b) Chinese waarnemers meer niet bedoelde
emoties zagen dan Nederlandse waarnemers. Het verschil tussen Chinese en Nederlandse
waarnemers was sterker voor de perceptie van morfologisch vergelijkbare emoties dan
onvergelijkbare emoties. Ook verkregen we consistent bewijs dat Nederlandse waarnemers
meer geneigd waren niet bedoelde emoties te zien die congruent waren met de voorgaande
uitdrukkingen. Hoofdstuk 2B wijst er dus op dat zowel cultuur als morfologische
vergelijkbaarheid de mate beïnvloeden waarin waarnemers meerdere simultane emoties in
een gezichtsuitdrukking zien.
Om de onderzoekslijn gebaseerd op de waarneming van emoties aan te vullen
(Hoofdstuk 2A en 2B), richtte Hoofdstuk 3 zich op de culturele specificiteit in de productie van
emoties. In dit onderzoek werden Chinese en Nederlandse participanten geïnstrueerd om
gezichtsuitdrukkingen van boosheid en walging te tonen (met geposeerde expressies als
gevolg), of om autobiografische gebeurtenissen te vertellen die boosheid en walging
opriepen (met spontane expressies als gevolg). De resultaten toonden systematische
verschillen in de gezichtsspieren die betrokken zijn bij uitdrukkingen van boosheid versus
walging, zowel in de geposeerde als spontane condities. Dit toont aan dat uitdrukkingen van
boosheid en walging verschillen met betrekking tot gezichtsspierbewegingen in beide
groepen. Geposeerde expressies van boosheid en walging overlapten meer onder Chinese
dan onder Nederlandse participanten, wat aantoont dat Nederlanders meer specifieke
emotionele uitdrukkingen produceren dan Chinezen. Dit patroon werd echter niet
geobserveerd in de spontane gezichtsuitdrukkingen. Samengenomen vormen deze
bevindingen een eerste empirische demonstratie dat cultuur de specificiteit van geposeerde,
maar niet van spontane emotionele gezichtsuitdrukkingen beïnvloedt.
Naast gezichtsuitdrukkingen van negatieve emoties verschillen mensen uit verschillende
culturen mogelijk ook in hun waarneming van positieve gezichtsuitdrukkingen zoals een
glimlach. In hoofdstuk 4 onderzochten we hoe mensen uit verschillende culture glimlachen
van verschillende intensiteiten interpreteerden. Chinese en Nederlandse waarnemers
beoordeelden geïsoleerde (Experiment 4.1), minimale context (Experiment 4.2) en
dynamische glimlachen (Experiment 4.3) op positiviteit, negativiteit, authenticiteit en
beleefdheid. De glimlachen waren van lage en hoge intensiteit, geproduceerd door zowel
Chinese als Nederlandse uitdrukkers. De resultaten toonden aan dat in alle drie de
experimenten, de intensiteit van de glimlach en de cultuur van de uitdrukker een consistente
invloed hadden op de waarneming van de glimlach: Een glimlach met een hoge intensiteit
werd als positiever en authentieker waargenomen, en minder negatief en minder beleefd dan
een glimlach met een lage intensiteit. Daarbij werd een Nederlandse glimlach als positiever
en authentieker beoordeeld, en minder negatief en minder beleefd dan een Chinese glimlach.
Het effect van cultuur van de waarnemer varieerde echter over de experimenten.
Nederlandse waarnemers beoordeelden een dynamische glimlach als positiever,
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authentieker en minder negatief dan Chinese waarnemers. De twee groepen verschilden
echter niet in hun waarneming van een geïsoleerde glimlach, of een glimlach in een minimale
context. De bevindingen uit hoofdstuk 4 suggereren dus dat de waarneming van affectieve en
sociale aspecten van een glimlach beïnvloed wordt door de intensiteit van de glimlach en de
cultuur van de uitdrukker.
Naast emoties signaleren gezichtsuitdrukkingen ook andere informatie, zoals de
persoonlijkheidseigenschappen van de uitdrukker (Hess et al., 2000; Knutson, 1996;
Krumhuber
et
al.,
2007).
In
hoofdstuk
5
werd
het
afleiden
van
persoonlijkheidseigenschappen uit dynamische gezichtsuitdrukkingen die veranderen van de
begin-emotie tot de eind-emotie onderzocht. Voortbouwend op drie invloedrijke modellen van
persoonsperceptie, maten we de waargenomen dominantie en affiliatie (Experiment 5.1a),
competentie en warmte (Experiment 5.1b) en dominantie en betrouwbaarheid (Experiment
5.2). Consistent over alle persoonlijkheidseigenschappen vonden we een sterk “recency
effect”. Dat wil zeggen dat de eind-emotie van de dynamische expressie een sterke invloed
had op de beoordeling van de eigenschappen. Ook werd er bewijs voor een “primacy” effect
gevonden (i.e. de informatie van de begin-emotie werd ook geïntegreerd), maar dit effect was
minder sterk en kwam alleen naar voren onder de beoordeling van eigenschappen
gerelateerd aan affiliatie, warmte en betrouwbaarheid. Deze bevindingen suggereren dus dat
wanneer mensen de meest recent getoonde emotie in dynamische expressies zwaarder
wegen dan de voorgaande emotie bij het beoordelen van andermans
persoonlijkheidseigenschappen.
Samenvattend toont het empirische werk gepresenteerd in deze dissertatie aan dat (a)
Westerlingen specifieker zijn in emotiecommunicatie (i.e. perceptie en productie van
emotionele gezichtsuitdrukkingen) dan Oosterlingen, (b), de interpretatie van een glimlach
afhankelijk is van de intensiteit en de culturele context, en (c) waarnemers de laatst getoonde
emotie in een dynamische expressie zwaarder wegen dan de begin-emotie wanneer zij de
persoonlijkheid van anderen beoordelen. Ik hoop dat toekomstig onderzoek zich zal blijven
wijden aan het onthullen van de effecten van gezichtsuitdrukkingen op sociale interacties.
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